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IMPACT OF CRIME ON THE ELDERLY

TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in room SD -430,
DirkSen Senate Office Building, commencing at 10:06 a.m., Senator
Charles E. Grassle_y (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Grassley and Hawkins.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRASSLEY

Senator GRASSLEY. I will call the meeting and this hearing of the
Subcommittee on Aging to order. I have a short statement before
we call the witnesses. I want to thank everybody for participating.

As we all know, crime can strike anyone but most frequently it
affects the poor, the young, the lieu old, and residents of the inner
citiesprecisely those persons_ who are least able to protect them:
selves. We are ever mindful of the serious toll that crime is exact-
ing in our communities and we cannot turn away from that prob-
lem

The idea that a society should aid those who are victimized by
crime is not new. Dated 2038 B.C.; the Babylonian Code of Hammu-
rabi, provided that when a person was robbed or murder4_ he or
she or the heirs, were entitled to compensation for their losses. But
today's system has lost touch with this commonsense notion
through its legalistic insistence on separating civil and _criminal
remedies. We punish criminalssometimesbut we leave the
victim to his own devices in seeking tort compensation.

We squire a suspect through the process: Provide a free lawyer,
food and housing, physical and psychiatric-treatment, -job training,
support for the family, counsel on appeal. But the victim often gets
no helpand even worse, is victimized again by an insensitive judi-
cial ystem which demands his or her full-time participation for
the_ minor comfort of a conviction.

On April 15, 1982, President Reagan assembled a task_force to
find out- why -our system_ treats victims so dismally.. The final
report of the President's Task Force on Victims of Crime was re-
leased last December. By combining discussions with law-abiding
citizens whose lives have been shattered by lawlessneSS, the teak
force has produced an outstanding resource on this subject.

The report outlines an agenda for governmental and organiza-
tional action to alleviate the suffering of those afflicted by crime.

(1)
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For example, the report illustrates the physical consequences
unique to older victims. One elderly victim testified and I quote:

I am a senior citizen but I never considered myself old. I was active. I was inde-
pendent. Now I live in a nursing home and sit in a wheelchair. The day I was
mugg&I was the day I began to die.

If the victim is lucky, the perpetrator of the crime may receive a
sentence. But as this example aptly illustrates, the victim may be
sentenced to a lifelong ordeal of pain.

Gradually our perception of the criminal justice system has been
changing: In the last Congress, for example, we finally recognized
that all too often the victim of a serious crime -is forced to suffer
physical, _psychological, or financial hardship, first as a result of
the criminal act and then as a result of contact with a criminal jus-
tice system that calls it a day after the case is dismissed or the
criminal is put away.

The- Victim and Witness Protection Act of 1982 provides a ray of
optimism in the Federal criminal system. Restitution is required
for the first time. There may be revocation of bail in certain cir-
cumstancesanother first. Victim impact statements are required.
This means that prior to sentencing the judge will know the finan-
cial, medical, social, and psychological effects of the victim prior to
sentencing. While these steams are marked improvements, it goes
without saying that wa have much yet to accomplish.

Today's hearing will hopefully build on the outstanding founda-
tion laid by the President's task force, assessing where we are in
terms of victim assistance and in which directions we should advis-
edly move. We have an outstanding array of witnesses and I look
forward to hearing from them.

We will proceed according to- the order printed, with the excep-
tion of Senator Heinz, who right now [and I just came from that
meeting because I am also a member of the Select Committee on
Aging] is holding a hearing on the efficacy of drugs and the over-
use of drugs by senior citizens. He will likely have to come in late
to testify before my subcommittee, and I told him that we would
interrupt whoever was testifying so that he would not be away
from his own committee for too long of a period of time.

With that in mind; I will skip Senator Heinz momentarily and go
to Jay Stephens, who is originally from my State of Iowa and came
to Washington to take his present position. Lois Haight Herrington
will testify as well; I am acquainted with _Mr. Stephens because his
father was in the State legislature when I was in the State legisla-
ture _and had an opportunity to know the family for a long time.
Jay Stephens is Deputy Associate Attorney General of the_TIS. De-
partment of Justice, a native of my own State, as I said. Following
his assignment as_ Assistant Special Prosecutor in the Watergate
investigation and 5 years prosecuting cases as assistant U.S. attor-
ney for the District of Columbia, he has been responsible for a wide
range of _criminal policy issues in the Justice Department.

Lois Haight Herrington comes to us after chairing the Presi-
dent's Task Force on Victims of Crime and I want to congratulate
her for her important contribution to this effort and of course
thank both of you for participating.

So would you both come forward at this time,_please.
We will now receive a statement from Senator Heinz;
[The prepared statement of Senator Heinz follows:]

6
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
BEFORE THE SENATE SUB'COMMITTEE ON AGING
GRIME-AND-THE ELDERLY
JUNE 28; 1983

MR; CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO

TESTIFY ON BEHALF OF my LEGISLATION AND ON BEHALF OF CRIME

VICTIMS ACROSS THE NATION, IT IS ALWAYS A PLEASURE FOR ME TO BE

IN THE DISTINGUISHED COMPANY OF LOIS HERRINGTON, WHO WAS CHAIRMAN

OF THE PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE ON VICTIMS OF CRIME, AND TO APPEAR

WITH THE NATICNAL ORGANIZATION OF VICTIMS ASSISTANCE, WHICH HAS

WORKED SO EFFECTIVELY IN THE PROMOTION OF VICTIMS RIGHTS;

AS CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING, I HAVE

LONG BEEN AWARE THAT THE FEAR OF CRIME AND THE IMPACT OF AN

ASSAULT HAVE AN ESPECIALLY' TRAUMATIC IMPACT UPON OLDER AMERICANS.

WHAT iS NOT SO WIDELY RECOGNIZED IS THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF A

VICTIM'S EXPERIENCE AFTER A CRIME HAS OCCURED

THE PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE ON VICTIMS OF CRIME, IN ITS REPORT

TO THE CONGRESS EARLIER THIS YEAR, CONCLUDED THAT THE TREATMENT

OF VICTIMS BY OUR CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM HAS BEEN CARELESS AND

SHAMEFUL: IN MANY CASES, THE CRIMINAL HAS RECEIVED MORE

CONSIDERA4ION AND FAIRER TREATMENT THAN THE;INNOCENT INDIVIDUAL

HE HAS VICTIMIZED. IN THE WORDS OF THE TASK FORCE; "INNOCENT

VICTIMS OF CRIME HAVE BEEN OVERLOOKED; THEIR PLEAS FOR JUSTICE

HAVE GONE UNHEEDED-, AND THEIR WOUNDS PERSONAL, EMOTIONAL; AND

FINANCIAL HAVE GONE UNATTENDED° LAST YEAR, SENATOR LAXALT

AND I HOPED TO BALANCE THIS INJUSTICE WHEN WE INTRODUCED THE
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VICTIM AND WITNESS PROTECTION ACT OF 1982. THAT BILL WAS SIGNED

INTO PUBLIC LAW BY THE PRESIDENT LAST OCTOBER. IT IS THE FIRST

MAJOR FEDERAL LEGISLATIOU WHICH RECOGNIZES THE RIGHTS.AND NEEDS

OF VICTIMS. THE SWIFT PASSAGE OF THIS LEGISLATION HAS GIVEN HOPE

TO VICTIMS ACROSS THE COUNTRY. MANY VICTIMS ADVOCACY GROUPS ARE

NOW WORKING FOR PASSAGE OF PARALLEL LEGISLATION AT THE STATE

LEVEL.

BUT WE NEED TO DO MORE. THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF A CRIME CAN

BE DEVASTATING TO AN OLDER PERSON ON A FIXED INCOME. SOME SAY

THAT RESTITUTION SHOULD BE REQUIRED SIMPLY MAKE THE CRIMINAL

PAY FOR THE CONSEQUENCES OF HIS CRIME. BUT SADLY, RELATIVELY FEW

CRIMINALS ARE CAUGHT AND CONVICTED, AND FEWER STILL CAN BE MADE

TO PAY RESTITUTION. To ADDRESS THIS PROBLEM, 36 STATES PLUS THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA HAVE ESTABLISHED VICTIMS COMPENSATION

PROGRAMS. UNFORTUNATELY, VIRTUALLY OF THESE STATE CRIME VICTIMS

COMPENSATION PROGRAMS ARE EXPERIENCING FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES.

MANY STATES ARE BEING FORCED TO LIMIT THE AMOUNT OF THEIR

COMPENSATION AWARDS. OTHERS DO NOT ADVISE VICTIMS OF THEIR

EXISTENCE FOR FEAR OF DEPLETING AVAILABLE RESOURCES OR OVERTAXING

NUMERICALLY INADEQUATE STAFF. IN ADDITION, BECAUSE OF THE

FUNDING PROBLEMS IN MANY STATES, VICTIMS MAY HAVE TO WAIT MONTHS

BEFORE THE COMPENSATION CLAIM CAN BE PROCESSED.

MR. CHAIRMAN; EARLY THIS YEAR I, WITH YOUR CO-SPONSORSHIP

INTRODUCED S. 704 THE CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1983



WHICH WOULD ESTABLISH A FEDERAL CRIME VICTIMS ASSISTANCE FUND TO

HELP STATES COMPENSATE VICTIMS OF CRIME. IT WOULD PROVIDE

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR THOSE REMAINING STATES WHICH DECIDE TO

ESTABLISH VICTIMS COMPENSATION PROGRAMS. IN ADDITION, THE

LEGISLATION WOULD PROVIDE MUCH-NEEDED FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR STATE

AND FEDERAL VICTIM'S AND WITNESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. THIS

SUPPORT IS ESSENTIAL IF WE ARE TO FULLY IMPLEMENT THE PROVISONS

OF THE VICTIM AND WITNESS PROTECTION ACT PASSED LAST YEAR.

REVENUE FOR THESE PURPOSES WILL BE GENERATED FROM SOURCES

RELATED TO THE COMMISSION OF THE CRIME SUCH AS INCREASED FINES,

CRIMINAL FORFEITURES; IMPROVED COLLECTION PROCEDURES, AND A

SPECIFIC ONE-TIME COMPENSATION FEE TO BE LEVIED AT THE TIME OF

SENTENCING ON ALL FEDERAL CRIMES. IT WILL NOT REQUIRE A SINGLE

PENNY OF NEW REVENUE FROM THE TAXPAYER.

MOST ELDERLY PEOPLE CAN NOT ABSORB THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF A

CRIME. THEY RARELY INVEST IN INSURANCE WHICH IS OFTEN A FALL'

BACK FOR YOUNGER; WORKING INDIVIDUALS. THUS, THEY ARE INNOCENTLY

VICTIMIZED; AND THAN LEFT TO PAY FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES, THERAPY,

OR POSSIBLY FUNERAL EXPENSES ON THEIR OWN. COMPENSATION

PROGRAMS VARY FROM STATE-TO-STATE, BUT MOST COMPENSATE FOR

MEDICAL, COUNSELING, AND THERAPY EXPENSES ASSOCIATED WITH THE

CRIME. MOST OF THESE PROGRAMS ALSO REIMBURSE FOR LOST WAGES;

LOSS OF SUPPORT TO DEPENDENTS AND FUNERAL EXPENSES. I BELIEVE

THAT IT IS TIME FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO ENSURE THE

AVAILABILITY OF ADEQUATE FUNDS TO SUPPORT THESE PROGRAMS SO THAT

FINANCIAL REIMBURSEMENT TO INNOCENT VICTIMS CAN BE MADE.

WITHOUT THE COOPERATION OF VICTIMS, THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE

SYSTEM WOULD COLLAPSE. LAST YEAR WE BEGAN TO RECOGNIZE THEIR

NEEDS. I BELIEVE THIS YEAR IT IS TIME WE COMPLETE OUR

RESPONSIBILITY BY ENACTING COMPREHENSIVE VICTIMS COMPENSATION

LEGISLATION. THANK YOU.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Jay, I am going to ask you to go first; please;
Then I will also want to hear from you, Mrs. Herrington, before we
ask questions; but I do have some questions for both of you. So go
ahead, Jay.

STATEMENT OF I AY STEPHENS, DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, A_CCOMPANIED BY LOIS
HAIGHT HERRINGTON, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

Mr. STEPHENS; Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed a pleasure
to be here today to discuss with you the Department of Justice's
implementation of the Victim Witness Protection Act of 1982 that
was passed by the Congress in this past session and signed by the
President in October;

As the chairman so aptly noted, this legislation is a milestone in
the continuing effort to insure that victims and witnesses of crimi-
nal offenses are given the level of attention and consideration
which they deserve. For too long our legal system has ignored the
devastating psychological, emotional, physical; and financial
impact which crime can have upon a victim and it has focused in-
stead all its attention upon insuring that every concern of the ac-
cused is accommodated. _

Similarly, witnesses to offenses too often have been treated with
disregard and indifference, even though they frequently make
great personal sacrifices to do an important civic duty.

The impact of crime is especially traumatic with respect to our
elderly, citizens. I know that is of particular concern to the chair-
man of this subcommittee I would like to take a moment to focus
on some of those special concerns of the elderly Although the
actual incidence of crime may be less with respect to our elderly
citizens; the overall impact which crime has on this group is trau-
matic. The sense of vulnerability among many of our elderly exac-
erbates their fear of crime which in turn results in a significant
alteration of their life style. When a purse is snatched or a home
burglarized, the elderly person frequently experiences great fear
even though no violence may have resulted. Indeed, _the pervasive
fear of crime suffered by the elderly has been identified in one na-
tionwide survey to be a more serious personal problem than poor
health, loneliness, lack of financial resources and other such prob-
lems frequently associated with the aging process.

This fear of crime of the elderly is an indirect form of victimiza-
tion since it can lead to serious restriction on the elderly's daily ac-
tivities and can significantly impoverish their lifestyle.

Furthermore; the elderly are more susceptible to crime that in-
volves economic loss, and economic loss may be particularly dis-
turbing to the person who is on a fixed income as many of our el-
derly people are The inescapable conclusion of victimization stud-
ies is that indeed the trauma and economic impact of crime weigh
much more heavily upon our elderly citizens.

The Victim and Witness Protection Act passed by Congress last
session is, of course, designed to behefit all of our citizens who may
suffer the tragedy of being a crime victim or who step forward to
do their civic duty when they are a witness to a criminal offense.

10
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The act contains a number of provisions, each of which is de-
signed to provide a particular type of assistance to victims and wit-nessesthis

morning_to address the most significant aspects
of that ,legislation and to advise the subcommittee of the status of
the iMP'enientation of that act by the Department of Justice.

In PartieWar, I would like first to discuss our effort to implement
those Pr°visions of the act which deal with the victim impact statW-
'tent; the obstructiOn Of _justice statute, and restitution provisions;

to review the status of the guideline mandated by section
Victim Protection Act.

As the

6anoci

of
thhr

9hairman_pointed out in his opening statement, one of the
most SigiMficant aspects of the new Victim and Witness Protection
Act is section 3 which requires the inclusion of a victim impact

part of the presentence report filed pursuant to rulea3ta2cetextronft_thEt
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.

prior to the enactment of thiS act, the general practice of the
probation- officer and the courts was to rely -on a presentence inves-

io that generally focused upon the defendant's family, social,teicgoantorn.nic:
and criminal background. While most presentence re-

ports included a small section on the official version of the offense,
they_ did not specifically address the questions of the physical, the
economic, the psychological trauma suffered by the victim or the
victims_" the offense. Consequently; a sentencing court, particular=
ly in a case that was disposed of by a plea where the victimtlid not
have an °Pportunity to come before the court; did not always have
a comPiete picture or an accurate picture of the impact which the
offense hiai_ci upon the victim.

Now,- -"le Victim and Witness Protection Act requires that pre-
-investigations include an appropriate section describing

Pact of that Offense upon the victim. The act mandates that
tshenet

impact
ence

this ovided as part of the presentence report of rule 32(02);vbe pr
yeent' the primary burden of this falls upon the probation

office, since they are the office that prepares this report and since;
the lepiQation points out, the Congress wanted a neutral party

evidence to the court
as
t o or enseetnhte this

Bless, the prosecutor has an important obligation, we be-
lieve, t° assist the probation office in obtaining a complete and ac=
thcueravtirn,ecu,information picture regarding the impact of the crime on

since frequently the prosecutor or the investigator han-
dlingdling oecse may have more ready access_ to this evidence at an
early stage of the investigation. Moreover; we believe the prosecu-
tor has, a responsibility to advise the victim about communicating
with_ the Probaticin office, in order to insure that the probation offi-
cer tatits With the victim and obtains the necessary information to

e, tecomp_ the victim impact statement.
Ana, in the last analysis, where courts permit; the prosecutor

shoul4 be a vigorous advocate for the victim at the time of sentend=
ing_to insure that the court is fully cognizant of the extent of the
injuries s Weed by the victim. We have preliminarily advised our
pstatements_ of their obligations with respect to the victim impact

and I fully expect the formal guidelines which will be
prosecutoru to r g

issued bY the Department of Justice shortly will address that issue
and unde rscore the investigative agents' and prosecutors' responsi-
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bility of assisting the probation office in bringing this very impor-
tant information to the attention of the sentencing judge.

With respect to section 4 of the new act which involves obstruc-
tion of justice and witness tampering provisions; we have made a
comprehensive analysis of these new statutes and the important
changes which are entailed in this legislation. We have communi-
cated to the U.S. attorneys as well as to our attorneys in the De-
partment of Justice the important changes in the obstruction of
justice laws and have provided them with detailed guidance on the
application of these provisions.

The Department, of course, views these changes in the obstruc-
tion statutes as significant improvements for the protection of wit-
nesses who may be threatened or intimidated, and we have encour-
aged our prosecutors to utilize these new provisions vigorously to
prosecute any individual who interferes with or intimidates wit-
nesses to criminal offenses.

There are a number of significant changes in the law which I
would like to point out very briefly. Section 4 provides for a civil
injunctive remedy to restrain harassment of witnesses and, as the
chairman pointed out; section 8 of the act includes a provision that
makes nonviolation of the intimidation and harassment statutes a
condition of any release on bail.

Equally important, punishment for violation of the new obstruc-
tion statutes now extends to 10 years imprisonment and a fine of
up to $250,000. And, more importantly, the new provisions now
cover the intimidation of a witness even though a formal case has
not yet been filed. The Criminal Division of the Department of Jus-
tice has maintained ongoing supervision of these statutes to pro-
vide the necessary advice to our prosecutors and to resolve issues
which may arise in the application of these new statutes. We
expect these statutes to be an important tool in providing witnesses
the kind of security from intimidation that they deserve.

Section 7 of the new act requires that the Attorney General
report to Congress within a year of enactment of the act regarding
necessary legislation to insure that a Federal felon derives no
profit from his crimes until any victim of his offenses receives res-
titution.

I would advise the subcommittee that the Department currently
has this issue under consideration and will report to the Congress
its recommendations on this matter in the next few months.

The Department currently is finalizing detailed instructions to
all our criminal prosecutors regarding the important restitution
provisions of the act. Very significantly, section 5 of the act re-
quires, as the chairman pointed out, that a sentencing court specifi,
cally consider the issue of restitution and to state on the record
any reasons for failing to impose restitution.

In addition, the court is authorized under this new legislation to
impose a sentence of both restitution and incarceration, a change
from the previous law. And it also provides for a civil judgment en-
forcement mechanism for victims awarded restitution.

The issue of restitution for criminal offenses raises a number of
difficult legal and administrative issues which we have been at-
tempting to resolve. As I noted previously, we are finalizing a set of
instructions to our prosecutors, and we anticipate that within the
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next 30 to 60 days we will have detailed instructions to them to
assist them in dealing with some of the very difficult questions.

The restitution issue has raised concerns among participants in
the criminal justice system regarding the process by- which reditu-
don is impeSed and the procedures which must be fond-Wed. Many
of these issues surfaced in a nationwide teleconference that we had
this spring that involve_ members of the bench; probation officers,
defense counsel, and Federal prosecutors.

Also within the prosecutors offices concerns have been raised re-
garding the resolution of certain restitution issues; for example,
Federal prosecutions we may have prosecutions Of major securities
fraud schemes, where there are many victims, and may end UP
with a disposition involving a limited number of thoSe indicted
counts. Consequently; there may be some victims' counts that
either were not charged or were dismissed as part of a plea disposi-
tion; thus, thete victims may notobtain restitution.

In addition, we need to be vigilant regarding the procedures em-
ployed in imposing restitution_ so as to avoid unduly encumbering
the sentencing process. As I have noted previously, however we have
encouraged our prosecutors, consistent with their overall prosecuto-
rial obligations, to press for restitution in all appropriate cases and
to assist the probation office in developing documentation and evi-
dence of injury suffered by a victim.

Restitution through the criminal process at best may provide
only a partial solution; however, to compensating victims of crime;
In many cases there are victims of crimes for which no one is ap-
prehended or convicted, and consequently; restitution in those cir-
cumstances is, of course, totally unavailable.

In other circumstances where the perpetrator is convicted, he
may be unable to pay. In many cases a convicted defendant may be
incarcerated for a substantial number of years and the payment to
a victim may be delayed for many years; In still other circum-
stances as I noted above, a victim may be one of several victims of
a complex scheme in which a defendant has engaged; but May not
receive restitution because of a particular disposition in that case.
The limitations on the effectiveness_ of restitution through the
criminal proceSS suggest that additional thought should be given to
other types of victim compensation programs. I know that this has
been of particular concern to the chairman of the subcommittee
who previouSly introduced S. 704; a bill to provide Federal finan-
cial assistance to qualifying State victim compensation funds and
victim and witness ASSistanceprograms.

Similarly, as the subcommittee will hear shortly, the President's
Task Force on Victims of Crime addressed this problem and made
a number of recommendations regarding victim compensation pro-
grams and the critical role theY can play in making victims whole

again;
The Department of Justice .currently is doing an in -depth study

of all of the task force proposals, _including the proposal for a
victim comperiSatiOn program, to determine what legislative pro-
posals, if any, merit support.

Finally; I would like to take a few moments to discuis with you
the status of the victim and witness guidelines which are mandated
by section 6 of the act; These guidelines entail a significant

i t.
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istrative directive to Department -of Justice components to insure
the delivery of victim services and assistance contemplated by theact. Section 6 of the act directs- the Attorney General to issue
Within 270 daYs of enactment guidelines for the fair treatment of
victims and witnesses in the Federal criminal justice system. I canreport to the subcommittee that since the enactment of this act,
hundreds of hours have been devOted to drafting, reviewing; and
perfecting guidelines covering Federal prosecutors and investiga-
tors within the Department of Justice, and that these draft guide-
lines are now undergoing final review prior to issuance by the At-
torney General in early July. I would like to emphasize_that my
comments regarding these guidelines today of necessity reflect only
the general outlines, since they are still in draft form; my com-
ments reflect the general outlines which I anticipate they will take,
although even these outlines are still subject to modification. _

Senator GRASSIEY. Would you be able to summarize the laSt four
pages? I should have probably suggested to all the witnesses the ne-cessity of summarizing because we will have the entire text of
everybodY's statement put in the record, if that is yOur desire. I re-quest you to Summarize so that we can stay within 10 minutes per
witness.

Mr. STEPHENS. The guidelines will address the components of the
Department of Justice and provide them with guidance on Provid-
ing information on services that are available to victims and Wit=
nesses, It will direct them in certain circumstances to advise vic-
tims and witnesses regarding various stages of the criminal justice
process affecting their case; It will require that they consult withthe victim during various important stages in the process, such as
disposition and release on bond. And it Will involve some training
for components of the Department of Justice to insure that they
are aware of the obligation which this act imposes upon them.

We anticipate that it will take some time to develop the neces-
sary community resources, to develop the operational structure and
the mechaniSms for the delivery of the services, but we are commit-
ted to these guideline§ and to delivery of these services to victims.

In summary; I would like to emphasize that the Department has
pursued aggressively the implementation of the new legislation and
is committed to continuing its effort in an efficient and expeditious
manner. While the act impoSes significant new obligations and re-
sponsibilities upon the Department, we believe that fulfillment -of
these obligations will result not only in substantial benefits to vic-tims of crime, but ultimately will redound to the benefit of the
entire criminal justice system.

That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman. .I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before the subcommittee today.

If you have any questions I Would be happy to answer them.
[The Prepared statement of Mr. Stephens follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

It is a pleasure to be here today to discuss with you the

Department of Justice's implementation of the.V1ctiM and Witness

Protection Act of 1982 which was. passed by the Congress last

session and signed by the President in October. This legislation

is a milestone in the continuing effort to ensure that victims

and witnesses of criminal offenses are given the level of

attention and consideration they deserve; For too long our legal

system has ignored the devastating financial, emotional, and

physical impact which a criminal offense can have upon the

victiM, and has focused all its attention Instead upon ensuring

that every concern of the accused is accommodated: Similarly;

witnesses to offenses too often have been treated with

indifference and disregard; even though they frequently make

genuine personal sacrifices to do an important civic duty;

The impact of crime is especially traumatic with respect to

elderly crime victims who I know are of particular concern to

this Subcommittee. I would like to take a moment to focus on

those special concerns of the elderly. Although the actual

incidence of crime may be less with respect to our senior

citizens; the overall impact of'crime on this group is dramatic.

The sense of vulnerability among many elderly people magnifies

16
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their fear of crime which ir turn results in a significant

alteration of their lifestyle. When a purse is snatched or a

home burglarized, the elderly person frequently experiences great

fear even though no physical injury results. Indeed, the

pervasive fear of crime suffered by the elderly has been

identified in one nationwide survey as a more serious personal

problem than iSbor health, lack Of financial resources,

loneliness, and many other complaints frequently associated With

advancing age. This fear of crime is an indirect form of

victimization since it can lead to serious restrictions on the

eIderly's daily activities and can significantly impoverish their

liVot. Furthermore; the elderly appear to be more susceptible to

crime that is motivated by economic gain, and the economic loss

involved may be particularly disturbing to a person on a fixed

income, as many of our elderly are. The inescapable conclusion

of victimization Studies is the realization that the trauma and

economic impact of crime weigh more heavily upon the elderly.

The victim and Withess Protection Act is; of course;

designed to benefit all our citizens who may suffer the tragedy

of being a crime victim or who step forward to do their civic

duty when they are a witness to a criminal offenie. The At

contains a number of provisions each of which is designed to

provide a particular type of assistance to victims and witnesses.

I Would like to addrest the most significant aspects of this

legislation, and to advise the SUbcommittee of the status of our

implementation of this Act. In particular, I would Iike first to

24-906 0 - 84 - 2
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discuss our efforts to implement those provisions of the Act

which relate to victim impact statements, obstruction Of justice

offenses, and restitution, and then to review the status of pie

guidelines mandated by Section 6 of the Act.

One of the most significant aspects of the new Victim and

Witness Protection Act is Section 3 which requires the inclusion

of a victimimpact statement as part.of a presentence report

filed pursuant to RuIa 32(c)(2) of the Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure. Prior to the enactiment of this Act, the general

practice of probation officers and the courts was to rely upon a

presentence investigation which focused substantially upon the

convicted defendant and his or her particular family, social,

economic, and criminal background. While most presentence

reports included a brief official version of the offense, they

did not specifically addreis the physical, economic, and
_

psychological trauma suffered by the victim or victiMof the

offense. Consequently, a sentencing court, particularly in a

case where the court was not exposed to the victim:because.tfie

case was resolved by plea disposition instead of a trial; did not

always have a'complete or accurate picture of the impact of the

offense upon the victiM;

The Victim and Witness Protection Act requires that

effective March 1, 1983, presentence investigations include an

appropriate section describing the impact of the offense upon the

victim. Since the Act mandates that this information be filed

18
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with the court pursuant to Federal Criminal Rule 32(c)(2) abpart

of the presentence report, the primary obligation to ensure that

the information on victim impact is brought before the court .

rests with the probation office. Nonetheless, the prosecutor has

an important obligation to assist the probation office in

obtaining complete and accurate information regarding the impact

of the crime on the victim since frequently the prosecutor or

investigator may have more ready access to this evidence at an

early stage of the investigation. Moreover, the prosecutor has a

responsibility to advise the victim about communicating with the

probation office. And, in the last analysis, where courts

permit, the prosecutor should be a vigorous advocate for the

victim at the time of sentencing to ensure the court is fully

cognizant of the .extent of injury suffered by the victim; We

have preliminarily advised our prosecutors of their Obligations

with respect to victim impact statements, and I fully expect that

the formal guidelines which will be issued by the Department

shortly will address this issue and underscore the investigative

agent's and prosecutor's responsibility of assisting the

probation office in bringing this very important information to

the attention of the sentencing judge.

With respect to Section 4 of the Act which involves

obstruction of justice and witness tampering provisions, we have

made a comprehensive analysis of these new statutes and the

important changes entailed in this legislation; We have

communicated to the United States Attorneys in the field as well
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as to Depaitment of Justice attorneys the important changes

the obstruction of justice laws and have provided theM with
- _

detailed guidance, on the application of these provisions: The

Department; of course; views the changes in the Obstruction

statutes as significant improvements for the protection of

witnesses who may be threatened or intimidated; and we have

encouraged our prosecutors to utilize the new provisiona
_

vigorously to prosecute any individuals who interfere With or

intimidate witnesses to criminal offenses.

Significantly; Section 4 of the Act provides for a civil

injunctive remedy to restrain harassment of witnesses; and

Section 8 of the Act makes non-violation of these intimidation

and harassment statutes a condition of any release on bail;

Equally important; punishment for Violation of the new

obatruction statutes now extends to ten years imprisonment and a

8250;000 fine; and the new provisions cover the intimidation of

witness even though a case has not yet been formally filed. The

Criminal Division of the Department has maintained ongoing

supervision of these statutes to provide necessary advice to

prosecutors and to resolve issues which may arise in the

application of these new statutes. We expect these statutes to

be an important tool in providing witnesses the kihd of security

from intiMidatiOh that they deserve;

Section 7 of the new Act requires that the Attorney General

report.to Congress within a year of enactment of the Act
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regarding necessary legislction. to ensure that a federal felon

derives no profit froth his criMes.until any victim of his

offenses receives restitution. The Department currently has this

issue under consideration, and will report to the Congress its

recommendations on this matter in.the next few months.

The Department currently is finalizing detailed instructions

to all our criminal prosecutors regarding the important

restitution provisions of the new Act. Significantly, Section S

of the Act requires a sentencing court specifically to cr cider

the issue of restitution, and to state on the record any reasons

for failing to impose restitution. In addition, the Act gives

the court authority to impose a sentence of both restitution and

incarceration, and it provides for a civil judgment enforcement

mechanism for Victims awarded restitution. The issue of

restitution for criminal offenses raises a number of difficult

legal and administrative issues which we haVe been attempting to

resolve; As noted, we are finalizing a set of instructions to

our prosecutors, and anticipate that within the next 30 to 60

days, we will have detailed instructions to them to assist them

in dealing with some of these very difficult questions.

The restitution issue has raised concerns among participants

in the criminal justice system regarding the process by which

restitution is imposed and the procedures which must be followed;

Many of these issues surfaced in a nationwide teleconference

hookup this Spring which involved members of the bench, probation

21
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officergi defense counsel* and federal prosecutors. Within-

__
prosecutors offices* concerns have been raised regarding the

reiolution ofcertain restitution issues; for example* where

there are multiple victims in a major securities fraud scheme*

and where there may be a plea disposition involving a limited

number of indicted counts, victims of counts that are not charged

or which are dismissed as part of the disposition may not receive

restitution; In addition* we need to be vigilant regarding the

prcidedtred employed in imposing restitution so as to avoid unduly

encumbering the sentencing process; As I noted previously*

however, we have encouraged our prosecttors consistent with their

overall prosecutorial responsibilities to press for restitution

in all appropriate cases* and to assist the probation office in

deVeloping documentation and evidence of injuries suffered by a

victim.

Restitution through the criminal process at beet may provide

---_ __--
only a partial solution to compensating victims of crime; In

many cases there are victims of crimes for WhiCh SO one is

Apprehended or convicted* and consequently, restitution frOM the

defendant is totally unavailable; In other circumstances where

the perpetrator is convicted, he may be unable to pay. In many

cases a convicted defendant may be incarcerated for a'substantial

period of time* and any payment to a victim may be delayed for

many years; In still other circumstances as noted above a victim

may be one of several victims of a complex scheme in WhiCh
.

defendant has engaged, but may not receive restitutionbecause Of
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a disposition which involves a limited number of counts. The

limitations on the effectiveness of restitution through the

criminal process suggest that additional thought should.be given

to other types of victim compensation programs: I knoW that this

issue has been of particular concern to the ChairMan of this

Subcommittee who previously introduced S. 704, a bill to provide

federal financial assistance to qualifying state victim

compensation funds and victim and witness assistance programs.

Similarly, the President's Task Force on victims of Crime

addressed this problem, and made a number of recommendations

regarding victim compensation programs and the critical role they

can play in making victims whole again. The Department of

Justice currently is doing an indepth study of all of the Task

Force proposals, including the proposal for a federal victim

compensation program, to determine what legislative proposals, if

any, merit support.

Finally, I would like to discuss with you the status of the

victim and witness guidelines which are mandated by Section 6 of

the Act. These guidelines entail a significant administrative

directive to Department of Justice components to ensure the

delivery of victim services and assistance contemplated by the

Act. Section 6 of the Act directs the Attorney General to issue

Within 270 days of enactment guidelines for the fair treatment of

victims and witnesses in the federal criminal justice system. I

can report to the Subcommittee that since th6 enactment of this

Act, hundreds of hours have been devoted to drafting, reviewing,
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And perfecting guidelines'covering.tederai prosecutors and

investigators within the Department, and that theed draft

guidelines are now undergoing final review prior to issuance by

the Attorney General in early July. I emphasize that the

proposed guidelines are still under final review, and that,

therefore, my comments regarding theM Of necessity reflect only

the general outlines which I anticipate they will takei and that

even these outlines are still subject to modification:

The guidelines WhiCh the Department expects to issue shOrtly

will apply to all those component-2J of the Department of Justice

which are engaged in the detection, investigation, and

prosecution of crimes; responsibility fbr the delivery of

_ _
_ _ _

services ox the provision of consultation and information will be

-----
assigned baded Upon the stage of development of a particular

investigation. In general; the guidelines.will incorporate both

the victim assistance Concepts set out in Section 6 of the Act

and a number of recommendations of the President's Task Force on

VidtiMS of Crime regarding the fair treatment Of victims and

witnesses: In particular; I expect. the guidelines Will require

that crime vie:tied and witnesses be provided with information

about various services, including the availability of emergency

medical and Locial services, compensation for which the victie

may be entitled, and the availability of various counseling and

treatment facilities. In addition, I anticipate the guidelines

will require the responsible Department component to keep a

victim or Witness fully advised of the various stages of the

los
4
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criminal Juttice process involving hid cased victims and

witne g oes e*-. serious crimes will be advised of steps that can be

t° Prtaken otect ,them from intimidation, of the arrest of the

accused, of Court scheduling changes; of the release of the

accused rnM custody. of an acceptance of a disposition in thef

case. of the victim's role in preparation of the victim impact

stateMent. end of sentencing procedures, Among others;

Fur
thetMore, I anticipate that the guidelines will direct

responsible components, whether they be investigators or

prose to cosSUIt with victims of serious crimes regarding

significant stages of their criminal case; In particulars I

expect DePattment personnel will be instructed to consult with a

victim ah°11t; among other things, release of an accused pendil4

further Juliciai proceedings, decisions regarding disMiscal of

charges, Pits negotiations, sentencing recommendations, and

restitution which be available;

With P-expect to the victim impact statement which I

discussed Previously. I anticipate that the guidelines win

direct VaPattident personnel to cooperate fully with the

appropriate probation officer by providing all relevant

information in the possession of the prosecutor to assist in the

prepay ation accurate and comprehensive victim impact
.

statement. Also, the victim will be advised regarding how to

communicate directly with the probation officer in order to

assist in the preparation of a victim impact-statement. With
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respect to restitution, as I discussed earlier, the guidelines

will direct federal prosecutors to advocate fully the rights of

victims on the issue of restitution unless such advocacy would

unduly prolong or complicate the sentencing proceeding or unless

such advocacy would be inconsistent with their other

responsibilities as prosecutors;

Finally, I anticipate that the guidelines will provide for

training of personnel concerning their new responsibilities under

the guidelines and the Victim and Witness Protection Act; The

task of ensuring that all Department personnel who are involved

in the investigative and prosecutorial aspects of the federal

criminal system are fully apprised of their additional

responsibilities under this Act and that they understand how to

deal with those new obligations is, of course, not an easy task.

I expect that following the issuance of the guidelines by the

Attorney General in early July, the various field components;

including United States Attorneys and the investigative agencies,

will need a period of time in which to develop compliance

procedures and mechanisms.. During the next few months,

responsible componenes of the Department will resolve operational

problems, gather additional data regarding available community

resources, receive appropriatetraining, and design forms and

pamphlets to assist in the effort of providing victims and

witnesses with necessary information. Consistent with available

resources, I anticipate we will encourage the development of a

victim/witness coordinator in the larger United States Attorneys

26
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Offices to assist in the implementation of the guidelines and

provide oversight on the treatment of victims and witnesses. In

smaller offices, we expect it may be more appropriate to

designate existing personnel who can be trained appropriately to

deliver the victim/witness services contemplated by the Act and

the guidelines.

In sum, the Department has pursued aggressively the

implementation of this, new legislation and is committed to

continuing its efforts in an effective and expeditious manner.

We believe that this Act is an important first step on the path

to fair treatment of victims and witnesses who have for too long

been neglected by our criminal justice system. While the Act

imposes significant'additional'obliqations and responsibilities

upon Department personnel, we believe that the fulfillment of

those obligations will result not only in substantial benefits to

victims and witnesses of crime, but ultimately will redound to

the benefit of the entire criminal justice system.

That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman. If there are any

questions, I will be happy to answer them;

2
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Senator GRASSLEY. Please stay for questions.
Mrs. Herrington, first of all I would like to congratulate you on

your new position as Assistant Attorney General. Has there been
any date set for your swearing in?

Mrs. HERRINGTON. July 13 at 11 o'clock in the great hall. And
you are certainly invited.

Senator GRASSEY. Congratulations.
MTS. HERRINGTON. Thank you very much.
Senator GRASSLEY. Would you proceed.
MTS. HERRINGTON. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I sincerely appreciate your invitation to appear

before the subcommittee to discuss the issues of interest to you
from the perspective of my previous role as chairman of the Presi-
dent's Task Force on Victims of Crime. At the outset, I want to
commend you and the subcommittee' for the level of personal inter-
est you have demonstrated in the problems of the elderly as vic-
tims of crime. I have been extremely gratified by the level of con-
cern expressed over the past several weeks by committees and indi-
vidual Members of the Senate and House and the commitment to
address the complex issues associated with criminal victimization,

I would also just like to take a moment to acknowledge and
thank Senator Heinz, who I know who will be speaking after me,
or perhaps in the middle, for his deep personal commitment and
sincere interest in these victims and also to-compliment you on the
witnesses that I see outside, Mr. McGillis, Susan Hillenbrand, Mr.
Sunderland. You have chosen some very outstanding and knowl-
edgeable people to testify before your subcommittee.

Senator GRAMM Thank you.
Mrs. HERRINGTON. I know that many of the members of the sub-

committee_are familiar with the report of the President's Task
Force on Victims of Crime, but I have brought with me several ad-
ditional copies for your use

The task force was established by Presidential. Executive order in
April of last year. For the next several months, we interviewed pro-
fessionals, both in and out of the criminal justice systeins, who are
responsible for serving victims. We reviewed the available litera-
ture and research on the subject of criminal victimization. And,
most importantly, we spoke with citizens from around the country
whose lives have been altered by crime.

What we found_ was deeply disturbing. What we found, essential-
ly, is that crime has made victims of us all It affects the way we
think, where we live, where we go, what we buy, how we raise our
children, and, of particular interest to this suhcommittee, we found
that crime deeply affects the quality of our lives as we age. Every
citizen of this country is more impoverished, less safe, because of
the fear of crime And, rather than alter a system that has proved
itself_ incapable of dealing with crime, society has altered itaelf.

Nowhere is our society's reaction to the fear of crime more ap-
parent than among the aging This is true, in part, because the el-
derly are acutely aware both of their vulnerability and of the dev-
astating impact even a so-called minor crime may have on their
lives. &cause of the physical effects of aging, elderly victims are
more likely to suffer disabling injuries such as fractured hips or
broken bones in an incident that, to a younger victim might pro-
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duce no serious injury at all. Similarly, a high proportion of the el-
derly live on very limited or fixed incomes that cover no more than
their basic necessities. When crime strikesthe theft of a social se-
curity check or a purse snatchingthese elderly victims ar seldom
able to absorb the economic loss without tremendous hardship. To
an elderly crime victim, this can mean that he or she is unable, at
least temporarily, to buy food or pay the rent. And when you are
old and alone, where do you turn for help? All too often, they
become even more fearful, and isolated, and alonehelpless to
undo the damage inflicted by the crime and traumatized by the
frightening awareness that it can happen again.

Essential trips- outside the home are reducedno visits to the
doctor, fewer trips to the grocery, and the usual short walks
through the neighborhood to visit friends for the companionship, so
deeply treasured by the elderly, can seem too dangerous and fright-
ening to contemplate.

One of the terrible ironies is that on top of the cruel burden in-
flicted by the criminal act itself, the elderly victim is often the
most poorly treated client of the criminal justice system.

Time and again; the_ task force was presented with evidence
showing that victims of crime are victimized twicefirst by the
criminal, and then by the criminal justice system. After -a crime is
committed; the victim may be interviewed, photographed, physical-
ly examined, the home dusted for fingerprints. Police officers come
to the victim at work, call at odd hours to ask that he attend a line
up; the victim's name and address show up in the newspapers and
on television. When the case moves to court, the victim may have
to take time off from work or; in the case of the elderly, find af-
fordable transportation to the courthouse, only to discover that the
trial has been rescheduled for the convenience of the judge or one
of the attorneys: And, of course, this frequently happens more than
once. The case may have arisen because someone was robbed, or
raped, or maimed; but now the case belongs to lawyers and judges
while the victim is the forgotten element in the equation that is
expected to equal justice.

If the victim happens_ to be an elderly citizen afflicted with any
of the infirmities typical of the aging processslow of speech, hard
of hearing, impaired visionthey are all too commonly treated
within the criminal justice system with the same insensitivity that
abounds elsewhere in our society. Police, judges, and lawyers may
discount them as witnesses; failing to distinguish between mental
capacity and physical infirmity, and coldly oblivious to the steps
that might be taken to ease the hardship imposed on the elderly
victim by physical impairment.

And what are the results of the system's treatment of the the el-
derly and other crime victims? Alienationto the extent that more
than half of the crimes are never reported to the police. Frustra-
tionbecause of the insensitive and thoughtless treatment when
they try to do their duty as citizens, victims frequently become re-
luctant and ineffective witnesses thereby, unintentionally; encour-
aging plea bargaining by the prosecutor or outright dismissal of the
case.

As a former prosecutor myself, I can assure you, Mr. Chairman,
that I have been profoundly affected by my experience with the

2. 9'
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President's Task Force on Victims of Crime. It is the sincerest hope
of my colleagues on the task force and I that our report and its rec-
ommendations will lead to effective action at every level of govern-
ment and by policymakers in every segment of society which bears
on the treatment of victims of crime. You may be assured that, in
my new role as Assistant Attorney General, and hopefully, as we
implement the State and local assistance program proposed by the
President and currently pending in the Senate, I will do everything
in my power to represent the interests of elderly victims of crime
and to encourage the implementation of the kinds of measures that
will provide for victims of crime that we seek for alljustice.

I look forward to working- with the subcommittee in the months
ahead, and I will be pleased to respond now to any questions you
may have.

Senator GRASSLEY. First of all, let me thank each of you for your
outstanding testimony and also your presentation of where we are
today, because it outlines the environment from which we must
move forward to give even further consideration to the status of
victims of crime.

My first question is to you, Mrs. Herrington. What is your opin-
ion of provision in the new law concerning victim impact state-
ments? Does this need to be strengthened any more than what is
presently in section 3?

Mrs. HERRINGTON. Well, as you may be aware, Senator Grassley,
the recommendations of our task force were quite explicit iI, what
we felt in this area; We felt of course it is important for there to be
an impact statement from the victim but if the victim chooses, we
feel that it is equally important that the victim have a right to
speak at the sentencing; This was for several reasons.

First of all, of course I think it is very important that when the
judge is doing justice, when he is balancing the competing interests
as judges do, that be able to see and evaluate firsthand exactly
the ramifications and the actions of the defendant and that before
he can pass a sentence he must know clearly; exactly what his sen-
tence is going to include and he must know the punishment that is
expected by the actions that the criminal did. We feel- that- this
most sincerely can be done most effectively by the victims them-
selves if they wish to be present. So many arguments against this
have been that it would be too time consuming; But we had victims
and witnesses from all over the country come to us and say you
know when the criminal is apprehended, and when he is brought
for sentencing, the probation officer goes through a probation
report, they talk to the ministers, they talk to the employers, they
go through the military history, the psychiatric history; the em-
ployment history, the education history, they bring all this up and
they write a report and then the judge may also send out for a
complete new psychological workup. This takes months, perhaps.
And what we are asking for is a very short period of time that the
victim may address the court;

We did find in some instances that when there was simply a
victim impact statement written, that the judge did not read- it
Nobody can force any judge to read it and, unfortunately, I think
we are dealing_ in an eraand I come from this eraso I do not
feel as apologetic; that the victims were not mentioned in law
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school. They were not an issue that we considered and I think it is
just as new to many of the judges and if they are going to use the
discretion that they may use, they may not read this impact ttat6-
ment. Even if they choose to read it, times change and conditions
change and sometimes the impact statement is written months
before the final sentencing actually comes about because of the
many continuances that happen and sometimes conditions of vic-
tims change and the court must be able to be aware of that also.

We do think it is very important that the victim have both the
right to write it and if they choose; the right to speak to it at the
sentencing

Senator GaAttizy. I am not a lawyer but the independence of the
judiciary makes it difficult for us to get fair consideration of the
victim's economic impact statement by the judge. Is there anything
that we can do to mandate that proper consideration?

IltnfusrUrosr. Well, we are going to be addressing the Judi-
cial College this fall and hopefully this will be an issue that we will
raise there and talk with them about it.

Senator GakstiEk. And in similar landmark pieces of legislation,
using that route of dialog with the judiciary, has it been fairly suc,
cessful in getting consideration of things like this, as an example?

Mrs; HERRINGTONWell, I am not sure about that, Senator Gtatt=
ley. I do not know. But I do know that as people become aware of
the problem they do change and we have had more than one judge
say, could weep for what I have done for victims, I did not know.
I was not aware.'

So we think as it it brought to their attention that perhaps they
are not getting the full picture they should have at sentencing that
they will become aware and want to change their behavior.

Senator GRASSLEY. You gave an example of what you can do to
get consideration of the judiciary of this weighty evidence; But is
there anything that we need to do here as Congress beyond the leg-
islation _that was passed?

Mrs. HEFtirTattirq. I would like to think about that answer and
perhaps get together with my colleagues in the Justice Department
and respond in wxiting to you, if that would be permissible.

But we certainly appreciate your interest.
[The following was received for the record:]
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U.S. Department of Justice

Office of the A,,t,t;itit Attintto General if aslunwon, D.C. 20531

JAN 4 1984

The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
Chairman
Subeomnittee on Aging
Senate Committee on Labor

& Human Resources
Washington; DX: 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your question posed daring_the hearing
before the Subcommittee on Aging relative to the desirability of
a legislative proposal to correct the inequities of the
sentencing process as they affect victims of crime.

As I had indicated earlier in my testimony, I feel very strongly
that the victim of crime should be allowed to speak and otherwise
provide Information both during the preparation of the
prebentence raport and before the_judge at the time of
sentencing. The Adninistration is currently examining issues
attendant to such victim presentations and -I look forward to
being able to share the results of our study with you in the near
future.

The National Judicial College at Reno, with fuhding by the- -

National Institute of Justice, recently held the first national
conference on victims for state court judges. More than 100
judges representing the state and municipal judges of every state
attended. The conference focused on the treatment of victims by
the criminal justice system_and the ways the courts could better
respond to the victim's needs. Several victims of crime also
testified regarding their_personal experiences with the court
system and how it impacted their lives;

Among the many issues the judges addressed at this conference
were the use of victim impact statements fn -court proceedings; _

the victim's right to protection from intimidation and harassment
by the defendants; and, the victim's role with respect to the
processing of the case from the initial victimization to
sentencing.
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1 nun extremely gratified by the preliminary results of the
Conference. The trial judges_concluded that a number of steps
can and should be taken_withitt_the judicial system -to help
victimsofcrime_and_arc_recomending to theit eolloago§
series of steps_loward improved conAideration and treatment.
Morcover_many of the judges indicated that they wouldrcturn to
their_home coninunities and_sensitize other judges and criminal
justice officials to the plight of victims of crime.

1 belieVe this type of effort by and with the judiciary may be
the most effective means of pursuing our goal to put the victim
in proper perspective throughoul_the judiCial process;
Additional federal legislation would appear to be unnecessary at
this time.

Lot Haight Herringto
AsXistant Attorney General

Senator GRASSLEI% Maybe I gave more weight or maybe I inter-
preted your point on this being .more weighty than you intended.

Is it a naajor proLdern that judges are not looking at the victim
impact statement?

_ Mrs._ HERRINGTON. Yes; it is a majorwell it is a major problem
V the judges are not hearing from the victim one way or another.
Senator GRASSLEY. I agree with that. _ _

Now through this legislation where it haS to be taken into Con-
sideration, is it a problem?

Mrs. HERRINGTON. I think it_ is__a problem;
Senator (3RASSLEY. Very well We must look into this matter:
Jay; in your statement you mention that this hi* is just first

step on the path to fair treatment of victims. What 1 would like to
have is your anticipation of vdhat might be a good second step or
third step.

Mr. STEPHENS; I suppose, Senator, that statement starts from the
Premise that the passage_ of a law all_too_ frequently is viewed as an
instant solution to a problem. It is the implementation of the__law
which_ frequently takes a long period of time, goes over a kit of dif=
ficult hurdles and runs into-all the administrative difficulties that
impdetnentation of any significant piece of legislation encounters; _

_ I think in the victim impact statement for ekample, lot of
that burden will fall in two places: one; in the probation office, and
the committee may with to exercise oversight of how that is being
inapdemented; whether the probation offices throughout the country
are indeed including victim impact statements.

Some courts,- for example; do not permit the prosecutor to speak
at sentencing. They may very well_ not permit the Vial-hi to speak
at sentencing as lArs. Herrington has pointed out That is a titoh=
leth over which you may want to exercise oversight;

Similarly, we are_ encouraging prosecutors and advising them to
be a convincing advocate for the rights of the victim. I believe we
can do that and move forward on that because it -is a natural role
for the prosecutor, to express to the court the damage that was
done in a particular case;

S
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In the area of restitution, there are some genuine difficulties as
far as utilizing the criminal justice process for restitution, and this
is an area on Which I think the committee may wish to continue to
focuS.

As I pointed out, there are a number of shortfalls in using regti-
tution, not the least of which is the process and the procedure. In
the teleconforences that we had this spring which included mem-
bers of the conch, defense counsel prosecutors, and probation OM.
cers_ _There was an entire range of opinion expressed as to the
ramification§ of that kind of hearing and what it would mean for
the sentencing area Whether it would mean an entire civil_ pro=
ceeding, or whether it would mean another jury_ trial. Some courts
are looking at that as a _possibility, which would mean that you
have to have witnesses, and affidavits, and a broad range of prdbf
in order to establish restitution.

We would prefer that the sentencing process not become unduly
complicatedotherwise, you are imposing an additional burden
upon the_victim to go through another whole stage of a complicated
process. So this is an area that _I think would bear continued over-
Sight and review by the subcommittee._

Senator GRASSLEY. Let us suppose that we have a cohvict-edper-
petrator who served his time in a Federal work program and he
fails to make restitution and then consider that ordinarily Federal
employee wages are not subject to garnishment and except in limit-
ed circumstances like child support Will restitution be categorized
as a limited exception to this overall practice?

Mr. STEpHENs. Whether- restitution receives a priority, that is dif-
ficult for me to address. I would think that the act does entail a
civil judgment provision whereby, for example; if a court has im-
posed restitution of $1;000 on the defendant and he also serves 5
years in jail, when he comes out, if the victim still has not been
compenSated; a civil action could be filed for that $1,000; the
normal civil remedies; I believe, would apply, be garniShment, or
attpehment, or something of that nature_ to enforce the judgment.

So I believe those remedies would be available to a victim in a
civil action to enforce-the restitution which the court had opposed.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, probably that is a point that we ought
to pursue_then.

Mr. STEPHENS. That is a point which in the implementation of
the Act raises a number of concerns because the more restitution is
Viewed as part of a civil process, and less as part of the criminal
process; the stronger -the argument is to make the whole restitution
proceeding another civil lawsuit._

Senator GRASSLEY. Then we would lose ground.
Mr. STEPHENS; And -then we would lose ground.
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. STEPHENS. There is a very tenuous balance there. Our view is

that we want to maintain the basic simplicity of the sentencing
process and within that structure and perameters to have as much
restitution as possible. __

Senator GRASSLEY. Mrs. Herrington, going back now to the Presi,
dent's task force, as you were listening to all the witnesses and all
the cases, did you hear of any cases where victims were unable to
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afford the cost, of picking up their property from enforcement offi-
cials because of the cost of transportation?

Mrs. HERRINGTON: Not because of the cost of transportation but
we did_ hear it because of the cost that; say their car has been
towed-or taken away, they could not afford to pay for the storage
fees. We heard that and they -had to wait a long time to get it and
then, of course, the storage fees went up, so that they could not
obtain the necessary funds.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, I could ask both of you, who pays for
the cost of transporting the property?

Mrs. HERRINGTON; The victim.
Senator GRASSLEY. Would that warrant legislative change? Is it a

serious enough problem that we ought to be looking at it
Mrs. HERRINGTON. I think it is a problem.i do not know whether

I would categorize it as a serious problem. I think it is a problem
for some people; very definitely. T'here are so many real serious
problems,) hesitate to use the word "serious" in this context.

Mr.- STEPHENS. Senator, I would add that the heart of this prob-
lem, I believe, is the failure to return property expeditiously. If
someone is burglarized and they have their TV, stereo; car; or
whatever else stolen and it remains in the criminal justice system
for -2- years pending appeal, after awhile the victim decides, he
might as well not have gone in the criminal justice system if he
has to go out and buy a new car, stereo, or a new refrigerator,
whatever may have been taken from the premises;

We are trying to encourage prosecutors to return that property
as soon as possible. Perhaps use_some alte.rnative method, photo--
graphs, some other type of identification in the criminal trial proc-
ess.

The actual cost of receiving that property or going to pick up
that property while the victim may bear it, probably is not so sub-
Stantial as to be one of the premier problems that the committee
would want to address.

Senator GRASSLEY: I have one final question then. Both of you
may respond, but I will direct it to Mrs; Herrington;

What other types of major problems do you foresee that this leg-
islation, or the law does not address? Any other categories that you
would want to mention for us?

Mrs. HERRINGTON. Well, there are many categories that I hope at
some time will come to legislation, many;

Senator GRASSLEY. So you feel that what we have done so far is
just really a basic start?

Mrs. HERRINGTON. I think it is a tremendous start. Just tremen-
dous. It is a good_ basic start and I think it will do a great deal
having this type of legislation in this area

Senator_ GaAssuy. I do not want to abuse the time of other wit=
nesses so I will thank you for your excellent presentations.

And also let me announce, not only for myself but other commit-
tee members who cannot be here because of these other subcotn=
mittees that are meeting, as well as for succeeding witnesses, that
we probably can anticipate getting_ questions in writing from
Surely from me but also maybe from other people as well; So we
would appreciate your responses, and also let me announce that for
you or for anybody else on the witness list that there will be 15
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days when the record is left open for additional testimony or cor7
rections to be submitted and we will receive written testimony
from anybody who would care to give it

So thank you very much for your participation.
Mr. STEPHENS. Thank you very much, Senator.
Mrs. HERRINGTON. Thank you again for your interest in this

area.
Senator GRAS.SLRY. Our next group it a panel, and I would invite

them, Douglas Phillips and Daniel McGillis, to come to the table at
this time. Douglas Phillips is an attorney with the Washington
firm of Covington & Burling, and a member_ Of the American Bar
Association Committee on Victims. He is here to share with us the
ABA'S point of view on -victims- compensation.

A 'so on the panel is Daniel McGillis, assistant director; Harvard
Law School, Center for Criminal Justice; who will discuss his work
on the major study of victim crime, victims compensation pro-
grams.

Gentlemen, I know that you have come away from busy sched-
ules. We appreciate it and we anticipate your helping us arrive at
some resolution of the issues that are before us through your testi-
mony. I Would ask you to proceed in the way that I introduced you,
please.

STATEMENTS OF DOUGLAS E. PHILLIPS, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCI-

ATION, COMMITTEE ON VICTIMS SECTION OF CRIMINAL XI&
TICE, AND DANIEL McGILLIS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE; HARVARD LAW SCHOOL, A PANEL

Mr. PHILLIPS. My name is Douglas Phillips, Mr. Chairman, and I
appear before you today on behalf of the American Bar Associ;
ation't criminal justice section Victims Committee, to express the
support of the ABA- for the principles embodied in S. 704. The title
of this hearing is "Does victim compensation work?" Of course, not
many victims of serious crimes are likely to believe that anything
will truly compensate them, or make_them whole, but the phrase
"victim cornpentation," I think, makes the point that assistance to
victims is not a matter of grace; it is a matter of justice. And while
the criminal act cannot be erased victim assistance can, at least to
some extent vindicate the victim's right to security, redress the
imbalance of benefits and burdens, and honor the Government's ob-
ligation to prevent further victimization.

By way of ba.ckground, I might just mention that the critninal
justice section of the ABA represents the full range of participants
in the criminal justice system, from_prosecutors to defense attor-
ne to judges. And for a number of years_ the ABA, through its
criminal justice section, has been on record in support of the kindt
of programs- addressed by the legislation you are considering. This
goes back to 1967 and it includes support both for specialized ef-

forts in areas Such as rape and_family violence, and for a more
comprehensive approach. The ABA in particular testified before
the President's Task Force on Victims in 1982 and we are pleasid
that the final- report of the victims task force contains recommen-
dations of Federal aid to compensation and service assistance pro-
grams.
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We appear once again today to repeat our firm belief that vic-
tims whom the criminal justice system has not been able success-
fully to protect deserve the assistance of the Federal Government
in dealing with financial and service needs occasioned by the crime
against them. It hac been pointed out more than once the victims
of serious crime often report thatthey are victimized not once -but
several times by a single crimefirst by the criminal act and then
by the medical bills and the trauma and all the other conse-
quences. Even after the criminal act occurs; this secondary victim-
ization can, with considerable effort, to some extent be prevented
or reduced; We believe that doing so should be viewed as an essen-
tial function of the criminal justice system and that the Federal
Government should support this function.

Of course, there has been; during the past decade; considerable
public interest in the crime victim, and we have seen a number of
States finally beginning to express new concern for the rights and
interests of victims with increased restitution; protection_ from in-
timidation and the use of victim impact statements. We have also
seen new laws that require better information from victims on the
processing of their cases.

And of course, we have seen the adoption of the Victim and Wit;
ness Assistance Act in 1982 at the Federal level; we applaud the
passage of that legislation. The fact that only minimal costs are
necessary to implement that act does not detract from -its validity
or potential impact. But we do note that, while many States have
been willing if not always able to support victim assistance, the
Federal Government does not _currently provide funds- for- victim
compensation. We believe that Federal aid to State and local assist-
ance programs is only fair. As the President's task force on victims
pointed out in its final report, most of the State compensation pro-
grams include compensation for Federal crime victims, Viand local
service programs assist victims and witnesses of Federal crimes. So
State and local funds do encourage cooperation in Federal prosecu-
tion, and as the task force noted, the Federal Government has
made considerable sums of money available for the education and
rehabilitation of State prisoners. We agree with the task force that
Federal funds should also assist the innocent taxpayer victimized
by these prisoners.

Now, it would be possible to set up separate Federal programs
for victims of Federal crimes or to limit Federal reimbursement to
apart of a State program that assists a Federal victim, but even if
the administrative problems with such an approach could be over-
come, we believe that either approach would be confusing to the
average citizen and certainly to the average victim who would be
unconcerned with the Federal-State distinction and hard pressed to
understand why some victims are compensated or assisted by their
Federal Government while others are not.

Finally, the Federal Government, both through Congress and the
Federal courts, has quite- properly recognized and protected the
rights of those accused and even convicted of crimes. The challenge
is to match at the Federal level, as well as the State level, respect
for the rights of criminal defendants with due regard for the rights
and interests of victims. We believe S. 704 is an opportunity for
Congress to meet this challenge.
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We do have a few specific comments on particular aspects of the
legislation. We believe that the principle of Federal assistance to
crime victims is of sufficient import to warrant expenditure of gen-
eral revenue funds. So, while we are delighted that the authors of
the bill have identified it as an alternative source of funding; we
would have supported use of other sources of funding as well At
the same time, we do believe that it is necessary and appropriate
for the court to consider the ability of the defendant to pay.

Section 3802 refers to the distribution of Federal fun& to qualitt-
ing State crime victims' compensation funds. This is an important
and central aspect of_the bill. It specifies the requirements for eligi-
bility of State funds. The first is that the State fund compensate all
the victims of crime, and the second is that it provide psychological
counseling to any victim who needs such counseling.

We believe that the first of these requirements is too broad and
that the second incorrectly singles out psychological injury for
mandatory coverage, whiletaken aloneit would leave other
sorts of injury or coverage for other sorts of injury optional; So we
would suggest focusing on a range of injurious crimes by, first, re-
quiring that eligible State programs compensate ail victims or their
surviving dependents who have incurred actual expenses directly
or indirectly related to physical or psychological injury or death
caused by the crime and, second, limiting Federal reimbursement
to a portion of the compensation paid by the State to victims or
their surviving dependents for actual expenses relating directly or
indirectly to physical and/or psychological injuries or death caused
by the crime.

The first suggestion is designed to insure that the State pro-
grams reimburse victims of injurious crimes. It would insure that
nonresident vice ms or victims of Federal crimes are covered, but it
would not require as a condition of eligibility compensation for all
crimes.

The second suggestion would limit the Federal contribution to
areas recommended for coverage under the Uniform Crime Victims
Reparation Act, which would be medical care, rehabilitation, reha-
bilitative occupational training, funeral expenses, loss of wages and
replacement services, and certain other losses. Reimbursement
would not be provided for property loss or pain for suffering, and
that I think is the key difference.

Most StatesAn fact; virtually all States nowfollow the Uni-
form Act model and they do not compensate victims for property
loss or noneconomic pain and suffering. There is no question that
property loss; especially in the case of the elderly, can be devastat-
ing, but we believe that first priority should be directed to victims
who have been psychologically or physically injured. States that
are willing and able to cover additional expenses would not be pre-
cluded from doing so. But we do not think that they should be re-
quired to do so as a condition of receiving funds.

Generally we believe that Federal funds should reimburse States'
compensation programs _without a lot of strings attached and we
approve leaving to the discretion of the States the minimum and
maximum amount of award, but we would support a requirement
that the victims report to law enforcement officials within 72 hours
of the crime unless there was good cause for failing to do so. We
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would also recommend a good samaritan provision to require cover-
age of those injured trying to prevent a crime or acting to appre-
hend a perpetrator, People in that position are certainly also_ vic-
tims of crime and, like the reporting requirement, such a provision
would encourage increased citizen involvement in crime control.

The maximum State reimbursement under the proposed legisla-
tion is 10 percent of a State's_previous year's compensation awards.
We question whether a 10 percent maximum reimbursement is suf-
ficient. Senator Heinz pointed out in introducing the legislation
that virtually all -the State victim compensation programs are expe-
riencing financial problem& Many are forced to limit the amount
of their awards; some are afraid to advertise their benefits for fear
that people will take advantage of the program and deplete availa-
ble resources. There are often long waiting periods before compen-
sation claims are processed. This can severely disadvantage espe-
cially the most needy victims.

Senator Heinz has estimated that this legislation would generate
a minimum of $45 million and a maximum of $125 million in fine&
penalties and forfeitures. This would mean that the compensation
portion would be somewhere between $22.5 and $62.5 million.
States in 1981 paid a total of $49 million in compensation awards;
10 percent of that, of course, would be $4.9 million; This means
that, even with some additional costs under the new legislation, the
amount collected for compensation purposes would be considerably
more than 10 percent of that awarded by the States and a fair
amount would necessarily under the terms of the act be returned
to the U.S. Treasury.

So we would suggest that the maximum percentage of reimburs-
able payments to the States be raised to at least 25 percent. There
would still be economic incentives for States to be responsible and
this higher maximum would not commit the Government beyond
funds at its disposal since 50 percent of the amount collected would
be an absolute ceiling.

On section 3802, we would also_point out that the language con-
cerning psychological counseling may be ambiguous: _it seems to re-
quire the State fund is to provide the counseling and, of course, we
believe that victims should have the opportunity to choose their
own counselor.

Section 3803 provides that 50 percent of the funds collected by
the crime victims assistance fund are to support victim and witness
assistance projects. Half of this amount is to be distributed at the
discretion of the Attorney General for _Federal activities. The bill
does not specify how the other half will be distributed. We presume
this would be available for State and local programs but we think
this point should be clarified. We also strongly recommend that the
legislation specifically state that specialized assistance programs,
like rape crisis centers and domestic violence shelters, as well as
general witness assistance programs, are eligible for funds under
this section,

Section 3804 calls for the return of unexpended funds to the Gen-
eral Fund of the U.S. Treasury. Although we would like to see the
maximum percentage eligibility for State participation raised, we
agree with the provisions of this section.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Phillips and responses to ques-

tions asked follow:]
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Mt. chairmen and Members of the Su boonnittee:

My name is Drvglas Phillips. I as an attorney with the Washington law

fins of Covington 6ENrling. As a umber of the Victims Committee of the American

ear /Utin's Secii Of Ctfronal Justice, I appear reore you trely to

express the ABA's support for the principles embodied in S. 704 -- federal aid

for direct financial omseensatices to crime victims and support of victim assistance

treatment progress.

Of course, few victims of serious crime are likely to believe that any

amoWnt of money can ray "Catena:be" then for the 10teed they hitt Stiffered

Toe phrase "victim compensation" reflects the point that assistance to victims is

not a matter of charity or grace. It is a matter of justice. Recognizing that

the criminal act cannot be erased, victim (and witness) assistance aims as far

as poeSible 55 VtnAiCate the V-rmtin's riglit to petienTI.1 security, to nedress the

imbalance of benefits and burdens resulting from clime; and 55 honor the govern-

ment's continuing obligation to prevent further victimization.

As you may know, the American Bar Association is a voluntary organiza-

tion of 300,000 attorneys fnmn every state in the nation. Nearly 10,000 of these

Thwye7rS AISO belong 55 the Assodiaticm's CtiMinal Justied Set-tides. Constituted

of prosecutors; defense attorneys; judges; Mw prof ors. general pmactitVOnaS

and others interested in the criminal law. the Section represents the full range

of interests and perspectives in the criminal justice system.

For a number of years, the ABA has been a record in support of the

kinds of programs addreSSety the Iegi.Utars hecore you. In 1967, the Asescri

adopted a Criminal Justice Section reomrnendation approving of Were' compensation

for crime victims. In 1974, it endorsed the Unifoon Crime Victims Reparation

Act drafted by the National Conference of Comissicrers cm Uniform State Laws.(hCCUSL).

TO date, ASA policies add awing Vidtbe ahlWithess service programs

have related 55 specialized efforts; A 1975 policy; for exaTspie; Called for the
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establishment of treatment and study centers to aid the victims of rape. In

1978 the ABA want On tedard supporting federal; state and lccal Avocet= te Oaabat

the indidente; causes and effects of violence in the familY. She epecialized

&ICUS of these policies unierlines the
special ftierit needs of certain kinds

of victim. It is, hmever, in no way meant to preclude the sort of comprehensive

approach to victim services AdOccai2e1 in S. 704. In fact; this core general

approach it recaiti DI the proposed 'Guidelines for Fair Treatment of

MOWitheeses in the Criminal Justice Spetam" that the Clitebtal abetIce Section

will take to the ABA's policymking House of belegates in August. the ccepre-

hemive approach is also nanifested ih an active Section effort over the past

several years to involVe State and local bar associations in victbn and witness

assistance:

Three times previouslyin 1975, 1977 And 1979representatives of our

Association have testified at congreCcional bearings on federal crime victim

compensation. In 1979 And 1980; we urged oongressional action approving federal

funds for assistance programs working with domestic violence victims; He

testified before the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent 1:riMe in 1981 and

before the President's Task Force on Victims in 1982; raging both groups to

consider reccerreniatims of federal aid to compensation and service assistance

prcgrams. We are pleased that the-ftne report of the Victim Task Force contains

recommendations in bath of these areas.

Today we appear once again to repeat our strongWU!' that victim

whoa the criminal justice opium has keen iaieBie sumseefully to protect deserve

the assistance of the federal grarerineTrit in dealing with the financial and service

needs occasicned by the against than. Victim of serious crime -often

report Wit they are victimized not or but several dines by a single crime

first by the criminal act, then by the medial UM, peyctraogical injuries,
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and other secondary consequenoes of the =Ire; Even after the cri&r. act

occurs, this secondary victimization can to some extant be prevented or reduced-

Ming so ought to be viewed as an essential function of the criminal justice

airmen, which after all dititt in rat* pert for the purpose of protecting

individuals against victimization; The ftivara Setentsnerit ouAht to support this

essential function.

As you knao, the past decade has evidenced considerable public concern

fa' the crime victim. Originally a grassroots effort, states have finally begun

to express due concern for the rights and interests of victims. Curing the

past several years; increased restitution, protectU2i from intimidnt on fled use

of victim impact statements have been the subject of reoently-enacbal statutes;

NEW laws also require impooved notification and information to victim regarding

the processing of "their" cases.

Last year the feera government add eased these same issues in the

Victim and Witness Assistance Act of 1982i signed by President Amgen in October.

The ABA lobbied hard for that legislation and applauds its passage. The fact

that only minimal costs are necessary to implement its various provisions

eeiTruily abed not dettaft five its validity or potential impact. We do note,

however, that =like the feera government, many of the Statot hat* 56t666

increasingly willing to expend state fulls for more expensive, complenentary

legislation. For example; thirty-seven states and the District of Columbia

now have state-funded victim compensation Progress. At least fifteen states

have tnatted Ant Or:Misled some &egret of funding for local victim

assistance projects.; TO date; the fed urra government has provided me fUnde for

compensation. The limited Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funds

previously awarded to selected victim and witness assistance projects are no

Danger aVailable
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Federal aid to state canpensation and local service assistance rYrOgrFras-

fdt ViCtims is necessary, fair and appropriate. The final report of the

President's Task FOrce on Victims points out that blest state compensation programs

currently include compensation far federal crime victims and that local service

prograns assist ViCtiMs and witnesses of federal crimes. TO the extent that

Vie-tine and witnesses who receive assistance are more cooperative with Iaw enforce-

sent agencies, state and local funds encourage cooperation in federal prosecution.

In addition, the Task Fbrce noted that the federal government has made substantial

sums of money aValIable for the education and rehabilitation of state prisoners

and suggests that it is only just that federal funds also assist the ihrtscant

tpayer victimized by these prisoners. We agree.

It would of course be possible to Set uT,separate federal programs for

victims of federal crimes, thonigh the sdninistrative costs of such an apgroaCh

would be significant. It would also be possible (if administratively quite

difficUlt) to Itait federal reinbursenent to that portion of the state program

denpensating or assisting federal victims. Either of thate approaches; however,

would be confusing to the average citizen--ifre der my to the average victim--

who will be unconcerned with thS federal/state distinction and hard pressedto

understand why some view are compensated or assisted by their federal goverafient,

While Others not.

Some of the basic values of this country Obnstrain efforts to control

crime, and properly so. The Fa:Siding Fathers; Clormess; and the federal courts

have recognized and protected individual and collective rights that extend to those

accused and even Convicted of crimes. TO defend such rights in no way lessens

our responsibility to alleviate the suffering that drift causes to individual

neaNcers of our society. The challenge is to natoh our respect for the rights of

criminal defendants with due regard for the rights and interests of mime victims.

This bill to assist victims is an opportunity to meet this challenge.
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I would like briefly to review the several sections of the proposed

legislation.

Section 3801 establishes the Crime ViCtiad ASSIStande Fund; The ABA

believes that the principle of federal assistance to crime victims is of sufficient

import to warrant expenditure of general revenue funds. Of course, the fact

that the authors of this bill have identified an alternative source of funding

is certainly applauded. We agree that Whenever possible offencrs SherUld be

held responsible for funding programs te et rate the effects of victimization.

At the same time, we are pleased that the legislation requires the court to consider

the ability of the defendant to pay. This is in accordance with ABA Sentencing

Alternatives and Procedures Standard 18-2.7(c)(i) and is a practical necessity.

Section 2802 refers to distribution of f-eeral funds to riulifying state

crime victims' compensation funds. Two recitals's:10nm are specified: (1) that

the state fund compensate all victims of crime and (2) that it provide psychological

counselling to any crime victim who needs such counselling.

We believe that the first of these requireresits is too breed and that

the second singlet out one type of injury (psychological) for mandatory coverage

while leaving ihzther (physical) optional. In lieu of these, we respectfully

suggest that the legislation:

(1) require that eligible state programs compensate all victims: or

their surviving dependents Who have income arta' expenses

directly or tnrirrectly reIated.to physical, and/or psychological

injuries or death caused by the crime, and

(2) limit federal reimbursement to a portion of the cracensatice

paid by the state to victims or their surviving depeddelitri for

actual expenses relating direCtly or lncireetIsr to physical and/

or psydoIogic4 injuries or death caused by the crime.
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The first suggestion would ensure that the eligible state progress

reimburse victims of all types of injurious crimes. It would also ensure that

non-resident victims or victims of federal crises in a given state are covered

by the state program.

The second suggestion would limit the federal contribution to areas

recommended for coverage under the ICCUSL Uniform Act medical care, rehabilitation,

rehabilitative oocupatiand training, funeral expenses, loss of wages and replace-

ment services. If the injury causes death, the MCUSL Mt Would compensate for

dependents' moronic loss and dependents' replacement losses. Reasonable attorneys

fees are also to be compensated. Hamer, reinbursanent is not provided for

property loss or for pain and suffering.

At present, nost stakes follow the htCUSL Model aid db not ocapensate

victim for property loss or non-economic pain and suffering; The irsOlicit

requirenent of S. 704 that they do so to participate in the federal program is,

we feel, an unwarranted burden. Additional costs associated with this requirement

would likely more then offset any financial benefits of the proposed legislation.

While property loss aid der-frith other nori-econMild ledges can certainly be

devastating; first priority an be directed to 'fig whole" those victims who

have been physically and psychologically injured. States willing and able to

cover additional expenses and non-emoncraic costs of one would.in nn way be

precluded from doing so by excluding reinbursecent for girth purposes from this

legislation. TheyiWOUId continue te qualify on an equal ais with the other

states for reitbursement of injury-related expenses;

Generally, we believe that federal funds should rainburse state =penes-

tion progress without a lot of strings attached. Thus we note with approval

that the proposed legislationas the htCUSL Mae= Actlaaves te the drautetrum

Of the frdividuus states the With.= &rdimurboss amount of their awards;
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An exception to our "no strings" policy concerns an ABA-approved

NMUSL recarrendation that to qualify for calmensaticn victitos must report to

lesr enforcement officials within 72 hours if the comadasion of the crime

tTraess tWre anu geed cause for failing Vadttedly there have been

valid arguments on both sides of this issue. an baleme, tateVW, we teal that

requiring =operation with the criminal justice system as a price of ostmersaticn

is reasonable and financially responsible.

A wooed string Which we wouldreoccereml would be a 'Mad Samaritan"

provision; igxring coverage of those who are rnjlTre ftyrng t prevent a crime
or apprehend a perpetrator. Such. individuals are certainly vietbre of arbre.

Moreover, as the reporting requirement renticeed above, such a provision would

encourage inc:reased citiren involvement in the state's overall crime prevention

strategy:

The muck= state reinburserent under the proposed legislation I011

of a state's previous year's ceemensation awards. If, as we have suggested,

federal rehrbursanent is limited to a portion of actual mete associated with

physical or psychological injuriw, the egatin should specify whether or not

stave eavenToan program paymenra tbr other purposes are knci=red or excluled

from calculation of the state's share for any giver yew.

A more fundamental consideration, however, is whether a let =dram reimbursement

is sufficient to provide meaningful assistance to sthth' ftfre vidtim Ixopensain

letcyrems. Itue we are edrimitat dappotntM that the legUrt does not

provide "seed" moneys for new program, maintaining and aping existing ones

is certainly a worthy goal. As Sen. Heinz pointed out in introducing the legislation,

virtually all of the state victim compensation prcgrarre are experiencing 'firanca

iTrthIerre. May are limit the amount of tive awards:1W. Ottsre

are afraid to advertise their benefits for fear that resulting claims will
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deplete ayaileJle resources. There are often long waiting periods before canpersa-

tion Claiht are ptooested or sufficient revenues generated to pay them. Lack

of funds also discourages programs from raising or eliminating the madman

allowable award. This can severely disadvantage those most needy virtue:

Sen. Heinz has estimated that the ftailiog sources ehtcated by this legislation

fines, penalties and forfeitures--wilI generate a minims of $45 million and a

Mtbdkita Of $125 million; Thus the compensation portion would be memsdaere

between $22.5 and $75 million. Even conservative estimates based on these

figures would accommodate a greater than 10% reinbusecent to the states Wfiddh

in 1981 paid out a total of $49 million in cartpersan awards. The base for

ieiMbUrteabIe =1-DensaUon under the proposed legislation would of course be

nigher than this figure; In the past several years, several new prigs have been

established. Some programs have expanded their coverage or increased the amount of

of their payments. In addition, new payments for federal victims not currently covered

and the administrative costs associated With processtng their claims would apply

under the IdgitIation; HohetheIess; it appears that the amount collected is

likely to be considerably more than 10% of that awarded by the states. Rather

than return all of this "excess" over to the U.S. Treasury, we would suggest

that the maximum percentage of reinburseable payments to the states be tidied

at least 25%. Considerable ecencric incentives WoOld Mein for the states

to be reSpontibIe; moreover; this higher maximum would not commit the goverment

beyond fuels at its disposal since fifty percent of the amount collected for

victim assistance purposes uru'l be an absolute ceiling on the amount distributed

to the states for victim ca- _nsation reimbursement purposes.

Ore finAI gamiest On 83802 Of the legisisUca as it is currently drafted--

the wOrang of the requirement regarding psychological counselling l(b)(1)(B)1

is confusing. It would appear to require that the state fund itself is to =Nick

4
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counselling--or at least arrange for sumac h
COuntalingrather than merely to

compensate victims who receive dtsTrealing from counsellors of their own dhoied

Section 3803 pitvides that SO% of the funds collected by the Crime Victims

Assistance FUnd Are to support victim and witness assistance projects. Half

of this amount is to be distributed at
the diArtetibt of the Attorney General

for federal activities. It would appear that at least part of the other half

would be available for state and Local programs;
however, as this is net Specified

in the bill, We suggest this point be
clarified. We also strongly ream:sand

that the legislation specifically state
that apecialiXed assistance programs

such as rape crisis centers and domestid
Violence sheltersas well ar, rynosecuter,

court, police and other genera victim and witness assistance programs-

eligible for fled -a ender this section.

Section 3804 calls for the return of unexpended funds to the genera

fund of the 0-.5; Treasury. With the exception noted above--hattayi that we

would like to see the maximum percentage
eligibility for state participation

in the victim compensation portion of thit
legislation raisedwe agree with

the provisions of this sectien;

Thank you for your time:and attention. I will be glad to answer any

questions you may have

24-906 0 - 84 - 4

; 6
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rican Bar Association

Ccar Mr. Chain- nan:

July 8, 1983

I vezy such appreciated having hhe opportunity to
appear before your Suboxamittee_onAgEfigtv.edc_to present
the American Bar Association's views on 5.704; which would
estahllah a crime victim- assistance fund.

At the hearing-, you-asked me to send you in writing
additional =Dente on the/UMt_position with_respect-to
specific issues, namely, the so-called "means" test and minim=
loss tegninaMin is 55r victhhoompensation progrmns.

/n soca:dance with the National. Conference of
Connissioners on Uniform State laahe Miro= aninie_Pictinso
Reparations Act on which it is e:mad, ABA policy vs:cid leave

the_indlusion_or deIefiCh of_suRpcovisions up to-the dis=eti
of the individual states. If; for either financial ot_philo-
sophical reasons, states wish too include these recudXlsrents,
the Uniform Act provides appropria_nguage fseeSectail 5(90
and 5(h) of the enclosed Act). If not, as indicated by the
extra_set of parentheses, the sections are optional and mca,be
deleted.

_We Wad suggest_Uiat a ferK-ccupensat.V:o statute
also ieu,gnize legitimate state differences in these areas and
base the amount of its reimbursement to each state on that
state's paymmats to victims; withOUt tegard retriir-
ing a means test or minimum loss.

Please let us know if we might be of further
assistance.

Sincerely,

1.24gsitsinitt.
Honorable Charles E. Grassley
Chairman, Subcommittee on Aging
Ccumittee on Labor and Wren ResOuttet
U.S. Senate
wanhihgton, D.C. 20515
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NATIONAL-COMRENCE OF COMMISSIONERS OF UNIFORM STATE LAWS

UNIFORM CRIME VICTIMS REPARATIONS ACT

SECTION 1. (Definitions.)____

(a) Ag used -in this Act, the words and phrases in thit Section have the

meanings indiCated;

(b) "Board" means the Crime Victims Reparations
Board created under Sec-

tion 3.
(c) "Claimant' means any of_the following claiming reparations under this

Act; a victim, a dependent of a deddated victim; a third person other than a

collateral source, or anauthorized person acting on behalf of any- of them.

(d) "Collateral source" means a source Of benefits or advantages for eco-

nomic less otherwise_ reparable under
this Act WhiCh the victim or claimant has

received, or_which is- readily available to him; from:

(I) the offender;_

(2) the government of_theUnited States or any agency thereofi_a

state or any Of -its political subdivisions, or
an instrumentality of two or___

more states, Unligi the Iaw_providing for the benefits or idVantages makes them

excess or secondary to_bedefits under this_Acti

(3) Social Security, Medicare; and_Medicaid;

(4) state required temporary non-occupational disability insurance;

(5) workmen's compensation:

(6) wage continuationt programs of any employer;

(7) proceeds of a contract of insurance payable to thevictim for

loss which he sustained because of the
criminally injurious conduct; or

a_contract_providing prepaid hospital and other health care ser-

vices, Or benefits for disability.
(e) "Criminally injurious conduct" means conduct that (I) occurs or_is

attempted in thig State.; t2) poses_a
substantial threat of personal injury -or

death, and (3) ig plinithabIe by
fine;_imprisonment, or death; or would be so

punishable but for the fiet that the person engaging in the conduct_Iacked

capacity to commit the crime under the Iaws_of_this State. Criminally Injuri-

ous conduct does not include condUtt arising out- of the ownership, maintenance;

or use of a motor vehicle except when intended to cause personal injury or

death.
(f) "Dependent" means a natural. person wholiy or

partially_dependent upon

the victim for care or support and includig a Child of the victim born after

his death.__
(g) 'Economic loss" -means economic detriment

consisting only -of allowable

expense; ,;:ark lass; replacement services loss, and if injury causes death.

dependent's economic Loss and dependent's replacement services loss. Noneco-

nomic detriment is not_loss.
Noweveri_economic detriment is loss although

caused by pain and suffering or physical impairment.

(1) "Allowable expense" means reasonable charges incurred for rea-

sonably needed products,
services;_and_accommodations, including those for med-

ical care, rehabilitation, rehabilitative occupational training, and other

remedial treatment and care. The term - includes a total charge not in excess_

of 5500 for expenses_inany way related to- funeral; cremationi_and burial. It

does not include that_portion of a charge for a roam in a hospital,_clinic.

convalescent or nursing_home, or any other institution engaged -in-providing

nursing care and related services, in excess of a reasonable and customary
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charge for semi-private accommodations, unless other accommodations are med-
ically required_

(2) "Work IOSS" Mean-6 loss of income from work the injured person
would have performed if he had not been injured, and expenses reasonably incur-
red him in_obtaining services in lieu of those he would have performed for.
income; reduced by any income from substitute_work_actually performed by him
Or by income he would have earned in available appropriate substitute work he
was capable of performing but_unreasonably failed to undettake.

(3) "Replacement services loss" means_expenses_reasonably incurred
in obtaining ordinary_and necessary services in IieU of those the injured per-
son would have performed, not for income but for the benefit of himself or his
family, if he had_not_been injured: _ _

_(4)__"Dependent's economic loss" means loss after decedent's death_
of_contributions of things of iConomic value to his dependents, not including_
services they would have received from the decedent if he had not suffered_the
fatal injury; less expenses of the dependents avoided by reason of decedent's
death.

_ (5) "Dependents's replacementservices_loss" means loss reasonably
incurred by dependents after decedent's death_in_obtaining_ordinary and neces-
sary services i1 lieu of those the decedent would have performed_ ter their ben-
efit if he had not suffered the fatal injury, less expenses of_the dependents
avoided by reason of decedent's death and not subtracted in calculating depen-
dent's economic loss.

(h) "Non-economic detriment" means_pain, suffering, inconvenience, physi-
cal impairmenti_and_other non-pecuniary damage.

(i)_ "Victim" means a person who suffers personal injury or death as
result of (1) criminally injurious conduct,- (2) the good faith effort of -any
person to prevent ctiMitiaIly injurious conduct, or (3) the good faith effort
of any person to apprehend a person suspected of engaging in criminally injuri-
ous conduct.

SECTION 2: (Award of Reparations.) The Board_shall award_reparations for eco-
nomic loss arising from criminally injurious conduct if satisfied by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that the requirements for reparations have been met.

SECTION 3. (Crime Victims Reparations_ Board:)
(a) A_Crime_Victims Reparations Board is created-(in the executive

branch),_consisting_of three members appointed by the Governor (with the advice
and consent of the Senate) At least one member shall be a person admitted to
the bar of this State: _

(b) The term Of_office of each member shall be (6) years and until his
successor is appointed and qualified, except that of the members first
appointed one each ihill be appointed to serve for terms of_f?),_(4), and (6)
years:- A person appointed to fill a vacancy shall be appointed for the
reMainder of the unexpired term.

(e) The Governor shall designate a member who_is admitted to the bar of
this State to serve as chairman_at the pleasure of the Governor:

(d) Members shall fserve full time receive an annual salary prescribed
hp the governor within -the available appropriation not exceeding (
dollars,) (serve -part time; and receive ( _ ) dollars per diem,) and be
reimbursed for actual expenditures incurred in performance of their duties in
the same manner as State officials generally.
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SECTION 4. (Powers and Duties of the Board.)
(a) In additian to the powers and duties specified elsewhere in this Act,

the Board has the powers and duties specified in this section.
(h) The duty_to establish and maintain a principal office and other nec-

.'Ssary otfites within this state, appoint employees and agents as necessary;
iud prescribe their duties and compensation.

ic, The duty to adopt by rule_a description of the organization of the
board stating the general method and course of operation of the_Board. _

idi The duty to adopt rules to implement this Act,_incIuding rules for
the allowance of attorney's fees for representation of claimants; and to adopt
rules providing for discovery proceedings, including medical examination con-
sistent with Section 9 and 10. Rules shall be statements of general applica-
bility which implement, interpret, or prescribe policy, or describe the pro-
cedure or practice requirements of the Board.

(e) The duty to prescribe forms for applications for reparations.
(f) The duty to hear and determine all matters relating to claims for

reparations; -and the power to reinvestigate or- reopen claims without regard to
statutes °i-imitations or periods of prescription.

(g) The power to request from prosecuting attorneys and Iaw enforcement_
nfficers investigations and data to_enable_the Board to determine whether, -and
the extent to which, a claimant qualifies for reparations. A statute providing
confidentiality for a claimant's or victim's juvenile court records does not
apply to proceedings under this Act.

(h) The duty, if it would contribute to the function of the Board, to
subpoena witnesses and other prospective evidence, administer oaths or affirma-
tions; conduct hearingsi and receive relevant, nonprivileged evidence.

(i) The power to take notice of judicially cognizable facts and general,
technical;- and scientific facts within their specialized knowledge.

(j) The duty to make available for public inspection all Board decisions
and opinions,_ruIes, written statements of policy; and interpretations formu-
lated, adopted, or used by the Board_in disCharging_its functions.

(k) The duty to publicize widely the availability of reparations and
information regarding the filing of claims therefor.

SECTION 5. (Application for Reparations; Awards; Limitations on Awards.)
(a) An applicant for an award of reparations shall apply in writing in a

form that conforms substantially to that prescribed by the Board.
(b)__Reparations may not be awarded unless the claim is filed with the

Fmard within one_year after the injury or death upon which the claim is based.
(c) Reparations may not be awarded to a claimant who is the offender or

in accomplice-of the offender; -nor to -any claimant if the award would unjustly
tienef:t the offender or accomplice._ (Unless the -Board determines that the__
interents ,f :ustice otherwise_require in a particular case; reparations_may__
not he auarled to the spouse of, or a person Iiving.in the same household with,
:he oftender or his accomplice or to the parent, child, brother, or sister of
the ,offender or his accomplice.)

(d) Reparations may not awarded unless the criminally injurious con-
duct resulting in injury or death was reported to a law enforcement officer
within 72 hnurs after its occurrence or the Board finds there was good cause
for the failure to report within that time.

to) The_Roard, upon finding that the claimant or victim has not fully
cooperated with appropriate law enforcement agencies, may deny, reconsider, or
reduce an award of reparations.
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(f) Reparations otherwise payable to a claimant shall be reduced or
denied

(1) to the extent the economic loss upon which the claim is based
is recouped_from other persons, including collateral sources; and_ -

(2) _ to the extent the Board_deems reasonable- because of -the contri-
butory- misconduct of the claimant or of a victim_through whom he claims. _

((g) (1) Reparations may be awarded only if the Board finds that unless
the claimant is awarded reparations he will suffer financial stress as the
result of economic loss otherwise reparable. A claimant suffers financial
stress only if he cannot maintain his customary level of health, safety, and
education for himself and his dependents without undue financial hardship. In

making its finding the Board shall consider all relevant factors, including:
(0 the number of claimant's dependents;
(ii) the usual living expenses of the claimant and his family;
(iii) the special needs of the claimant and his dependents;
(iv) the claimant's income and potential earning capacity; and
(v) the claimant's resources.

(2) _Reparations may_not be awarded if -the claimant's economic_Ioss
does not exceed ten per cent of his net financial resources. A claimant's net
financial resources do not include the present value of future earnings and
shall be determined by the Board by deducting from his total financial
resources:

(i) one year's earnings;
(ii) the claimant's equity, up to $30,000, in his home;
(iii) one motor vehiclei and
(iv) any other property exempt from execution under (the gen-

eral personal property exemptions statute of this State).

(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (2):
_(i) the board may -award reparations to -a claimant who

possesses net- financial resources in excess of those allowable under paragraph
(2) if, considering the claimant's age,_Iife expectancy, physical or_mentaI
condition, and expectancy of income including future earning power, it finds
that the claimant's financial resources will become exhausted during his life-
time; or

(ii) the Board may (A) reject the claim finally, or (B) reject
the claim and reserve to the claimant the right to reopen his claim, if it
appears that the exhaustion of claimant's financial resources is probable, in
which event the Board may reopen pursuant to an application to reopen if it
finds that the resources available to the claimant from the time of denial of
an award were prudently expended for personal or family needs.)

((h) Reparations may not be awarded if the economic loss is less than
($100);)_ ALTERNATIVE A

((i) Reparations for work loss, replacement services loss, dependents_
economic loss, and dependent's replacement services loss may not exceed $200
per week.) ALTERNATIVE B

((i) Reparations for work loss, replacement services loss, dependent's
economic loss, and dependent's replacement services loss may not exceed the
amount by which the victim's income is reduced below $200 per week.)

f(j)Reparations payable to a victim and to all other claimants sustaining
economic loss because of injury to or death of that victim may not exceed
(550,000) in the aggregate.)
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SECTION 6. (Notice to Attorney General; Function of Attorney General.)
Promptly upon receipt of an application for reparations, the board shall

forward _a copy of the application and all supporting papers to the (Attorney
General), who in appropriate cases may investigate the claim, appear in hear-
ings on the claim, and present evidence in opposition to or support of an
avard.

SECTION 7. (Informal Disposition; Contested Case.)
Unless precluded by law, informal disposition may be made of a claim by

stipulation, agreed settlement, consent order, or default. A claim not so dis-

posed of is a contested case.

SECTION 8. (Contested Cases i Notice; Hearing; Records.)
(a) In a contested case all parties shall be afforded an opportunity

for hearing after reasonable notice.
(b) The notice of hearing shall include:

(I) a statement of the time; place, and nature of the hearing;

(2) a statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which
the hearing_is to be held;

(3) a reference to the particular sections of the statutes and rules

involved; and
(4) a short and plain statement of the matters asserted. To the

extent that the board is unable to state the matters at the time the notice is
served, the initial notice may be limited to a statement of the issues

involved. Thereafter upon application a more definite statement shall be fur-

nished.
(c) Every interested person shall be afforded an opportunity to appear

and be heard_and to offer evidence and argument on any issue relevant to his
interest, and examine witnesses and offer evidence in reply to any matter of
an evidentiary nature in the record relevant to his interest.

(d) A record of the proceedings shall be made and shall include:

(1) the application and supporting documents;

(2) all pleadings, motions, and intermediate rulings;

(3) evidence offered, received, or considered;
(4) a statement of matters officially noticed;
(5) all staff memoranda or data submitted to the Board in connection

with its consideration of the case; and
(6) offers of proof, obiections, and rulings.

_ (e) Oral proceedings or any part thereof shall be transcribed on request
of any party, who shall pay transcription costs unless otherwise ordered by
the Board._

(f) Determinations of the Board shall be made in writing, supported by
findings of fact and conclusions of law based exclusively on the record, and

mailed promptly to all parties.

SECTION 9. (Evidence of Physical Condition.)

(a) There is no privilege, except privileges arising from the attorney-
client relationship, as to communications or records relevant to an issue of
the physical, mental, or emotional condition of the claimant or victim in a
proceeding under this Act in which that condition is an element.

( h ) I f the_mental, physical, or emotional condition of a victim or claim-
ant is material to a claim, the Board may order the victim or claimant to sub-
mit to a mental or physical examination by a physician or psychologist, and
may order an autopsy of a deceased victim. The order may be made for good
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cause shown upon_notice to the_petson_to be examined and to all persons who
have appeared._ The order shall specify the time, place, manner; conditions,
and scope of the examination or autopsy and the person by whom it_is to be
made, and shall require the person to file with the Board a detailed_written
report of the examination or autopsy. The report shall set out his findings,
including results of all tests made, diagnoses, prognoses, and other conclu-
sions and reports of earlier examinations of the same conditions.

(c) On request of the person examined, the Board shall furnish him a copy
of the report. If the victim is deceased, the Board, on request, shall furnish
the claimant a copy of the report.

(d) The Board may require the claimant to supplement the application with
any reasonably available medical or psychological reports relating to the
injury for which reparations are claimed.

SECTION 10. (Enforcement of Board's Orders.) if a person refuses to comply
with an order under this Act or asserts a privilege, except privileges arising
from the attorney-client relationship, to withhold or suppress evidence rele-
vant to a claim, the Board may make any just order including denial of the
claim, but may not find the person in contempt. If necessary to carry out any

of its powers and duties, the Board may petition the ( ) Court for an
appropriate order, but the Court may not find a person in contempt for refusal
to submit to a medical or physical examination.

SECTION_11. (Award and Payment of Reparations.)
(a) An award may be made_whether or not any person is prosecuted or con-

victed. Proof_of conviction of a person whose acts give rise to a claim is
conclusive evidence_that the crime was committed; unless an application for
rehearing, an appeal of the conviction, or certiorari is pending; or a rehear-
ing or new trial has been ordered. .

(b) The Board may suspend the proceedings pending disposition of a crimi-
nal prosecution that has been commenced or is imminent, but may make a tenta-
tive award under Section 15.

SECTION 12. (Attorney's Fees.) As part of an order, the Board shall determine
and award reasonable attorney's fees, commensurate with services rendered, to
be_paid by the State to the attorney representing the claimant. Additional

attorney's fees may be awarded by a court in the event of review. Attorney's

feet may'be denied on a_finding that the claim or appeal is frivolous. Awards

of- attorney's fees shall be in addition to awards of reparations and may be
made whether -or not reparations_are awarded. It_is unlawful for an attorney

to contract for or receive any larger sum than the amount allowed.

SECTION 13. (Subrogation; Actions; Allocation of Expenses.)
(a) If reparations are awarded, the State is subrogated to an the_CIaim-

ant's rights to receive or recover benefits or advantages, for economic loss
for which and to the extent only that reparations are awarded, from a source
which is or, if readily available to the victim or claimant would be, a collat-
eral source.

(b) As a prerequisite to bringing an action to recover damages related
to Criminally injurious conduct for which reparations are claimed or awarded,
the claimant shall give the Board prior written notice of the proposed action.
After receiving_the notice; the Board shall promptly (1) joinin the action as
a party plaintiff to recover reparations awarded; (2) require the claimant to
bring the action in his individual name, as a trustee in behalf of the State,
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to recover reparations_awarded,_ur_(3) reserve its rights and do neither in

the proposed action.- If; as requested_by the Board, the claimant bringS-the

action as trustee and recovers reparationsawardedby the Board, he may dediiet

from the reparations recovered in- behalf -of the_State the reasonable expenses,

including attorney's fees; allocable by the_court for that recovery.

(c) If a judgment 6r verdict indicates separately_economicloss and non-
economic detriment, payments en_the judgment shall be allocated between them

in proportion to the amourts indicated._ In an_action in a court_ofthis State

arising out ofcriminally injurious conduct, the_judge; on timely_motioni_shall

direct the_jury to return a special verdict, indicating separately the awards

for non-economic detriment, punitive damages, and economic loss.

SECTION 14,_ (Manner of Payment; Non-assignability and Exemptions:)
(5)__The Board may_provide for_the_payment of an award in a liiMp sum or

in inttalIments. The part of_an award equal to the amount of economic loss

accrued -to the date_of the award shall_be paid_in_a lump sum. An award for

alloWable expense that would accrue after_the award is made may not be paid in

a lump sum. Except as provided_ in_ subsection (b);_the part of an award that

may not be paid in a liiMp sum Shall be paid in installments.

(b) At the instance of the claimant, the Board may commute future eco-
nomic lois, other than allowable expense, to a lump Sum but only upon a finding

by the Board that:
(1) the award in a lump sum will promote the interests of the claim-

ant; or
(2) the present value of all future economic loss Other than allow-

able expense; does not exceed ($1000).
(t) An award for future economic-loss payable in installmenta may be made

Only for a period_as to which the Board_canreasonably determine future eco-

nomic loss. The Boatd_may reconsider and_modify_an award for future economic

loss payable in installments; upon its finding that a material and substantial

change of circumstances has occurred.
(d) An award is not subject to_execution attachment;_garnishmenti or

other process, except that an award for aII6WabIe_expense is not_exempt_from a

claim of a creditor to the extent that he provided products; services; or
accommodations the costs of which are included in the award.

(e) An_assignment_or agreement to assign a rigbt to reparations for loss

accruing in the futore_is_unenforceable, except (1) an assignment of a right

to reparations for work loss to secure payment of alimony, maintenance; or

Child Support; or (2) an assignment_of_a_right_to reparations for alloWibIe

expense to the extent that the benefits_are_for the cost of products, servireS;

or accommodatioht necessitated by the injory_or death_on w)iich the claim is

based and are provided or to be provided by the assignee.

SECTION 15. (Tentative Awards.) If the Board_ determines that_the claimant

will suffer financial hardship unless a tentative award is made; and it_appears

likely that a final award will be made, an amount may be paid to the_zlaimanti

to be deducted from the final award or repaid by and recoverable from the

claimant to the extent that it exceeds the final award.

SECTION 16_, (Reconsiderationand_Review of Board Decisions.)

(a). The Board_; on its own motion_oronreques; of the claimant, iithy keedh-

sidei a detiSidei making or denying an award_or determining its amount. The

shall ?'.consider at least annually every award being paid in installments.
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An order on reconsideration of an award shall not require refund of amounts
previously paid unless the award was obtained by fraud.

(b) The right of reconsideration does not affect the finality Ofa !Wird
decision for the purpose_of_judicial review.

_ _ _ _

(c) _A final_decision of the Board is subject -to- judicial review on appeal
by the claimanti_the (Attorney_General),_or the offender (in the same manner
and to the same extent as the decision of a state trial court of general juris-
diction).

SECTION 17 (Reports.) The Boird shall prepare and transmit (annually) to
the Governor and the Legislature a report of its activities, including the name
of the claimant, a brief description of the facts, and the amount of repara-
tions awarded in each case, and a statistical summary of claims and awards made
and denied.

SECTION 18. (Uniformity of_Application and Construction.) This Act shall be
applied and construed to_effectuate_its general purpose to make Otiforb the
law with respect to the subject of this Act among those states enacting it.

. SECTION 19.__ESeverability,)_ If any provision of this Act or the application
thereof -to any person is held invalid, the invalidity does not affect other
provisions or applications Of the Act which can be given effect without the
invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this Act
are severable.

SECTION 20. (Title.) This Act may be 'cited as the Uniform Crime Victims
Reparations Act.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you. Please proceed Mr. Mc Gillis,
before I ask questions.

Mr. McGmus. Thank you, Senator. I am very pleased to be here
to testify on the topic of crime victim compensation; 6 months ago,
my colleague, Patricia Smith, and I completed work on a national
study on this topic. I will be very brief in describing some of the
findings of that work. _

Our study was funded by the National Institute of Juatice, of the
U.S. Department of Justice, and it was designed in response to a
recommendation -of the Attorney General's task_ force on Violent
Crime. The President's task force on Victims of Crime began its
work shortly after we started our study and we sought to respond
to the information needs of the President's task force as well as the
Attorney General's task force. I should_ note that we were very im-
pressed with the final report of the President's task force, and I
feel that its recommendations with regard to crime victim compen-
sation are right pan point,_amd I am also very delighted with your
work and that of Senator Heinz in proposing Senate bill 104 which
would, implement some of the core recommendation of the task
force with regard to crime victim compensation.

In my testimony I will briefly describe how we conducted the
study. I will talk about what we found regarding the extent of
victim compensation program development around the United
States, and I will review some of the major findings and conclu-
sions of the study very briefly.

With regard to the methods used to conduct the stud_y, five basic
data _collection efforts were carried out. First, we conducted a na-
tional telephone survey of program directors of all of the programs
around the country that provide crime victim compensation. We
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obtained a great deal of information and much of that is presented
in our final report.

We also conducted a telephone survey of_policyrnakers in States
not having these programs to determine relevant past initiatives in
those States and any plans for future actions to develOp this type of
program. We reviewed available studies, as you might imagine; on
legal political, and economic issues related to this topic. We re-
viewed the legislative historieS of the FVderal bills that go back to
1965 and met With congressional staff who had worked on those
bills over a period of time to try to find out what information -they
had and why theSe bills had been considered by the Congress re-
peatedly and_yet no bill has ever passed;

Finally; we conducted site visits to six States that were repre-
sentative of programs on a variety of dimension& It is important to
note that the Attorney General's task force recommended that a
relatively inexpensive study be conducted. I should stress that our
Work is primarily descriptive. We did not collect data on programs'
impacts upon victims; for exariiPle, doing surveys of how_ victims
view these programs. We also did not collect data on how Justice
system agencies view these programs; We instead looked at the
programs themselves and their case processing We also did not col-
lect the data on case processing directly from files; the projects pro-
vided us the data So those are two caveats on the study.

_ With regard to program development in the United States, the
first U.S. victim compensation program was developed in California
in 1965; and programs have spread rapidly over the years_ as my
written testimony indicates. I have some charts in the written tes-
timony that show the rapid sweeping increase of program develop=
merit. Especially in the late Seventies, there was a great deal of
new program development We now have programs in 36 States
and the District of Columbia, and there are just a few regions in
the Nation that dO not have very much victim compensation pro-
gram development Those-are primarily northern New England,
the Deep South; and the Mountain State& _and if you look at these
States and think about them, they do share a number of character-
istics in common; Many of them tend to have relatively low_pcipula-
tions, they tend to have relatively low crime rates; and many of
them tend to have relatively low State per capita income taxes.
And I think that perhaps Metal legislation might encourage the
develOpment of_programs in these States, these regions that have
been relatively resistant to program development over time.

No*, with regard_ to the findings and conclusions of the study; it
is very important, -I think; first to note that there is a lot of, dig;
agreement in the literatiike al5out how these programs are doing
There ate some who say that they are doing extremely well and
some that say they are doing extremely_ poorly, and that is simply
caused by differences in notions regarding what the appropriate
goals of these programs are;

There is one sChtiiil of thought that says crime victim compenaa.
tion programs should serve all innocent victims of crime, and
people draw this notion from legislative testimony and floor de-
bates, and ad forth, -where sometimes sweeping go for these pro-
grams have been stated during their development People who
accept this as a goal feel that programs are doing badly because
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there are relatively low levels of public awareness of the programs;
relatively low percentages of eligible victims apply and receive
awards, and there are a large number of eligibility restrictions. So
that group says these programs are failing.

There is another group that says that the programs can only 7- '
judged fairly in light of constraints placed on them by legislatu
and executive branch agencies such as eligibility criteria, funding;
shortages, and what have you. These people feel that the programs
are doing very well. Because if you look at almost any of these pro-
grams, you would see that they consistently increase the number of
victims that they serve, their budgets increase even in these fiscal-
ly restrictive times, they have relatively low administrative costs,
and so that picture looks good, if you view it that way.

The opponents will agree that, yes, all these lines are going up,
but they will argue that we are still at the bottom of the graph
paper basically and we have- a long way to go before we will ever
adequately meet the needs of victims. So it is important to keep in
mind that there is a very fundamental disagreement about the pro-
grams' success or failure. _

With regard to the specific aspects of programs, my written testi-
mony presents a whole laundry list of issues that one could consid-
er, and obviously there is not time in the oral testimony to present
these. I will just ve you a few brief comments on them.

One big battleground is the issue of eligibility restrictions. There
have been a lot of arguments about relative and household exclu-
sions, where people are excluded from payment if they are a rela-
tive of the offender or live in the same household. There are some
ways to get around that problem, and I have talked about them in
the report_ Means tests -have also been argued about a great deal.
The question arises whether these are welfare programs that
should only serve the poor or should they serve the whole popu-
lace? And minimum loss requirements have also been debated con-
siderably, and there has been quite a bit of research on that and
they have been opposed generally. Minimum loss requirements
might place a special hardship on the elderly because many are on
fixed incomes. Other issues that have been debated recently in-
clude the need for improved emergency award procedures; often-
times the procedures are cumbersome and slow. People are not
even aware the procedures exist at times. Weprobably need recip-
rocal agreements across States or other procedures to be sure that
if you are traveling, you are not disenfranchised from victim com-
pensation.

We need to improve public awareness of programs, although ob-
viously that raises questions about the need for more money since
we would get more applications. We need to expedite claims proc-
essing. Delays are considerable in some statea, and there is a lot of
concern about how to develop a fiscal base that is sound and that
works, and a lot of programs are moving to fines and penalties
funding in order to do that Thirty-six percent of the States now
use only fines and penalties for funding but there are substantial
difficulties in collectin_g these fines and penalties.

In Tennessee, the State collected only $1,000 during the whole
first_year of operation of the program, and the legislator who spon-
sored the bill had to actually go around threatening court suits to

'6 0
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court Clerks in order to get them to start sending the_money along:
The State of New Jersey has a court monitor who goes out to the
courts and makes sure that people are collecting this money.

I think it is also very important that we try to improve coordinaz
tion betWeen victim compensation programs and other victim sere-
ices like victim witness assistance programs. New York State, I be-
lieve, is helping to lead the Nation in this area I am delighted that
Mr. Zweibel will be testifying later here because they have a great
deal to offer in this regard. Our report suggests a number of ways
that this coordination could be increased, and I am delighted that
Senate bill 704 funds both types of activities.

I would just like to say that we also need to improve knowledge
in this area very desperately. We really do not know the impacts of
these programs on victims; I think that the many rejections of
claims that occur, oftentimes due to technicalities, might be very
harmful to many people. If you have already been victimized out in
the streets, to go into a program and to have an official say some-
how you are not meritorious, you are not worthy, even though you
were attacked by a criminal, I think that has to have a very nega-
tive impact on a person's psyche. It is bad enough to be victimized
without being told that you are not worthy in some way, due to
something that you might view as a technicality.

I think it is really something to worry about. We might, be hurt-
ing some people with theseprograms as well as helping others; and
I think we just badly need to study this It can be costly to victims,
and it is probably costly to the Government as well

In conclusion, victim compensation programs have spread rapidly
across the Nation and around the world. In the coming years, we
need to expand the scope of existing programs, we need to insure
their fiscal stability and provide expeditious assistance to victims of
crime.

One Federal legislator a number of years ago pointed out that "It
ill becomes this great Nation to ignore the innocent victims -of
crime." Concerted efforts across the Nation are helping to dispel
the legacy of neglect that the legislator was referring to, and I
think if recent history is a reliable indicator, compassionate re=
sponses to the claims of victims will continue to increase.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McGillis followsd
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INTRODUCTION

I an honored to have the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee

on Aging of the U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources on the topic

of victim compensation. I am the Assistant Director of Harvard Law School's Center

for Criminal Justice, and during the past year I completed work on anationalstudy

of American crime victim compensation programs. The study was coauthored with

Patricia Smith And Wei sponsored by the National Institute of Justice of the U.S.

Department of Justicei the study was conducted under a contract to Abt Associates

Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The topic of crime victim compensation has received considerable national

attention in recent years, and since 1965 victim compensation programs have been

developed in thirty-six states and the District of COIUMbii. At the federal level,

crime victim compensation logitIetiOn het been repeatedly proposed and has been the

subject of extensive Congressional debate and investigation. In light of these devel-

opments; the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime recommended in its Final

Report in September, 1981, "The Attorney General should order thet a relatively inex-

pensive study be conducted of the various crime victim compensation programs and their

results." The present study was designed in response to the Task Force mandate and has

sought to address the fallei.iing beeid issues regarding crime victim compensation

programs:

1. the current extent of program development across the United States,

including descriptions of program policies and procedures;

2. the relative advantages and disadvantages of different program ftructures

and operating procedures;

3. the costs of the various state programs and their sources of funding; and

4. factors influending fidetaI and state legislative efforts to develop vic- `

tim compensation statutes.

Project Advisory Board

Five perms have served on the Advisory Board of the study and.haveprovided

the project staff with valuable advice. The Advisory Board members ores Hi. Rebert

8ucknam, U.S. Department of Justice liaison for the Attorney General's Task Force

on Violent Crime; Mr. Frank Carrington, a Mealier of the President's Task Force

on Victims of Ciiinei PrOfe*Sor Gilbs.:t Geis, a faculty member of the University
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of California, Irvine: Mr. Richard Gross, north Dakota CrimeVictims Repara-

tions Program Director mai former President of the Rational Associatieb of

Crime victim Compensation hoards: and Mr. Ronald Zweibel, Mew York Crime

Victims 'cord Director and current President of the Rational Association of

Crime Victim Compensation hoards.

Mithedi Died to Conduct the Study

Major data collection efforts associated with the present study have

included:

(1) A national telephone survey of project directors of victim

compensation progress te either LUC:reified regarding program characteristics

and operating procedures. The results of the phone survey were summarised

in a series of seven matrices describing the policies and procedures of pro-

grams across the nation. Theme matrices were reviewed by program project

directors for errors or omissions andthe imfermation was upditedid light

Of the aulietoti, detadets. Thyme validated matrices appear a the study's

final report.

(2) A telephone survey of legislative pelicymakers in states not cur-

rently having victim compensation program to detains what attempts (if any)

there had bean in the past to develop programs an vhat plans (if any) existed

for the developeent of such programs in the future.

(2) A review of available research studies ca the topic of victim

compensation, including those exploring the relevant legal, golitical, and

economic factors involved in the development of such mechanisms.

(4) A review of the legislative histories of the various federal

bills that have been proposed to support vietlm compensation programs, and

review of the legislative historiei of selected state victim compensation

statutes to provide insights regarding the range of views heldregarding

'much programs and their rationales.

(3) Rite visits tosixstate programa toebtakniktilledin3ormatieh

regarding the operations of WeleCted programs and to atteept to determine

their etrerTgthi: and Wilkneessa. Given the range of goals of the study noted

earlier: the sites were selected to maximize the collection of relevAnt in-

formation to meet tee various goals. and to provide detailed case study in-

formation to supplement the telephone review of program obarketeriatics.
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The six sites (Mew York, Mew Jersey, Florida, Tennessee, Montana,

and California) were recommended to the members of the study's advisory

board and approved by than prior to the Wien'. The site vUits were con-

ducted during April, May, and June of 1982. During the Site Visit' project

directors and their staffs were interviewed, project forms and written

materialism's" collected, and relevant legislators were interviewed when

possible.

Aa was noted earlier, the Atterney General's Task Toren en Violent

Crime recommended the conduct of relatively inexpensive study Of SIOUX

compensation issues. This .Ludy provides highly detailed descriptive in-

formation regarding mating programs, but resourze and tine oonstraists

precluded the posiibility of en intensive evaluation of program impacts,

including an useumant of the perception' of progress by vietimeOustioe

system agencies and others. Furthermore. data summarios were developed

from Information provided by the projects and have not been collected in -

dipendently by evaluators.

Program Development in the Wnitid Stitt*

In the United States, interest in victim compensation legislation

grew rapidly in the mid-1960s. Pederel legislation was proposed in 1964

by-Senator Ralph Yarborough of Term, and in 1965 California became the

first state to develop a victim compensation program.

Since the deveI0pment Of the Ceitforna program in 1PC5, victie com-

pensation programs have spread rapidly acres the nation. 85thibit 1.1 pre-

sents graphic summary of the trend in program development fins 1965 to 1982.

The number of programa in operation are noted on the left side of the graph,

and the years that programs were initiated are noted along the bottom of the

graph. The growth in the ndiber of states having programs has bean !aprons -

sive, and the later 1970s were particularly active years for program develop-

ment.

txhibit 1.2 present, a graphic summery of the extent of crime vie -

UM compensation program development in the United States. The diagonal

line* indicate states in Which programa are currently in operetiOn, and

the dashed lines indicate states which are currently ispInUnting programs.

Rxhibit 1.3 provides listing of the states having operational programa,

24-906 0 - 84 - 5
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Inhibit 1.3

Victim Compensation Procrkt* LOCationa-in-the

States-Saving-Oparational Programs

(1) Alaska (17) MWrida
(2) California (18) New Jersey
1.0 COnnecticut (19) New Mexico
(0) Delaware (20) New_ York- _

(5) Florida (21) North Dakota
(6) Sawali__ (22) Ohio
(7) Illinois (23) Oklahoma
(S) Indiana (24) Oregon
(9) Ungar (28) Pennsylvania

(10) Rentucky (26) Rhode Island
(11) Maryland (27) TOMOSOOS
(12) Massachusetts (28) Tait
(13) Michigan (29) Virgin Islands
(14) Minnesota (30) Virginia
(15) Montana (31) Washington_
(16) Nebraska (32) *West Virginia

(33) Wiiconarn

Mt.' In Which Programs- Ars-Baint-IsPlemzcta8

(1) Colorado . (4) Missouri
(2)

(3)

District of Columbia
Iowa

(5) South Carolina

Statas-iiith-Logislation-Onder-Consideration

(1) Louisiana

Statas-ThatDo-Not-Rave-Proorazaa

(1) Alabama (8) law_Maapahlre
(2) Arizona (8) Worth Carolina
(3) Arkansas (10) Puerto Rico
(4) Georgi (11) South Dakota
(5) Idaho (12) Utah
(6) Maine (13) Valmont
(7) Mississippi (14) Winning

.

Thi Washington program was refunded by Oa state legislature an
3/18/82, it had been temporarily closed due to a reduction in its appropriaft
tion.

Georgia has a statute host provides for compensitiOn to Wnd Samari-
tans.

MOTS: 53 jurisdictions are included in VAN tables the fifty states,

the DiStrict of Columbia, the Virgin Islands and Puerto Pico.
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those implementing programs, those in Which legislation is under ecesidera-

tion, and those that not have program The five states that are listed

as currently implementing programs passed crime victim compensation legisla-

kl 1981 and 1982 and are accruing funds for program operatUu and

developing Claims processing procedures.



FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Victim compensation programs have spread rapidly in recent years,

and a wide variety of types of program, have been developed across the

nation: Major issues in the field irwlude differences in program ration-

ales, means to assess program achievements, program structure and organi-

sation, eligibility and coverage policies, procedures, costs and funding

mechanisms, coordination with other victim services, and potential impacts

upon victims: Tech Jesus IS reviewed stisny in tern.

Froqram-Rationa lea

Victim compensation programs have been developed for a variety of

reasons. The major rationales for programs indIude Cations that citizens

have a right to be compensated if the state fails to protect them (based

upon legal tort theory and contract theory analogs), beliefs that programs

are an appropriate humanitarian response by government tocompollinghuman

needs (InIudinw both insurance theorise that suggest &II aggrieved citi-

zens should receive assistance and °welfare theories mimed only at the

poverty stricken), and rationales based upon potential byproducts of victim

compensation such asimproved citizen cooperation with law enforcement,

greater visibility of crime's costs and consequent increased incentives for

crime prevention, and the like.

Very few, if any, of the state victim compensation statutes reflect

a pure manifestation of a single, highly articulated rationale for program

development. Most of the bills are promoted with appeals to o irwitrts of

raticnales, and sometimes virtually all of the potential rationales can ke

found woven somewhere into a single legislative debate. As consequence,

it ie typically net agar once &program his been enacted exactly bow broad

its mandate really is. Legislative sponsors in some jurisdictions clearly

reject, on the record, the idea that the state has legal obligation to

compensate and in some debates the insurance theory is soundly

rejected in favor of the welfare medal. Generally, however, the precise

goals of the programs are left somewhat vague, with varying rationales co-

existing on the record all in support of the same legislation, even though

rationales may be inherently incompatible (e.g. insurance theories and Wel-

fare theories).

Such ambiguities are not uncommon in legislation and are, in part.

a natural response to the need to fora coalitions in support of a bill.
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furtliii:40rit, in the case of victim compensation legislation; concern regarding

the potential gcdoWth in program costa that could arise from a Clair ahll bread

rationale has likely made that stating Of mach a rationale less attractive.
_

Cost containment procedures incorporated in lagiliation (s.g. various eligi-

bility requirements and benefit restricticms) often haw an ad hoc quality to

them. The restrictions could typically not be darivad from broad principI04
r

justifying program development but yet its often necessary for passage of the

legislation. While many legislators are attracted to bills assisting victims.

they tend to be cautious in designing programa and do not *tab to sign; a

blank check for Such assistance.

The ambiguities in victim compensation legislation rationales has led

a number of observers (e.g. Bofrichter, 1970 anA Minor; 1963) tomote that

typical program rationales cculd support such broader Torso of tillatande

than are presently provided:
Professor Mueller suggttta that the cuter liait

of such assistance =WO involve compensation for alt loaves attributable to

Crile, aleistanos that could require approximately idelaiparcant of the

American gross rational product according to Mueller's; calculaticaa. A *ors

typical view of'program outer 'faits is the positica that assistance should

ha available to all innocent persons *farad by triaMwitht141. potential

disqualifications based upon such factors as li'cks the Offenabc; financial

condition, and related rattildtions.

A ing Program-Achievements-

The lack of precision in the stated goals of victim OdapahastIco pro-

grams can make assessment of thiir achievements veil, difficuit. If program

achievements are compared to the potential gdaIs deriving from broad theoreti-

cal ratiterIoa, their performance is not satisfactory. Programs are low in

visibility in most jariadietionai and onlym
small fraction of eligible vic-

tism of crime are aware of the program cmd apply for assistance. Some W-

ilda' who are aware of programs choose net to apply due tothecomplex filing

procedures and thil hued in some jurisdictions to provide ataiIid accounts_

of personal finances. rurthermors, many of those who ap apply for assistant*

are repcted due to program restrictions; Some of these restrictions are

considered appropriate by virtually all Observers (e.g. the requirement that

the victim he innocent and not the cause of the victiiiiition) While others
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are often opposed (e.g. the rejection of applications because the victim is

related to the offender even thOugh theyay otherwise be innocent victims).

If initial, program achievements axe compared to the far more modest

wale often inherent in their structure and policies. many programs appear

to be quite successful.. The common reductions lb scope imposed at the outset

on many programs include limited capacities to advertise their services (or

actual prohibitions against advertising in some cases). detailed restrictions

on victim eligibility depending upon the nature of the crime, the relation-

ship to the offender. financial means, filing deadline adherence, collateral

source palAente, contributory eiscondnot, and the like, and limitations on

the types and amounts of benefits payable to victims. When judged within the

bounds of these inherent restrictions many programs have performed very well,

serving increasing numbers of victims over time, increasing their total award

payments even lb times of budgetary cutbacks, operating with low administra-

tive costs compared to their overall budget and yet maintaining strict Obit

accountability. and seeking to sensitively respohd.to the needs of victims.

Such achievements are threhidIed throughout the report in discussions of pro-

gram operations and funding.

In short, whether one views the programs as =Canns or fanurss

depends mainly upon one's view of the Iegitinate goals of victim compensation

mechanisms. Persons praising current program operations point to the typical

annual report graphs demonstrating increases in program caseloads. budgetb.

and staff sire. Critics of the -.1wograms may agree gat many of the graph

lines are trending upward but strese that the gap between the actual levels

of performance and needed levels of performance are enormous. They essential-

ly use much larger graph paper and suggest that the programs have barely left

the bottom of the chart in their achievements and have far to go before being

judged adequate.

This complex disagreement regarding legitimate program aims makes

it vary difficult to answer the question, "bow are the programs doing?

If polloymakers stress limited goals of programs in light Of IsOmitiave

restrictions, then assertions of success in many programs ars probably accur-

ate. If policymakers instead state their support for broad rationales for

their provers (such as humanitarian assistance to all injured victims) and

then do not provide the means to attain such goals but is feet hobble theit
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achievement through myriad eligibility restrictions and underfunding, asser-

tion. of program success are less credible. Critics charge that such actions

suggest an interest by some in developing "paper" programs that provide com-

pelling campaign speechsmateritI Without fulfilling the stated goals of the

program.. Such mismatches between rhetoric and program structures are con-

sidered triumphs in the elevation of form over substance in political action.
;

sinee victim compensation programs are ultimately thO product Of the

pelitical arena, proponents of broad rationales for programs need to convince

legislators of the merits of the rationales and need to stimulate active pub-

lic support in favor of broadening victim compensation program coverage. At

present, existing programs represent compredises between the broad theoret-

ical rationales offered for them by some and more restricted visions of proper

program aims. Fronents of broad coverage typically find through the course

of legiulettvv that program structures and policies evolve in subtle

and coupIeli UK.'. and the final program features ultiettely reflect whatever

the poli,c4 ai. mazket will bear. In many states passage of a victim compensa-

tion hill in virtually any form is'a notable achievement and is the result

of very substantial work by the bill'. sponsors and supporters. Parsons

advocating broad program coverage typically feel that the passage of even

highly limited victim compensation legislation is worthwhile in a state.

Such programs provide a foundation upon which a later. more comprehensive

program can be bait.

Program-Structure-and-Organization

Victim compensation programa can be developed in a variety of ways.

Program sponsorship varies considerably across the nation: Worker's Compen-

sation departments are the single most prevalent program sponsors (8 programs)

followed by the courts (7 programs), and departments of public safety (5 pro-

grams). A variety of additional agencies serve as sponsors (e.g. departments

of social services, governor's executive offices, etc.). Attachment A sum-

marizes program sponsorship and affiliation. Program staff in some programa

are fully integrated into existing agencies and in other cases are quits inde-

pendent from the agencies. A review of the various models of prograz sponsor-

ship and affiliation suggests that no one nodal is clearly more advantageous

73
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than any other, although certain court-based programs, and especially those

adjudicating claims in general trial courts, appear to confront special

problvms.

A number of &evicts of program structures and organisation warrant

close attention it coming years. These emerging issues includes

(1) The Question of Decentralization of Program Operation: Celorado

is currently implementing legislation that will result in the state having

the first totally decentralized victim compensation program. tech judicial

district will collect funds for victim compensation and distribute then to

appropriate victims of trill. miler proposals hive been made in recent

years in Florida and California. Major advantages cited for decentralized

program operation include increased fairness within regions of the state in

fund collection and disbursement. potentially speedier claims verification

and investigation, and potentially improved coordination with local victim

witnos services. Possible disadvantages include variations in the avail-

ability of funds for victims payments across localities. probable inconsis-

tencies in award decisions across jurisdictionsi and the problem of duplicat-

ing program administrative costs in the various Siet jurisdictions. It is

too early to determine whether decentralized victim compensation services

can, in fact; be effective, and the Colorado experiment bears class watching.

The likelihood of consOerible diaparities across Iocalitide in elaiad

decision-making and high administrative costa should certainly make states

very cautious about adopting such a yodel, and successful operation of such

a mechahlsm in any or more states should occur prior to any widespread repli-

cation of the approach.

:2) Program Staffing. It is difficult to determine optimal program

staffing atranosments in the Absence of highly dateild research on the ef-

fectiveness of different approaches. Ott study suggest* that the detelopment

of an artonamous more program staff responsible for the three major func-

tions of victim compensation programa (administration, investigation, and

decilion-making) ia preferable to the ditiersion of such functions across a

number of agencies. The major problems faced by court -Salad programs that

disperse these functions across two or more agencies are' noted in the report.
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Common major eligibility restrictions deal with residency requirements.

the role of contributbry Misconduct, requrements related to the relatior,,,,hip

of the victim and the offender, the nature of compensable crimes.

hardship requirements, rules regarding crime reporting and cooperation with

law enforcement officials, and filing deadlines.

All victim compensation programs restrict the types of financial losses

:11st are oompensable. Typically programs are authorized to reimburse victims

for medical and/or funeral expenses incurred as a result of Crime, and also

to compensate for lost wages or loss of support to the dependents of a deceased

victim. Almost all programs provide reimbureements fOr counseling expenses In-

curred as the result of a victimization incident. In most cases, these are

paid as as additional medical expense, though in some cases special clauee

it included in the statute. In a few states, such se in Massachusetts and

Virginia, counseling costa are only recoverable in oases of sexual assault.

The size of awards programs are authorized to provide vary considerably, and

Attachment 11 presents a summary of maximum award policies.

Major emerging issues regarding eligibility and benefits policies

include:

(1) The Appropriateness of Relative and-Sousehold-Rxclusions A

policy of excluding compensation for relatives of the offender and persons

living in the same household as the offender was adopted in the New Zealand

statute and widely replicated in American programs. Senator YarbOrough (1965)

questioned the appropriateness of such blanket exclusion at the time pro-

grams were first being developed it the United States. Since that time many

observers have noted the problems with such policies. A huMber of states are

allowing compensation to such formerly excluded classes of victims if the

awards elo not result JO the 'unjust enrichment" of the offender. Ouch reforms

can enable programs to avoid the considerable injustices that often occur in

the administration of blanket relative and household excIusiOns.

(2) The Proper Role of Financial-Means-Teets. A variety of pciInY-

makers have strongly opposed the use of financial means tests by victim

compensation programs. One-third of the programs currently in operation

require that victims suffer substantial financial hard/hip Siftse they are
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eligible for compensation. afforts to en..erce these provisions vary widely;
_ _

Policymakers need to carefully consider their underlying rationale for program

development in implementing ouch provisions. The use of a means test implies

a 'welfare" rationale for victim compensation, the absence of such a require-

ment implies other rationales (e.g., an insurance model. torts and contract/

models, etc.). A number of states are osnsidering elieinatkng the means test

due to the high coati of investigations regarding financial hardship, the

gross inequities that can occur in denying benefits to victims:(especially the

elderly on fixed incomes) who have bean diligent kn saving money, and the Chill-

ing effect that such memo testi can have on kr, victims, even those experienc-

kng severe financial hardship, who might otherwise apply for compensation.

(3) Wintmum-Loss Policies. Considerable controversy has occurred in

recent years regarding the Appropriateness of Minimum loss policies. The

majority of programs (50%) have adopted such requirements, and the minimum

loss required is typically $100 or two continuous weeks of lost earnings.

Such policies are adopted to reduce administrative costs and case backlogs.

Opponents of such policies have argued that they discriiinate against certain

classes of vie-time (e.g., rape victims, the elderly and the disabled). Some

states have begun to exempt such victims from the minimum loss provisions.

Other states (e.g.. Illinois, Kentucky; New York, and Wisconsin) *ft seeming

to eliminate the minimum loss requirement altegether. Such eliminaticm may

have a variety of beneficial effects on programs, including increase program

awareness and support. Garofalo and Sutton (1977) have investigated the costs

of eliminating minimum boss requirements mind suggest that programs could serve

many more victita with only a 12% increase in program costa if the require-

ments were eliminated. Progreso should consider eliminating or limiting mini-

mum loss policies.

(4) The Adequacy of VAirgency Award Procedures. ftergency award

procedures are often very ineffective in America's victim compensaticm pro-

grams. Programs should adivtrtise the availability of emergency awards, ex-

pedite their processing, and if possible develop a capability Within the

program tO aft checks for such payments in those cases where the claim ap-

pears meritorious and a need exists for rapid assistance. Inch reforms would

not be likely to he very costly, and just as in many court oases justice

delayed is justice denied.° payments delayed often booted sit-toe denials of
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the sinefits of victim compensation. During extended delays victims are

required to suffer pressure from creditors while they ore also suffering

from their victimisation. A payment one year aftar the victimization may

be better than nothingi but often not a groat mut better. Improved emer-

gency award procedures ihoUld b4Come a high priority of victim compensation

programs. In many cases legislatures have provided programs with the means

to cut the red tape entangling emergency award requostst programs need to

fully implement these emergency award mechanisms. Attachment C summarises

existing emergency award policies.

(5) Reciprocal Compensation Agreements Among States. Fifteen state

victim compensation programs have developed reciprocal agreements with other

states, and these states viii cdapenstte the others' residents when victim-

ised within their jurisdiction. Such agrsement. seem very appropriate in a

mobile society such the the United Stmtes and eliminate unfortunate instances

in which victims are ineligible for compensation simply because they are not

victimised within their home state. Such reciprocal agreements ihould be

strongly considered by all victim compensation programs.

(6) Property Loss Provisions. One controversial type of loss that

is not typically covered by victim compensatico programs ism property less.

Only Hawaii and California consider this a recoverable loss, and then only

for so-called Good Samaritans. There are two main reasons for this exclu-

sion: 1) the Lanai that Iossof property imIess devastating than physical

injury; and 2) the fear that the costs of such cempenstatiOn wouId be aatro-

namical, due to the large proportion of crime in our nation that involves

dmmago to or theft of personal:property._

In many states, oven the coot* of replacing eyeglasses, hearing aids

and other prosthetic devices are not covered under the victim compensation

statutes. For many individuals, especially the elderly, such losses are

devastating and often impossible to handle on a poverty-level or fixed incone.

Close to two-thirds of existing program statutes rncIude a provision

allowing recovery of 'other reasonable expenses. This category of losses

is sometimes used to allow for reimbursement of the costs of replacing eye -

gausses, bearing aids and other prosthetics. In addition; this provision

has been cited in the payment for transportation, ambulance services, Child
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care, relocation bests for rape victims AVIA a variety of other expenses

incurred es the result of criminally injurious conduct. Including inch a

flexible provision in the statutes allows the program to exercise greater

discretion in providing for the needs of crime victims. and such flexibil-

ity ahead be encouraged.

Program-Procedures

The victim compensation study lilal report presents a summary of

major program procedures, including theme dealing with public awareness.

claims application, claims verification, case processing time, mard pay-

ment and appeals. A number of emerging issues regarding claims processing

require attention-, including:

(1) The Lack of Public Awareness of Victim Compensation. The var-

ious techniques for making victims aware of the availability of victim com-

pensation services include general advertisements and notification of victims

by law enforcement personnel, medical providers, and victim/witness assietance

programs. Many programs are not widely advertised due to a concern that suf-

ficient funds are not available to pay all eligible victims in the state.

This lack of public awareness of programs in many states is perhaps the most

critical issue for victim compensatiOn programs.

The hesitancy of legislators and program administrators to encourage

the filing of legitimate claims that may not be paid due to lack of funds is

understandabIei. Set this hesitancy strikes at the heart of the victim cora -

imnsetion enterprise end raison the question of whether coatis in Willing

to back up the high-sounding rationales for programs with adequate financing.

The failure to announce the availability of certain other forms of relief

(e.g, vaccine dtking an epidelic) would be- considered a scandal. The

failure to make victim compensation broadly available is also viewed as a

scandal by proponents of such programs. States should review their current

policies and funding sechrnAssm and seek to close the gap between program

rationales and actual program operations. Innovative funding sources out-

side of general revenues may enable states to fulfill the broad goals pre-

sented in typical victim compensation legislation.

(2) dxpeditiOS Claims Processing. Victim compensation programs

often experience considerable delays in case processing. Average claims
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processing tiros are summarised in Attachment D. Such delays inevitably_

lead to dissatisfaction on the part of victims and reduce the Vane Of the

payment to victimssince they were required to endure an extended period of

uncertainty regarding payment and, perhaps, strong pressure from creditors.

The final report provides a review of structural, policy- related and/or proce-

dural factors that can contribute to delays in case processtng. Suggestifts

are provided to expedite claims processing, including the use of abbreviated

procedUres in certain tripes of oases (11.g., ssell claims and funeral expense

requests), revised case investigation procedures, and more rapid drafting of

checks once the claim has been awarded. Such improvements maybe helpful in

reducing the delays experienced by many programs.

Program-Costs-mad Funding

Victim compensation programs receive funding from a variety of sources.

Thirty-nine percent of existing programs are funded solely through general

revenues, 36% are funded solely through fines and penalties mechanisms, and

24% through combinations of general revenues and fines and penalties. Program

Obit' for payments to victims and administrative expenses are summarized in

Attachment Z, and Attachmt:::. i.:=Lsnt; a summary of average awards given by

programs. A number of issues regarding funding godheads'''ms require attention,

Including:

(1) The Propriety of Pines and Penalties Mechanism. Sixty percent

of current state victim coavensation programs are funded wouly or in part

through revenues from fines and penaltim. Major forme of mach mectmismei

include freed penalties, proportional surcharges, and discretionary Fealties.

A number of critics have suggested that fines and penalties are an inappropri-

ate approach for funding victim compensation programs. These critics feel

that such mechanisms violate citizens rights to equal application of the Laws

and require convicted offenders to pay for programs that they have no greater

obligation to support than any other citizens. Such reasoning has led to

court challenges of such mechanisms in Florida. The court Upheld the appro-

priateness ot, such a funding approach. Additional challenges may be antici-

pated across the country; however-, and the technique of fining traffic Of-

fenders to pay for victims of Violent ofrZenses is particularly controversial.

Further court action may clarify the proper role of such mehmismi and

programs should be prepared to argue in favor of such funding if necessary.
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(2) Techniques-for-Col!Octing Fines and Penalties Revenue. A vari-

ety of approaches to encourage the co;.lection of fines and penalties revenue

have been developed. One of the moat presaging new approaches is the nee

of a court monitor in Mew Jersey to audit court docket' and &tenth:3 if the

courts are, in fact, levying the appropriate fines. In Mew Jersey. the

Administrative Office of the Courts supports the victim compensation procrat

and assists It in ensuring that courts comply with the mandated penalty as-

sessments. Other Aates that face problems in collecting fines and penal-

ties may wish to consider a similar approach. A string centralised judicial

authority's support may be needed to make such a *catering system etteetive.

(3) PeisibIe Additiona2. Tunding-Seurcee-Other-Than-Fines-and-Penal-

tie. cad General-lavenueg. A variety of additional possible funding mechan-

isms exist other than fines and penaltiesand general revenues. Major 4a-s-

amples include restitution payments; CiVil snits brought against th. offender,

civil setae brought against third parties, property forfeiture revenues, and

Son-of-Sam provisions to acquire profits froaoftenders'royalties resulting

from commercial publication'of the facts of the crime. Mons of thege beChga-

isms appear to be particularly preasing sources of revenues for victim com-

pendition programs, but programs may wish to coneids: the development of such

mechanisms for obtaining limited supplementary funds for_progrem support.
Coordination with Additional Victim Support Services

Many options mitt for coordinating victim compensation program

services with those of other victim support agencies such as victim witness

assistance programs, crisis service programs and victim hotlines. Possible

approaches to =nit the programs include the sharing of intonation regarding

rifernIs, the training of personnel in other programs to assist in victim

ccmpensation case screening, the development of statewide coordinating

agencies, and the like.

The coordination Of victim services IN likely to be sexier in thiery

than in practice. As in virtually every service area with mu,tiple providers,

victim compensation and victim/witness assistance programs do not always

cooperate and sometimes feel in competition. Personnel affiliated with both

types of programs tend th have somewhat different philosophical orientations

towards victims and to believe strongly that their service is of particularly

great value to victims. Such commitment is valuable and perhaps necessary if

8
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people are to perform well and vigorously provide services. This commitment

inevitably leads to 'turf' problems in In ire of shrinking resources, however.

An effort will need to be Made to overcome the 'turf' preblmascurrently to
uxistence and to pereeide program that they can benefit one another and Vic-__

tine through increased cooperation. It is critical that program adininietra-

tors and staff attempt to look beyond the rivalries of programs to ways to

:mat attain their common gain Aid to crime victims. The development of

collaborative eaterprives such as victim hotlines; Which simultam6OUely pro-

Vide referrals to both types of progress; may hap to overcome.some resistance
to increased coordination. Adequate IeeeIs of funding for both victim compen-
sation and victim/Valleel assistance programs by state legislatureswoUId

greatly Salience program cooperation, and such funding can be coupled With

statutory revirements of collaboration akin to those provisions that are in
operation in California; WisconsU; Nebraska, and elsewhere. American crime
victims have myriad; complex problenm, and a coordinated effort among various

service providers is needed to address the full range of economic, psychologi-

Oil, and related problems experienond by victims:

Program Impacts Open Victims

Very little information is available regarding the impact of victim

compensation programs upon victims: Pedant limited research studies suggest

that contact with victim compensation programs does not clearly improve vic-

tims' attitudes toward the criminal justice system. Such an outcome in hoped

for by some program proponents, since programs with to encourage improved

cooperation with justice system agencies.

Detailed information is not available regarding the impact of pre-

grin/ on victims' economic or psychological weIl-being. Information is

needed regarding the impact of specific program eligibility policies and
procedures Victim compensation applicants rejected due to
tachn441111; feel victimized once again, and the fords of an Offi-

cial agallow.ttAtiet that thay are not worthy of aLdistance (..g.; because
they are tel to the offender) trend be very distressing. Sven persons

receiving compensation can legitimately feel angered or diminished if they

vire treeted brusquely, had their finances and related circuantintee inves-

tigated insenmitively; experienced extensive delays CA case processing. or

24-906 0 -- 84 6
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received only a fraction of their requested cleie dui to reasons they feel

an unjust. A program offending or distressing a. urge Weber of innccent

victims thredgh ovarly complex pcoceduresi rejections due :be factors con-

sidered to te 'mere tochniCaIitieS1 by the raverage citizen. and similar

;mortices could result in a net harm too senae of well-being in their

communIty rather than an improvement. The virtually total lack of Worse.

tion on this tepid is striking, particularly in Light of the relitielly :Afge

amount of money spent yearly on victim compensation administration and award'.

Reiearch on such issues is badly needed if proven polici*Al are to be refined

by IigiaIltures with the concrete needs of victims in aima tither than simply

through hunches, ineddotet; and Whim.

At present many state legikIatdess are likely to resist much research

expenditures-, due to an undertandable concern with the vain of just another

study. Rut the vacuum of information on this issue makes reedarCh On victim

impact not just another study; but virtually the first such study.
oppo-

sition to research that is redundant, arcane-, or otherwise seriously flawed

is liudables it is more difficult to praise the thinpidning of what mounts

to ignorance. Di I critical area of public policy, ignorance eaa potentially

be far more expensive than research..,
Perhaps scam states can commission

relatively modest studios and encourage social science graduate students to

conddet thee es part of their doctoral dissertation research. Such an pp-

proach might successfully ative down teeth the costs of research and the costs

of ignorance.
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v.tim compensation programs have spread rapidly across the United

Stmtad and have also been developed in many nations around the world. such

programs have gained broad support, and further growth in the nUMber of

programs and the size of existing programs appears likely. Programs have

assisted large number of innocent victims and are likely to continue this

valuable service.

Same Likely program rendi kncIude increased flexibility in eligibil-

ity criteria (including those dealing with relative and household exclusions,

financial means tea ;, and minimum losses) and increased use of fines ana

penalties mechanisms for funding rather than ganeral.revenues. Major problems

faced by programs knclude improving public awareness, broadening eligibility

requirements, expediting claims processing and improving emergency award pro-

cedures.

Most of the problems experienced by victim compensation programs have

their roots in lack of Wilding, and steps should be taken to provide suffi-

cient funds to programs 1112 that they can begin to fulfill their promise of

compensation to all eligible innocent victims. Federal legislation to assist

programs has been proposed repeatedly during the past two amides and merits

careful consideration as one possible means of helping programs meet their

obligations to victims. Given the very tight limitations on the federal bud-

get-, sources of victim compensation funding other than general revenues (e.g.,

federal fines and penalties and ferfeiture revenues) warrant particular con-

sideration. This project's final report presents detailed discussion of

the previous Congressional efforts to pass victim compensation legislation

and notes the major barriers such legislation has faced.

Victim compensation mechanisms have become widely accepted in the

past two decades. Programs have been developed in states across the nation

due to the dedication of hundreds of legislators and other citizens. The

major task in the coming decades will be td expand tae scope Of existing

pmograms, insure their financial stability, and seek to provide consistently

expeditious and effective assistance to victims. A federal legislator noted

years ago that 'It ill becomes this great Ration to ignore the innocent vic-

tim of crime.' Concerted efforts in state horniest victim compensation pro-

grams, and elsewhere are helping to dispel the legacy of neglect, and if

r..2nt history is a reliable indicator, such compassionate responses to the

compelling Claims of crime victims will continue to increase.

83
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ATTACHMENT A

PROGRAM SPONSORSHIP AND AFFILIATION

__CATEGORY Or
SPONSORING AGENCY STATES

(TOTAL
N 33) PER-
M

Department of Public
Safety or Protection Xentucky-

Minnesota-a
New Jersey

5 15

Workmen's Compensation
or Industrial Safety
Board

Florida
Indiana
Montana
North Dakota

Oregon
Texas

c

Virginia
Washington

24

Courts/Judiciary Delaware
a

illinoieb
Massachusettsb
Ohio

Whoa IsIgnd
Tennessee
West Virginia

7 21

Social Services or
Welfare Agency

Hawaii _ _ _ 2

Virgin Island*

6

Criminal Justice
AthinIstration/
Npartment of Justice

Kansas
a

Nebraska-
Oklahoma
WisconsLn

Deportment of_MAnage-
Matt or budget

12

Connectic 2 6

Michigana

Governor's ftecutive
Offices

New Yorke 2 6

PenneyIvarda

Other Nevada (State Bd. of Examiners) 2

California (State Ad. of Control)

No Affiliation New Mexico
_a

1 3

afthetiOnally Independent

Multiple affiliations -

cMultiple affiliations -

aultiple affiliations -

(N - S; 24%).

- COUrts (N - 4: 12%).

- Courts and Administrative agencyvAttorney General

provide!' investigation (N 11 3%).

- Attorney General_provides investigation and

Cort of CIaims_makes decisions; but legislature
must Approve all Claims before payment (N - 1; 3%).

-Some investigative component provided by victim/Witness assistance programs

(N a 21 611)

b,c,d'eTotel number of programs with multiple agency affiliations is 6, or

1St of total programs.
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. MITACHMENT E

MORIN COOTS

COM CATMOORT
72961 OW
WITS

1117112_

VAININTO
IC VICTIMS

ACM
2042,161212211

COOS
1011).

C0611

Zoom thas $20.060 IS 7.437) VZ 16 16800) IN IS 7.427!
01 ( _1444114

021.600 to 0100.000 ( 17.004) ( 42.000) OR I 111.6344
ID WM) ND I 46.772) I 00.666)

NI I 20434)
VI ( 24.775)

( 61;063)
( 66.664)
( 73.11115)

MZ ( 72;410)
CT ( 61.660)

6100.021 to 2300.000 TI ( 121.147) AZ ( 142400) ( 135.445)
SI ( 173.142) OF ( 164466) ( 137.067)
Ai ( 237.100) VG I 140.324) II ( 335.623)
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Senator GRASSLEY._ You have been right in the middle of it, have
you not? Mr. Mc Gillis through your study, and you; Mr. Phillips as
a member of the Committee on- Victims of the ABA. _

I have questions for both of you but I do want to compliment
you, Mr. McGillis,onyour very exhaustive _study; and start out by
asking if_ you _found more _often than not, State programs are not
widely advertised due to the concern that sufficient funds are not
available to pay all the eligible victims within their State? _

Mr; McGinnis. Yes; That was my _sense in most States that we
went to. In fact; a few of the State legislatures have actually pro,
hibited advertising in the program _legislation._Those _programs still
distribute_ brochures and other material; you know, items that are
not considered advertising. There le a gray area as to what an ad is
or -is not.

Yes; programs are very nervous about that. Understandably so
because I guess they are afraid of a run on the treasury or the
ability -to serve a high percentage of the victims that would come if
it was highly advertised.

SenMnr GRASSIXY:- Would it not be almost a natural action on
the part of _a law enforcement officer who is investigating to some-
how want to comfort a victlin to remind him of a program like
this?

_
Mr. McGnils. I think that happens in quite a few States that

law enforcement officers provide information;
Senator _GRASSLEY. I mean even if it were not part of their job.
Mr. McGinnis. I think a lot of them naturally woul do that if

they are aware of the program and its services;_ The 3anie_ thing
occurs with medical providers at hospitals; a lot of them are keenly
aware of these _programs simply because they are fearful that they
might not be _able to collect; you know; money on the account with-
out the use of the programs.

Senator GRASSLEY. From your standpoint; -do a majority of the
States- have multiple provider& of _victim assistance compensation,
and what are the possible drawback:; of multiple provider"

Mr. McGinnis; By multiple providers; do you mean mi
ties? I am not quite clear.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr; McGiins. Colorado_ le considering having mizaipl,- 'ers

by establishing decentralized system whereby each couni,. /goad
provide victim compensation; All of the States but Colorado; to my
knowledge, have a centralized operation. They operate out of the
State capital and centralization helps insure consistency in deci-
sionmaking -and many other benefits. Centralization can result in
some inequities where certain counties might disproportionately
provide funds to the- -pool of money and yet not receive back ade-_
quote resources. In Florida, there has been some talk about trying
to move toward a decentralized approach becaint, sonic counties
fee/ that they do not receive their proportional share of fu..ds.

Senator GRAS;;LEY. I missed your point on whether or not that
i.:ould be a drawback._

Mr. McGinnis. To do it in a decentralized fashion?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. McGinits..-I think there_ probably could be a serious draw-

back because of the uneven decisionmaking that would go on across

90
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counties. There not be mut I suspeet, if YOU had dif-ferent administi in differerq. cat;n1...es making these decisionsand; ultimately. . everyone iq rr.:.mher of ti lz same State, itseems it would i fair for an fictim m trrii adjacentcounties to have differrnt oute.....,tir.k. on their claiio.
Senator GRASS/. What atiojit. thc psserwork; it an obs:.claor IS it a fairly S' dightforwazd proco7s t nit 's e Eiiy undeystoodand easy tb aCe0M_ILSh?

,Mr; McGtoas. No The paperwork in ; these programs IS
enormous. They seek documentation frcm eight different
sour,: .3. The proSecutor's office; the pglice, the person's employer;if they ha-.7e lost wages, medical proviAers of all sorts; the personsthemselVes in terms of their fiscal statue; if they have a meanstest, St the paperwork can be enormous. i know California has
been trying to experiment With reduced paperwork in certain smell
claims in order to try to see ifthey can experite processing; andthey are testing to see how much cheatinggoes 7n in theae cases;They are taking a sample of these expedited claims and they aredoing the full process to see if there is any fraud.

&enator GitASSizy. Is it easier for victims to receive psychological
antisocial assistance in monetary compensation?

r. McGir.us. To receive financial support for that typeM of assist-ance?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mn McGiti...ts. Many of the programs will provide funds forpsy=

chological and counseling assistance. Oftentimes it will come undersome sort of medical benefits or some other clause in the legisla-tion. I am not aware of Whether it is more difficult to get that thanto get, let us say; straight recompense for lost wages. It seems asthoughyou can get hothi dependingon_the nature of the claim.
Senator GRAMMY. P7 the way, Mr. Phillips; if you had any cora;

ment you want to malt:: Ai any of these questions I asked him; youcan do that. And vice versa. I have got some points I Would like tomake with you though.
Do you have anything you want to comment on?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No, sin
Senator GRASSLEY. Yott made some very good suggestions in ref-

erence to our bill and I want to thankyou for that very much be-
cause I kilo* that the ABA is very good in many areas but particu .larly in an area like this, where we are striking out new laws orwith Very little precedent; and we appreciate it We are trying to
build on a good piece of legislation that just mentlyvassed.

One of the issues brought up was your proposal requiring cover-age of those Who are injured trying to prevent a crime or appre-
hend a perpetrator; and I found that to be a good one Are you
aware of whether any States have a provision like that? Or I couldask Mr. Mcnillis too;

Mr. Mcerft.T.IS. I diii not aware offhand.
Senator g.1.21ASSLEY. And obviously you are not then, Mr; Phillips?
Mt. PHILLIPS. No.
Senator GRASSLEY. A number of policymakers have strongly op-posed the use of financial means wits by victims compensation pro-grams. One-third of the programs currently in operation require
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that victims suffer substantial financial hardship before they are
eligible for compensation.

Is there an A.P.A opinion on appl,ying a means_ test to Victims?
Mr. PHILLIPS. 1 am not aware of a specific ABA position on that

question. We can submit further comments later.
I think that our position; as I indicated, is that victim compensa-

tion is not a matter of race. It is not specificallyit should_ not be

limited to those suffering financial hardship because it is designed
to try at st to offset_ the injustice of the crime.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, if you have any further thought on that,
we would appreciate them in writing. I do not Itnew how much
work that is for you to get an opinion froth your colleagues or coin-

mittees But we would appreciate it
A similar question_ is what you might think of the minimal loss

policies. It is my understanding about half of the Statesor about
half the programs have such policies where you have to have them,
we will say; a minimum of 2_weeks of continued losS of income
from your work or maybe a minimum of $100 Of loss. Does the
ABA support that?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Again I think I would like to submit some written
comments on that point.

Senator GRASSLEY: Well; that is perfectly appropriate; and that is
all the questions I have for either one of_you.

Do either one of you have any closing comments that you want
to make or additions? OK: Well, you have been very good. Thank
you very much;

Otn next panel consists_of two State officials in charge of victims
compensation prOgrams, Ronald Zweibel is chief administrator of

NeVv York's victims assistance program. That is one of the largeSt
in the Natiom And he is president of the National Association of
State Crime Victims Compensation Boards I have a friend testify-
ing thiS morning, John Shaffner, who wrote the legislation for the
victims compensation program in my own State of Iowa, and we
are just now getting that off the ground I ahould say you ere now

just -
getting that off the ground;

We look forward to hearing your State's perspective of thete
issues we are talking about and I think I will begin the same way I

introduced you and ask you to proceed, and remind you I have
some questions that I want to a:1 as well.

STATEMENTS OF RONALD ZWEIBEL, CHAIRMAN, NEW YORK

STATE CRIMENICTIMS BOARD, AND PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AS-

SOCIATION (,,F CRIME Nr7CTI-q: x_..57,1PENSATION BOARDS, AND

JOHN T. SCR',Eirrizia. I.raisLATkVE LiAisooN. IOWA DEPART-
MENT OF PU7 A.It7 SAFETY, A PANEL

Mr. ZWEIBEL. Thank _you, and _good morning, Senator Grassley,
ladies and gentlemen. My name is Ronal4 Zweibel.

As chairman of the New York State Crime Victims Board and
president of the National ASSociation of Crime Victim Compensa-
tion Boards, I am pleased to have this opportunity to present writ-

ten testimony for the hearing entitled "Crime and the Elderly:
Does Victim Compensation Work?"
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In New York State, the Crime Victims_Board receives over 8,000
claims annually of which 14 percent are from elderly persons; On anational leVel, crime victim compensation programs have received
well over 36,000 claixtiS of which approximately_ 11 percent are el-
derly Claims. Since the elderlycomprise a significant proportion of
the crime victim -claims received, I would liko to take tint; opportu-
nity to share my perspective on the elderly as crime victims.

Since you have my written testimony_ before you, I would like to
spend the next feW minutes summarizing and highlighting my teti.timany._

_Mr. Chairman, on the basic question you have poSed for this
hearing, does crime VictimS' compensation work for the elderly, my
answer is a qualified yes. Qualified becante inadequate funding andlegal restrictions can and do act to severely limit the number of
awards as well as the amount and type of financial assistance that
can be providecLto elderly victims by S1 *e crime victim compensa-tion programs. The program admir;f(";;Lni have little corittel over
these restrictions and limitationS. it is difficult to under-stand how most State government::`_ expected, at least inthese times of fiscal austerity, to gi ';,.crease financial supportfor crime victims' programs, parti,,,1 if the Federal Govern-
ment does not carry its share of the :.,.i.Ddirkgburden. Of all. major
social insurancepregraMS presently operating in the Nation, crime
victims compensation appears to stand alone as having no Federal
involvement or assistance. Crime is; of course, a national as well asa State problem. There are many program improvements whichcould be made in existing State prOgrams that will be helPfud to
elderly victims of crime. Senior citizen organizations have long ad;
vacated in New York the elimination of the financial means test;awards for - essential propertyI might add that that was added tothe New York statute this yearand special outreach and claim
processing efforts to reach isolated elderly victims. New York and aminority of other States have responded to these requests ci2: senior
citizens for special prOviSions. However; in all candor; I must
advise the committee that although crime victim comp37iSation is
inexpensive compared_ to most law enforcement programs, many
State programs lack adecpate fundingg to effectively deliver existing
program benefits, much less_ provide for program enhancement.

The New York &ate Crime Vie'lms Board_ exhausted its pay-
ments to victims funds 8 months into the 19883 fiacal year and
was required to interrupt payments to crime victir'' for up t.,0 5
months; Washington State hiiriun..:16:,.1 program in 1981 for buck,-
etary reasons and just recently reinstated the _program. In some
States, the victims must wait a substantial period of_time to rece'ae
payment of their awards due to sliOrtaes of funds. This situation is
expected to continue and perhaps grow worse in 1984.

The cost of medical services_ to victims is continuing to soar; The
crime rate reii7ains at historical high levels. Applications for assist-
ance are ever increasing. Federal gssistce for some State pro=
grams may be a n.cessity- just_to maws tain the existing level of
services. In light of this situation, I would like to commend both
Senator Grassley and Senatbr Heihi for their support of Federal
assistance- to State compensatirn programs achd for their 1983 legis-
lative initiative, Senate bill 7C

93
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In reviewing this legislation, our maji;.r that, one,
adequate funding be available to accomplish landing levels set
forth in the bill and, two, that such funds actually find_their way
to support the compensation and assistance programs, partitularly
at the State and local level.

My written testimony at pages 10 and 11 provides a detailed
analysis of this particular bill.

In a recently concluded study by APT Associates for the National
Institute of JustiCe, it is stated that the President's task forceI
might add thit is on the last page of the rep is stated that
the President's Task Force on Crime Victims recommends that a
fund be created to assist compensation program& HoweVer, no
State prograM under the plan could receive more that 10 percent
of its awards for the previous year Any Money not disposed of
would shift to the Federal victim witness assistance fund;

We oppose this particular formula as being insufficient to assist
the State comPthiSation_programs; We feel that under your propos-
al in S. '704, as well as the Houle version in Catigressman Rodino's
bill, there would be adequate funding for the programs but not; as I

understand the teak force recommendation; which would provide
inadequate funding to State compensation prograttiS.

I Would like to close by urging the siibcommittee and its mem-
bers to push forward with urgency the legislative propoials for Fed-
eral_ assistance to State crime victim compensation programs. Since

1965, nearly every c:!"d1?( rPasionEa session has considered but failed
to enact legislation for Federal aid to State crime victim programs.
Since 1980, this issue_has been studied and repartee in hy the U.S.
Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime, the Pepartment
of JiistiCe, the President's Task Force on Victims of Crime, as well

as several congressional committees. In 1983; the _administration
has indicated its support- as has Congressman Rodiiio; Chairman
Fish, and ranking minority members respectively of the House Ju-
diciary Committee; I Mieve that 1983 shobld be the year for the
Congress to enact thiS mach needed legislation;

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zwe.b1
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INTRODUCTION

As Chairman of tile New York Stnte Crime Victims Beard and Prouidcnt

of the Nat5nnal Asfvciation of Crime Victims Compensation Boards, I

am pleased to have this opportunity to present written testimony for

the heating entitled; "Crime and the Elderly: Does Crime Victim

Compensation Work?"

In New York State, the Crime Victims Board receives over 8;000

claims annually of which 14% ace from elderly perSnnS. On a

national level crime victim compensation programs have received well

ofer 36,000 eIaims of which approximately 118 are elderly claims.

sihee the elderly comprise a significant proportion of the crime

victim claims received, I would like to take 'his opportunity to

share my perspective on the elderly es rvetimb;
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According to the most recent figures generated by the United

States Census Bureau in 1980. the number of elderly, 65 and older,

is well over 26 million, approximately 11% of the total population.

With continued advances in medical technology the average American

can well be assured of living longer. Estimates have been given that

by the turn of the century approximately 17% of the total popula-

tion will be near or over age 65.1

During the past years increasing attention has been placed

on gaining a better understanding of the problems and need: exper-

ienced ay this crowing segment of the population. Since more than

60% of the nation's elderly are located in metropolitan areas with

a large majority living in inner cities where victimization is

high, crime is consistently targeted as a problem faced by the

elderly. If the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics victimization

rates for elderly crime victims are accurate, out of the 26 plus

million elderly, approximately 182,000 will be victims of violent

crime in 1983. Although seemingly shocking, when we compare the

number of incidences of violent crime to theft crime, the real

tragedy of elderly victimization unfolds. According to the Bureau

of Justice Statistics:

. 642,000 elderly will be victims of personal thefts;

. 1.3 million elderly households will be victimized by

burglary; and,

. 1.5 million elderly households will be victimized by

larceny.

These statistics only paint a partial picture of the crime

problem faced by our nation's elderly. To gain a fuller per-

spective, conditions inherent in the aging process that increase

24-906 0 - 84 - 7
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the elderly's vulnerability to criminal victimisation need to

be identified. Only in this manner can we hope to better under-

stand the relationship between crime and the elderly, such that

needed interventions can be created for this specific victim

population. The conditions identified by many professionals

in the field of gerontology include: economic, physical, en-

vironmental, social and psychological aspects.

Economic Conditions:

Almost half of the population, 65 or older, are retired and

live on fixed or low incomes at or below the poverty line. To

have money stolen or needed repairs done on damaged property can

have more far reaching implications than a purely economic evalua-

tion would reveal.

Physical Conditions:

Diminished physical strength and stamina are experienced by

all persons going through the aging process. Also, with advanced

age comes a greater possibility of physical frailty and disability

which makes the elderly, as a group, more vulnerable to attack.

Environmental Conditions:

Since the majority of the elderly population live in

metropolitan areas in neighborhoods considered high crime areas,

their susceptibility to attack is heightened. Thus, many urban

elderly find themselves in situations where the next door neighbor

could be the next elderly victimizer. Also, many elderly in urban

areas find walking or mass transit as their only means of trans-

portation which puts them on the street as easy prey. The issue

dates of benefit checks are widely known in urban areas; thus,

the elderly are more likely to be victimized repeatedly and fre-

quently by the same offender.

1

9'8
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Social Conditions:

More often than not the elderly live lives that are socially

isolated. Whether this isolation is self- imposed or not the fact

remains that this very condition makes the elderly highly vulnerable

targets for victimization.

Psychological Factors:

The fear of crime in-and-of-itself keeps many elderly residing

urban areas virtual prisoners in their own homes. This fear of

violence can lead the elderly to accept unwarranted limits on

freedom to the extent that their lives are continually im-

poverished and their freedom becomes non-existent.

It appea that the crime problem experienced by the elderly

has two disLinct aspects:

1) the actual incidence of being victimized; and,

2, the dysfunctioanl fear of being victimized.

?he questions that must be raised at this juncture are:

. are existing victim ser.ice providers assisting the

elderly in overcoming the actual consequences of

victimization?

. e.)0 %ing victim service providers assisting the

elderly it coping with and overcoming the fear of

victimization?

. What types of victim service programmatic changes

or ,flo,ifications are needed on a State level to

ensure that curreatly unmet needs experienced by the

elderly victim are fulfilled?

99
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.
What can the Federal Government do lc assist the states

in achieving their victim service goals to better serve

the elderly victim?

The short answer to these important questions is that

crirc victim service programs arc providing valuable assistance

to tt ,sends c elderly crime victims, but due to legal restric-

tion ...aiegt.tate funding, and general lack of public awareness,

are x. only a small fraction of the nation's elderly victims

of crime. While it is often stated that crime is primarily a local

and state problem, it is also true that crime is a national problem.

The Federal Government must do its share. Unfortunately, legis-

lation that provides even a modest level 3f federal funding assis-

tance for state victim compensation programs has in the past

repeatedly failed to be enacted by Congress.

However, in light of the 1982 President's Task Force on

Victims of Crime Report supporting Federal financial assistance

to State crime victim compensation programs, the support of the

Federal Administration and legislative interest shown in both the

Senate and the House, we look forward to positive legislative

action by the Congress in 1983 to assist elderly and non - elderly

victims of crime.
above

In order to answer the/ questions in detail, it is necessary

to examine the two distinct types of victim service programs

currently operating in the nation:

. monetary compensation programs; and,

.
victim/witness assistance programs.
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Compensation Programs

Eligibility: To date, there arc 39 crime victim compensation

programs in the United States including the District of Colum-

bia and the Virgin Islands.2 There are some basic similarities

in determining a victim's eligibility, compensable crimes, and

compensable losses in all programs. Ir, general, a victim is

determined eligible if:

. a physical injury is sustained;

. cooperation with the police is evidenced;

. he/she is a dependent of a deceased victim; and

. the claim form is filed within appropriate time

frame.

In addition to these rather general provisions, approxi-

mately one-third of the compensation programs require some

type of "financial means test" to further determine eligibility.

A majority of state compensation programs also require that the

victim be a resident of that state.
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Compensable Crimes: Most generally, compensable crimes include

all violent crime; murder, rape, robbery, and assault, where the

victim was the innocent victim of a crime. A little over one-half

(54%)
3
of all the programs require that the crime not be perpetrated

by another family member. Also, at this time, the majority of com-

pensation programs do not recognize motor vehicle crimes giving rise

to injuries of innocent parties unless such vehicle is used with in-

tent to inflict bodily harm.

Compensable Losses: The majority of the compensation programs

will make awards for: medical expenses, the loss of earnings or sup-

port, psychological counseling, occupational rehabilitation, and

funeral expenses.4 These awards are made by reducing the amount of

any applicable collateral benefits including life, health and dental

insurance, disability benefits, social security benefits, etc. Some

Programs require that a victim sustain a minimum loss. In very few

programs can the loss of property or pain and suffering he considered

as a compensable loss.

In 1983, out of the 180,000 elderly, violent crime victims,
average

98,280 or 54%8 will sustain a physical injury.' Looking at the/award

rate of 61%6 for all compensation programs and applying that figure to

the 98,280 physically injured elderly crime victims, approximately

60,000 could receive an award for cempensable losses. When this figure

is compared to the nearly 4,000 elderly victims expected to receive com-

pensation, the realization must be made that a large elderly crime vic-

tim population is not receiving needed assistance from the present
scope of compensation available.

Special Provisions: While crime victim compensation programs

do not, as a rule delineate between elderly and non-elderly victims,

there are programs that have taken steps to institute a few special

102
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provisions which are of benefit to the elderly. These provisions

include:

eliminaticn of the minimum loss requirement as done by the

States of New Jersey, Pennsylvania;

awards for home care and other replacement services as done

by Connecticut, Florida, Kansas, Minnesota, North Dakota,

Ohio, Oklahoma, Virginia, Wisconsin;

awards for the repair or replacement of essential personal

property as done by Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, New

York, Ohio;

utilizing claims investigators or implementing special senior

victim units who are more sensitive to the problems experienced

by the elderly crime victim as done in the states of Illinois,

New Jersey, New Yorksand,

*referral and linkage to other victim assistance services .1.s

done by the great majority of Compensation Programs.5.6

Needed Improvements: In light of the special conditions of the

elderly which aggravate the consequences of the victimizations, compen-

sation programs need to take a variety of measures to better serve

this victim population. Ideally, compensation programs need to

consider doing the following:

eliminate the financial means test and/or minimum loss require-

ment;

*establish information and referrel to other aging services

provided by other programs

implement and/or expand awards for essential personal property;

'heighten outreach efforts to the isolated elderly victims;

create or establish special claims investigation units to

deal specifically with elderly crime victim claims;

103
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'establish or heighten links with other victim assistance

service programs.

Victim Assistance Programs: in an effort to serve the needs

of the whole victim, elderly or not, victim assistance programs

evolved to fill the gap left by compensation programs. While the

39 compensation programs provide assistance for the victim's

economic hardships on a state level, ev(.r 400 local victim assistance

programs throughout the country have the ability to meet the other

complex problems experienced by crime victims. Many programs do

not distinguish between the elderly and non-elderly while others

are specifically geared toward assisting th'.. elderly victim.

Whatever the case may be a wide array of services are offered to

serve the needs of the elderly. These services may include the

provision of:

emergency shelter, food, money and/or security repair;

24 hour hotline;

crisis intervention;

outreach;

advocacy and referral;

follow-up counseling;

transportation and escort services;

assistance with insurance claims, restitution payments,

and victim compensation;

assistance with the legal process including a procedural

orientation, notification of case schedule and disposition,

preparation for testimony, the securing of legal counsel;

victim/witness waiting areas; and,

victim/witness protection, as needed.

10-4
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These services in conjunction with crime victim com!,ensation

seek to make the victim whole once again. The!:, the relationshio

between victim assistance programs and compensation programs can

be crucial.

Out of all the victims served by victim assistance programs

24%7 are elderly. When this figure is compared to the 114 elderly

victim population served by compensation programs, one can safely assume

that victim assistance progru's certainly complement the limited assist-

ance available from compensation programs. The fact still remains

that aside from the services being provided to some

victims, a large majority are not being served due to many program-

matic constraints.
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The Federal Government's Role:

Analysis of S.704, Crime Victims Assistance Fund, introduced

by Senators Heinz and Grassley. I would like to commend both

Senators Grassley and Heinz, for their support of Federal assistance

to state compensation programs and their 1983 legislative initiative.

In reviewing this legislation, our major concerns are that

(1) adequate funding be available to actually accomplish funding

levels set forth in the legislation, and (2) that funds actually

be used to support victim compensation and assistance programs,

particularly at the state and local level.

Various revenue estimates have been given for this legislation,

but the total annual revenue for the Fund will need to be at

least 530 million in order to meet the legislation's stated goal

of providing 25% funding assistance to state crime victim compen-

sation programs. Should actual revenues collected prove to be

less than 530 million per year, we believe the legislation should

give priority to state victim compensation programs. Compensation

programs are not only the oldest victim service Programs in the

nation, but are the"front line"programs that provide direct, tan-

gible relief for the hardships suffered by the nation's elderly

crime victims.

Should revenues be inadequate to fund existing victim com-

pensation and assistance programs at the 25% level, the distribu-

tion of these very limited funds to train law enforcement officials,

provide technical assistance to the states, or establish new

Federal witness programs or a victim's advocate in the Department

of Justice should, in our view, be given secondary priority.

Moreover, the bill as presently drafted does not
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authorize or require the distribution of any funding assistance

to local' or state victim assistance programs, even if adequate

revenues arc received by the fund. At the very least, any

legislation enacted by Congress should guarantee that a major

portion of funds collected for the purpose of aiding victim and

witness assistance programs, should be distributed to the state

and local programs through the appropriate state agencies. It is

these programs that bear the burden of assisting

the vast majority of the nation's crime victims.
one of

As chief administrator of/the nation's largest crime victims

program and President of the National Association of State Crime

Victim Compensation Boards, I can testify that the basic
to

need for federal legislation/provide funding assistance to elderly
victim

and non-elderly/programs has never been greater.

In late 1982 and early 1983, the New York program, which has

traditionally received adequate state funding, ran out of funds

for compensation awards eight months into the 1982-83 fiscal year.

Payments to victims were therefore delayed up to five months.

This, inadequate funding situation for New York, and most other state

programs is expected to continue and perhaps grow worse in 1984.

The cost of medical services to victims is continuing to soar, the

crime rate remains at historic high levels, and applications for

assistance are ever-increasing. Federal assistance, for some state

programs, may be necessary just to maintain the eXistir7 level of

services.

1 0 7
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Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
John, will you proceed? Mr. Schaffner.
Mr. SCHAFFNER. Mr. Chairman, my name is John Schaffner. For

the last 11 years, I have served as the legislative liaison officer for
the Iowa Department of Public Safety, which is a statewide law en-
forcement agency. I am also the administrator of Iowa's new crime
victim reparation program, which became operational on January
1 of 1983.

As a result of these dual roles, I have had the unique opportuni-
ty of shepherding our victim reparation bill through the Iowa legis-
lative process, a process which I am sure the chairman is very fa-
miliar with. I also had the opportunity to implement the new legis-
lation once it was enacted. I am pleased to be here today to share a
few remarks and concerns with you.

I might begin by saying that crime victims have repeatedly
voiced concern over minimum law requirements enacted by legisla-
tures to contain costs. In practice, this exclusion places the elderly
and low income victims in a distinct disadvantage. A threshold of
$100 or $250 represents to them substantial losses that they cannot
absorb.

Victim compensation programs differ generally in residence re-
quirements. Some States will only compensate residents that are
victimized within their borders. Others will compensate their resi-
dents regardless of where they are victimized, but will not compen-
sate nonresidents who are victimized within the State. States that
attract large numbers of tourists have been hesitant about offering
coverage to nonresidents for fear of depleting their compensation
funds.

At least 15 States have '6ntered into reciprocal agreements. Al-
though this policy is a 'first step toward a more equitable approach,
it is limited. To address this problem fully, States should agree
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either to compensate all eligible individuals victimized within the
State regardless of their residency or to compensate their own resi-
dents wherever they are victimized. I recommend that no Federal
assistance be given to those State compensation programs that
have restrictions limiting payments to only residents of their re-
spective States.

An example is found in our own Iowa experience. Our law pro-
vides that a person who is victimized in Iowa, regardless of the
residency, can be compensated. We had an Iowa resident that jour-
neyed to Florida and was victimized in Florida. Florida will not pay
because they were not a resident of that jurisdiction. We believe
that that is an inappropriate bar by certain States. So I would ad-
vocate that Federal funding be made available to those States who
in fact do not consider residency as a test.

Our Iowa law does not have a minimum threshold payment to
receive a claim payment. We process all claims but do not have the
minimum threshold. I think that was a question that was raised
earlier.

Senator GRASSLEY. Backing up one step, you just made the point
that we ought to have a requirement in the Federal law that resi-
dency could not be a requirement by the individual States.

Mr. SCHAFFNER. If they in fact are receiving Federal funding for
the program. The Iowa law is also based upon the same concept
that your proposal deals with. Ours is based upon a surtax on all
criminal files, whether that be a traffic fine, or a fine for a major
felony offense. We implemented the compensation program without
increasing any type of taxes; merely a surtax on criminal fines.
The Iowa fund has generated about $1.2 million annually. About
200,000 of that money was appropriated by the general assembly
specifically for crime reparation. There are also other programs
funded by the surtax fines. We are one of the recipients. It is not a
trust fund operation.

The propriety Federal funding revolves around two issues. First,
the propriety of the Federal involvement, and of course second, the
cost to the Federal Government. I believe there are at least two
sound reasons for Federal participation in State victim compensa-
tion programs. First, most State programs currently compensate
Federal victims of crime. However, because of financial problems,
many States may be unwilling or unable to continue to do so in the
future. If State programs stop helping victims of Federal crime and
no Federal efforts are made, then either there would be no help
available for such victims or victims of crime over which the Feder-
al and State governments share jurisdictions, would find their eligi-
bility, dependent upon some bureaucratic decision as to which ju-
risdiction will, in fact, provide compensation. These decisions are
based on considerations that oftentimes have nothing whatsoever
to do with the immediate needs of the victim. But the Federal Gov-
ernment could, of course, commit itself to aiding victims of Federal
crimes. If this course is chosen, probably a new bureaucracy cover-
ing 50 States would have to be created. The startup and continued
administrative costs of such a program would be substantial. A du-
plication of State and Federal effort would not only be inefficient
but would be confusing to victims that we all seek to serve. The
most unfortunate result of this would be large sums of money
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which could be expended would be expended on unnecessary ad-
ministrative costs rather than made available to those victims who
are in need of assistance.

The point I am making is that I think the States have programs
in place today and could administer to the Federal victims through
the existing State programs with 100 percent reimbursement for
those Federal crimes which the States are asked to provide com-
pensation for.

I would hate to see another layer of bureaucracy created simply
to administer Federal funds to Federal crime victims. I think we
could piggyLack on existing State programs that are now in place.

Second, the Federal Government has a history of making sums of
money available to State programs for criminal justice purposes,
such as funding for the law enforcement agencies through the
former Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, and the Fed-
eral Government has also made money available to the States for
education and rehabilitation of State prisoners who have commit-
ted State crimes. If the Federal Government will step in to assist
State prisoners, it seems only just that the same Federal Govern-
ment might also step in to help citizens that were victimized by
those Federal crimes.

I recommend that the Federal victim compensation funding
moneys be distributed to the States according to the following
guidelines. I believe that the 25 percent proposal that was advocat-
ed by the ABA is probably a little bit more generous than the cur-
rent language of the bill, and I hope that there is some considera-
tion by the subcommittee of increasing it perhaps from 10 percent
to 25 percent as has been advocated by the ABA.

Money from the Federal crime compensation fund could be ad-
ministered to the States as follows. The States would in fact report
the total amount of compensation awarded the previous year, and
these figures would be totaled to get the total compensation to be
awarded nationally. Each State's award would be figured in terms
of its percentage on a national total. Each State would be awarded
that percentage on the compensation fund for the ensuing year
with limitations that it could not receive more than 25 percent of
its total award for the previous year.

Speaking now about the elderly specifically. In the past two dec-
ades, a great deal of concern has been focused on the needs of the
elderly. Many people believe that elderly Americans are especially
vulnerable to crime. They are preferred targets of crime, yet data
gathered by the National Crime Survey over the past 8 years show
that younger persons under the age of 65 make up a disproportion-
ately large share of the Nation's victims. The rates of crime
against the elderly are comparatively low statistically speaking.
However, I would like to share with you a few thoughts that the
statistics did not put in real human terms.

One of the great fears of an older person is a fall. Older bones
are brittle and break more easily than younger bones. A leg or hip
that is broken during a mugging or a purse snatching can result in
immobility and dependency for long and prolonged periods of time.
Such injuries can even result in the permanent confinement to a
wheelchair or nursing home. Thus relatively minor physical inju-
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ries weigh oftentimes much more heavily on our older victims of
crime.

On the whole, our older persons also have a diminished income
or are oftentimes on fixed incomes and have fewer economic re-
sources than our younger Americans. Dependents on pensions or
social security payments commonly make old age a time of econom-
ic insecurity. The limited resources of the elderly are used for ne-
cessities. This factor explains how even a small loss would often
result very heavily on a senior citizen. Criminals also, as we know,
attack the weak. The reduced physical capabilities of older persons
often act as incentives for victimization. In addition, due to the eco-
nomic factors and patterns of neighborhood transitions, the elderly
are likely to live in close proximity to high crime areas. The elder-
ly are also more dependent on walking and public transportation
which oftentimes increases their exposure to criminal activity.

We talked earlier today about the fear of crime which is particu-
larly pervasive amongst our senior citizens.

I would like to close my remarks today by talking a bit more in
detail with regard to the Iowa statute. The question was raised ear-
lier are there States that do have a good samaritan provision. I am
pleased to report the Iowa statute does have a good samaritan pro-
vision. The Iowa statute also requires that we publicize the exist-
ence of our victim reparation program. There is a legislative man-
date that we publicize its existence. We also have statutory lan-
guage that law enforcement officers, social workers, and victim as-
sistance programs shall publicize the existence of the program, and
I think you are particularly on point, Senator, when you said that
law enforcement is the first line of contact with crime victims. We
have prepared for our Iowa law enforcement officers a little card
that they carry in their briefcases. They tear that card off and give
it to the crime victim and the information is there for the victim to
begin pursuing compensation. So I think that is particularly impor-
tant.

The bill that you have worked on with Senator Heinz talk in
terms of making training available for law enforcement officers. I
think there is a language in the bill that states that some funding
will be available for training of law enforcement officers. I would
suggest that maybe that language should be more specific and say
that the training should focus upon sensitivity training of those of-
ficers toward the needs of crime victims. The language may be a
little bit too broad the way it is drafted today. Training of law en-
forcement officers could be interrupted to mean that we would
train them for accident investigations or we could train them in
firearms usage. That type of training might be a little bit afield
from perhaps what we are trying to focus on in crime victim assist-
ance.

Our program in Iowa is a bit more conservative than some
States. Our maximum payment is $2,000 per victim. Some States, it
is $15,000 or $20,000. But we think this is a foot in the door. We are
concerned about future funding of our program. We have a sunset
clause in our legislation that sunsets this law next July. I am sure
our appropriations people will be looking very carefully at that and
if there is some possibility of getting some supplementary Federal
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funds, that would certainly enhance the continuation of our pro-
gram.

So, with that, Senator, I would defer to any questions that you
might have at this point in time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schaffner follows:]
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STATEMENT

OF

JOHN T. SCHAFFNER
LEGISLATIVE LIAISON OFFICER

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Suhcommittee on Aging,

my name is John T. Schaffner. For the last eleven years, I have

served as the Legislative Liaison Officer for the Iowa Department

of Public Safety (a statewide law enforcement agency). I am also

the administrator of Iowa's new Crime Victim Reparation Program,

which became operational on January 1, 1983.

As the result of these dual roles, I have had the unique oppor-

tunity of shepherding our Victim Reparation Bill through the Iowa

Legislative process and following the enactment of this new legisla-

tion, I was assigned the responsibilities to administer the imple-

mentation of our new reparation statute.

I am extremely pleased to have tt:e opportunity to testify before

your subcommittee today.

Daily, we are exposed to a plethora of media reports about cases

of violent crime such as murder, rape, robbery or aggrevated assault.

These news accounts reflect the fact that nationally, during the last

fifteen years, we have experienced a rapidly accelerating upsurge in

violent crimes. As is so often the case, attention is directed to

the perpetrator of the crime and to the criminal justice system. But

what ahout the victim? What of his or her injury, suffering, humili-

ation and financial losses? It has been said that the victim is twice

victimized: once by the criminal and once by the criminal justice

system. The victim is generally left helpless, often destitute and

almost always unattended.
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I believe there is a growing awareness among many today, that

the victims of violent crime have too long been the "forgotten per-

sons" within our society and within our criminal justice system.

There is much justification for this concern. Not only do the vic-

tims of crime suffer directly from the criminal act with all its

psychological, physical and economical ramifications, but victims

are also often subject to the additional trama during the criminal

justice process.

Traditionally, our people look to our criminal justice system

to provide a sense of security from those who break the law. It was

a belief in this fundamental rule of law, upon which our country was

founded. The court is our sanctuary.

Victims control their impulse to seek revenge against offenders

in return for the government's promise to protect them. Moreover,

victims pay taxes to the government for this protection. Since the

government forbids victims to take the law into their own hands, it

seems fair that when government fails to protect them, the victims

should receive at least the same attention government now grants to

criminals.

I believe, however, there is cause for optimism. Since 1965,

thirty-eight states and the District of Columbia have enacted crime

victim compensation legislation. Victim compensation is an unusual

program in terms of its ability to generate political support. In

a sense, it is difficult to find opponents of victim compensation.

The major focus of opposition to compensation programs generally does

not rest with the program philosophy, provisions or target clients,

but in concerns over its potential costs. Payments are made from

state administered funds upon application by eligible claimants.
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Payment does not depend upon the arrest and conviction of the offen-

der and there is no need for the claimant to secure a civil judgment.

Support for the idea of victim compensation maY have been gener-

ated by the general public's increasing awareness of the growing crime

rate and the changing perception of the likelihood of becoming a crime

victim. As the public perceived the chance of victimization to he

higher, support for a program which would offset some of the negative

consequences of victimization would he more likely to grow.

One aspect of victim compensation, which brings both public and

law enforcement support for the concept, is the almost universal pro-

vlsion that victims must cooperate with law enforcement officials to

he able to he elip.ble for victim compensation. In this resepct,

victim compensation has the potential to assist not only the innocent

victim, but the system designed to bring the offender to justice by

encouraging reporting of the criminal incident and willing participa-

tion in the criminal justice process.

Coverage generally extends to both victims and dependents of

victims and the laws generally define both terms broadly. Most of

the statutes condition eligibility on the victims having reported

the crime to the police and cooperating with the police during the

investigation and prosecution of the criminal act which precipitated

the claim.

Compensation generally is provided for unreimhursed medical ex-

penses, funeral expenses and loss of earnings. Property losses gener-

ally are not reimbursed. Several states provide compensation for such

additional expenses as psychiatric services or psychological counseling.

Most of the laws set a ceiling on the amount of recovery by individual
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claimants. In a few states, up to $50,000, but more commonly in the

range of $10,000 to $15,000.

Most of the victim compensation programs are financed from

general revenue funds, although some are financed and hold in part

from offender assessments, such as a surtax on criminal fines.

The philosophical basis for compensation programs varies from

a legal "tort" theory whereby the state is seen to have failed to

protect its citizens adequately, to an humanitarian rationale for

which all citizens should receive assistance for the compelling

needs, to yet another theory that recognizes victim satisfaction as

a benefit to the criminal justice system. In reality, most programs

represent a mixture of these rationales.

I believe that financial compensation for losses that victims

sustain as a result of a violent crime, must be an integral part of

both federal and state governments response to assisting those inno-

cent citizens. No amount of money can erase the trag.dy and trama

imposed upon them, however, some financial assistance can be impor-

tant first steps in helping crime victims begin the often lengthy

process of recovery.

The financial impact of crime can be severe. There is a tendency

to believe that insurance will cover most costs and losses. While

some victims have adequate coverage, many others do not. The poor and

the elderly often have no insurance. Even those victims who have cov-

erage discover that recovery is made difficult or impossible by high

deductible clauses, or that their policy is limited or has piecluded

payments for such expenses as loss wages and psychological counseling.

Several state compensation programs now share a common concern,
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the maintenance of adecaate funding. Victim claims may have to wait

months until sufficient fines have been collected or until a new fis-

cal year begins and the budgetary fund is replenished. Creditors are

seldom patient. While waiting for funding that will eventually come,

victims can be sued civilly, harassed continually or forced to watch

their credit rating vanish. Not only is compensation imnortant, its

payment must also be timely to save victims further inconvenience,

embarrassment and substantial long term financial hardships. The

funding constraints also discourage programs from eliminating or rais-

ing the maximal allowable award.

Crime victims have repeatedly voiced concern over minimum laws

requirements enacted by legislators to contain costs. L11 practice,

this exclusion places the elderly and low income victims in a distinct

disadvantage; a threshold of $100 or $250 represents to them a sub-

stantial loss they cannot absorb. Victim compensation programs differ

generally in their residency requirements. Some states will only com-

pensate residents that are victimized within their boundaries. Others

will compensate their residents regardless of where they are victim-

ized, but will not compensate non-residents who are victimized within

the state. States that attract large numbers of tourists have been

hesitant about offering coverage to non- residents for fear of depleting

the compensation fund.

At least fifteen states have entered into the reciprocal agree-

ments. Although this policy is a first step toward an inequitable

approach, it is limited. To address the problem fully, states should

agree either to compensate all eligible individuals victimized within

the state, regardless of the residency or to compensate their own
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residents whereVer they are victimized. I recommend that no federal

assistance be given to state compensation programs that have a re-

striction limiting payment to only residents of their respective

states.

The propriety of federal funding for victim compensation pro-

grams, revolves around two issues: 1) The propriety of the federal

involvement and, 2) costs. There are at least two sound reasons

for federal participation in victim compensation. First, most state

programs currently compensate federal crime victims. However, Because

of financial problems, many states may be unwilling or unable to con-

tinue to do so in the future. If state programs stop helping victims

of federal crime and no federal efforts are made, then either there

would be no help available for such victims or victims of crime over

which federal and state governments share jurisdiction would find that

their eligibility for assistance depends upon a bureaucratic decision as

to which jurisdiction will provide compensation. These decisions are

based on considerations that have nothing whatsoever to do with the

immediate needs of the victim.

The federal government could, of course, commit itself to aiding

victims of federal crimes. If this course is chosen, the new bureau-

cracy covering fifty states would have to be created. The start-up

and continued administrative costs would be substantial. A duplica-

tion of state and federal effort would not only be inefficient but

would be confusing to victims we seek to serve. The most unfortunate

result of this would be large sums of money would be expended unneces-

sarily on administrative costs rather than made available to those

victims who need assistance. Secondly, the federal government has a
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history of making substantial sums of money available to the states

for criminal justice purposes, such as funding for law enforcement

agencies through the former Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

and the federal government has also made money available to the states

for the education and rehabilitation of state prisoners who have com-

mitted state crimes. If the federal government will step in to assist

state prisoners, it seems only just that the same federal government

not shrink from aiding the innocent citizens victimized by those very

prisoners the government is now assisting.

I recommend that federal victim compensation fund monies which

may he dishursed to existing state compensation programs meet the

following guidelines. The decision should be made to give money to

only existing programs, rather than to provide seed money for new

programs. (Programs already in existence are currently giving ser-

vice and needed financial'help, they are currently meeting the needs

of victims and should. not he disadvantaged. Further, requiring that

state government assume the initial costs of starting the program and

the primary responsihility for continued funding, assures the exis-

tence of a genuine State commitment rather than the initiation of a

proposal simply to put a claim in for the available federal funds.)

No state program should be eligihle for a portion.of the compensation

fund, unless it provides compensation for anyone victimized in its

borders, regardless of the victim's state of residency,_provides com-

pensation regardless of whether the crime violates state or federal

law and provides compensation for psychological counseling required as

a result of victimization.

Money from the federal compensation fund could be awarded among
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the states as follows: All states would report the total amount

of compensation awarded the previous year and those figures would

be totalled to give the total compensation awarded nationally.

Eacb state's award would be figured in terms of its percentage on

a national total. Eacb state would be awarded that percentage of

compensation fund for the ensuing year with limitations that it

could not receive more than twenty-five percent of its total award

for the previous year. The twenty-five percent limitation will

guard against depletion of the compensation fund and against larger

states drawing of too large of segment of the fund. I further recom-

mend that states be reimbursed one hundred percent for payments made

for federal crimes. I believe that either direct federal funding or

earmarking a portion of the federal block grant is an appropriate

vehicle for transmitting the federal dollars to the state treasuries.

The elderly, as you know, are a, sizable segment'of our population.

the 1980 census data indicate that 11.3 percent or more than 25 million

Americans are sixty-five years of age or older. Eleven percent may not

seem like a very large segment until put in its histoiAcal perspective.

In 1900, only four percent of the nation's people were sixty-five or

older; in 1950, the figure was eight percent. In short, the elderly

proportion of our population has been and is increasing rapidly. One

estilate projects that by the year 2000, the elderly will constitute

twenty percent of the population in certain areas of this country.

In the past two decades, political attention and public concern

hate been focused as never before on problems of the elderly.

Many people believe that elderly Americans are especially vul-
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nerable to crime. That they are preferred targets of criminals. Yet,

data gathered by the National Crime Survey over the past eight years,

shows that younger persons under the age of sixty-five make up a dis-

proportionally large share of the nation's victims. The rates of crime

against the elderly are comparatively low statistically speaking.

However, I w,uld like to share with you a few thoughts that "the

statistics" do not put in human terms.

I would like to share with you the following observations. One

of the great fears of older persons is a fall. Older bones are more

brittle and break more easily than younger bones. A leg or hip that

is broken during a mugging or purse snatching can result in immo-

bility and dependency for prolonged periods of time. Such injuries

can even result in permanent confinement to a wheel chair and nursing

home. Thus, relatively minor physical injuries weigh more heavily on

the older victim of crime.

On the whole, older persons have diminished and fixed incomes

and fewer economic resources than younger persons. Dependence on pen-

sions or social security payments commonly make old age a time of

economic insecurity. The limited resources of the elderly are used

for necessities. This factor explains how even a small loss will

often result in a very real financial burden.

Crimi:als are attracted to the weak. The reduced physical capa-

bilities of older persons can act as incentives for victimization.

In addition, due to the economic factors and patterns of neighborhood

transitions, the elderly are likely to live or in close proximity to

high crime areas. The elderly are also more dependent on walking and

on public transportation, which also increases the exposure to poten-

tial criminals.
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Fear of crime is particularly pervasive among older persons.

Fear is produced not only from the actual threat of crime but also

from the perceived threat. Too often the response of older persons

to fear is withdrawal from community life in order to remain securely

behind locked doors. The result is loss of personal freedom and as-

sault on the quality of life of the older person.

Also, older persons often times fail to report being a victim

of crime because they are fearful of reprisals that might occur if

they are called to testify against an offender.

Finally, crime is a problem that touches all America. There is

scarsely a citizen who does not find his or her life touched by crime

or the fear of crime. Especially vulnerable are the elderly, who all

too frequently represent an easy mark for the criminal. Many senior

citizens are prisoners in their own homes because they are afraid to

venture outdoors. Experts in the field of crime and elderly have made

a strong case for signaling out this type of crime for special atten-

tion. They point out that 1) older persons are not as strong and

generally are less able to 'resist the attackers and defend themselves.

2) Older people are more likely to live alone and are generally more

isolated. 3) There is a greater likelihood that the older person will

live in a high crime neighborhoods which increases the chance of their

being repeatedly victimized. The days when pension checks, social

security payments and other income are received are generally well

known by the criminal element. The criminal readily recognizes that

circumstances minimize the risks normally associated with crime. It

is time that our criminal justice system also recognizes this. I be-

lieve that crimes against the elderly warrant special consideration.
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Every twenty-three minutes, one of us is murdered. Every six

minutes, a woman is raped. Milliona of dollars have been spent

trying to understand and reform the criminal. Yet, often little or

nothing has been done to assist an innocent victim. When an elderly

person is robbed or knocked to the ground, breaking a hip, their

lives can be changed forever. In a moment of terror, our citizens

suffer injuries, which may last a lifetime, sustained physical scars

that may mar them forever, become incapacitated and unable to work

or in most tragic cases, leave behind a family to mourn, pay funeral

expenses and wait years to see the killer tried and brought to justice.

I thank you for allowing me to share my views with you today.
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CHAPTER 912

CRIME VICTIM REPARATION PROGRAM
Raperataon only to Heim. of criminal ads committal on a altar

January 1, 1911.1 11 MU. di 1151. 125

912.1 Definitions.
912.2 Award of reparation.
912.3 Duties of commissioner.
912.4 Application for reparation.
912.5 Reparations payable.
912.8 Computation of reparation.
912.7 Reductions and disqualifications

912.8 Reparation when money insufficient.
912.9 Erroneous or fraudulent payment-penalty.
912.10 Release of information.
912.11 Emergency payment reparation.
912.12 Right of action against perpetrator-

subrogation.
912.13 Sunset clause.

912.1 Definitions. As used in this chapter, unless
the context otherwise requires:

1. 'Department' means the department of public
safety.

2. 'Commissioner' means the commissioner of the
department or the commissioner's designee.

3. 'Victim* means a person who suffers personal
injury or death as a result of any of the following:

a. A crime.
b. The good faith effort of a person attempting to

prevent a crime.
c. The good faith effort of a person to apprehend

. a person suspected of committing a crime.
4. 'Crime' means conduct that occurs or is at-

tempted in this state, poses a substantial threat of
personal injury or death, and is punishable as a felony,
an aggravated misdemeanor, or a serious misdemean-
or, or would be so punishable but for the fact that the
person engaging in the conduct lacked the capacity to
commit the crime under the laws of this state. 'Crime"
does not include conduct arising out of the ownership,
maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle, motorcycle,
motorized bicycle, train, boat, or aircraft except when
the intention is to cause personal injury or death.

5. 'Dependent' means a person wholly or partially
dependent upon a victim for care or support and in.
eludes a child of the victim born after the victim's
death.

6. 'Reparation' means compensation awarded by
the commissioner as authorized by this chapter. (82
Acts, eh 1258, §5, 17]

912.2 Award of reparation. The commissioner
shall award reparations authorized by this chapter if
the commissioner is satisfied that the requirement..
for reparation have been met. 182 Acta, eh 1258, §6,
17]

912: Duties of commissioner. The commissioner
shall:

1. Adm, t rules pursuant to chapter 17A relating to
the administration of the crime victim reparation pro-
gram, including the filing of claims pursuant to the
program, and the hearing and disposition of the
claims.
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2. Hear claims, determine the results relating to
claims, and reinvestigate and reopen cases as netts.
sary.

3. Publicize through the department, county slier.
iff departments, municipal police departments.
county attorney offices, and other public or private
agencies, the existence of the crime victim reparation
program, including the procedures for obtaining reps
ration under the program.

4. Request from the department of social services.
the Iowa department of job service, the industrial
commissioner, the attorney general, the county sheriff
departments, the municipal 'police departments, the
county attorneys, or other public.authorities or ages.
vies reasonable assistance or date necessary to admin.
inter the crime victim reparation program.

5. Require medical examinations of victims ea
needed. The victim shall be responsible for the coot of
the medical examination if reparation is made. The
department shall be responsible for the coat of the
medical examination from funds appropriated to the
department for the crime victim reparation program
if reparation is not made to the victim unless the cost
of the examination is payable as a benefit under an
insurance policy or subscriber contract covering the
victim or the coet is payable by a health maintenance
organization.

6. Render to the governor and the general assem
bly by January 1, 1984, a written report of activities
undertaken for the crime victim reparation program.
182 Acts, ch 1258. V. 171

912.4 Application for reparation.
1. To claim a reparation under the crime victim

reparation program, a person shall apply in writing on
a form prescribed by the commissioner and file the
application with the commissioner within one hun
dred eighty days after the date of the crime or within
one hundred twenty days after the date of death of the
victim.

2. A person is not eligible for reparation unless the
crime was reported to the local police department or
county sheriff department within twenty-four hours
of its occurrence. However, if the crime cannot reason
ably be reported within that time period, the crime
shall have been reported within twenty-four hours of
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the time a report can reasonably be made. [82 Acts, eh
1258. 18, 171

912.11 Reparations payable. The commissioner
may order the payment of reparation:

1. To or for the benefit of the person filing the
claim.

2. To a person responsible for the maintenance of
the victim who has suffered pecuniary loss or incurred
expenses as a result of personal injury to the victim.

3. To or for the benefit of one or more dependents
of the victim. in the cue of death of the victim. If two
or more dependants are entitled to a reparation, the
reparation may be apportioned by the commissioner
as the commissioner determines to be fair and equita-
ble among the dependents. [82 Acts, ch 1258, 19, 171

912.8 Computation of reparation. The commis-
sioner shall make reparation u appropriate, for any
of the following economic losses incurred u a direct
result of an injury to or death of the victim, not to
e xceed two thousand dollars per victim unless other-
wise specified:

1. Reasonable charges incurred for medical care.
2 Lose of income from work the victim would

have performed and received compensation for if the
victim had not been injured.

3. Reasonable replacement value of clothing that
is held for evidentiary purposes, but not to exceed one
hundred dollars.

4. Reasonable funeral and burial expenses not to
exceed one thousand dollars. (82 Acts, ch 1258, 110,
171

9127 Reductions and disqualifications. Repara-
tions are subject to reduction and disqualification u
follows:

1. A reparation shall be reduced by the amovut of
any payment received, or to be received, as a result of
the injury or death

a. From or on behalf of, the person who commit-
ted the crime.

b.' From an insurance payment or program, in-
cluding but not limited to workers' compensation or
unemployment compensation.

a From public funds.
d. As an emergency award under section 91211.
2 A reparation shall not be made when the bodily

injury or death for which a benefit is sought was
caused by any of the following:

a. Consent, provocation, or incitement by the vie-
tins.

b. An act committed by a person living in the same
household with the victim, unless criminal convic-
tion for the act is obtained.

c. An act committed by a person who is, et the
time of the criminal act, the spouse, child, stepchild,
parent. stepparent, brother, stepbrother, sister, or
stepsister of the victim, or the parent or stepparent of
the victim's spouse, or to brother, stepbrother, sister,
or stepsister of the victim's spouse, unless criminal
conviction for the act is obtained.

d. The victim assisting, attempting, or commit-
ting a criminal act.

3. A person is disqualified from receiving a repara-
tion if the victim has not cooperated with an

appropriate law enforcement agency in the investiga-
tion or prosecution of the crime relating to the claim.
or has not cooperated with the department in the
administration of the crime victim reparation pro-
gram. [82 Acts. eh 1258, 111, 171

Referral la 1112. 11

912.8 Reparation when money humfficient. Not-
withstanding this chapter a victim otherwise qualified
for a reparation under the crime victim reparation
program, is not entitled to the reparation when there
is insufficient money from the appropriation for the
program to pay the reparation. (82 Acts, ch 1258. 112.
171

9129 Erroneous or fraudulent paymentpenalty.
1. If a payment or overpayment of a reparation is

made because of clerical error. mistaken identity, in-
nocent misrepresentation by or on behalf of the recip-
ient, or other circumstances of a similar nature, not
induced by fraud by or on behalf of the recipient, the
recipient is liable for repayment of the reparation.
The commissioner may waive, decrease, or adjust the
amount of the repayment of the reparation. However,
if the commissioner does not notify the recipient of
the erroneous payment or overpayment within one
year of the date the reparation was made, the recipi-
ent is not liable for the repayment of the reparation.

2. If a payment or overpayment has been induced
by fraud by or on behalf of recipient, the recipient
is liable for repayment of the reparation. (82 Acts, ch
1258, 113, 171

912.10 Release of Information. A person in posses-
sion or control of investigative or other information
pertaining to an alleged crime or sr victim filing for, a
reparation shall allow the inspection and reproduc-
tion of the information by the commissioner upon the
request of the commissioner, to be used only In the
administration and enforcement of the crime victim
reparation program. 1:_formation and records which
are confidential under section 68A.7 and information
or records received from the confidential information
or records remain confidential under this section.

A person does not incur legal liability by reason of
releasing information to the commissioner as required
under this section. [82 Acts, ch 1258, 114, 17J

912.11 Emergency payment reparation. If the
commissioner determines that reparation may be
made and that undue hardship may result to the per-
son if partial immediate payment is not made, the
commissioner may order an emergency reparation to
be made to the person, not to exceed five hundred
dollars. (82 Acts, eh 1258, 115,171

Roland to Is 11112.1

912.12 Right of action against perpetrator
subrogation. A right of legal action by the victim
against a person who has committed a crime is not lost
u a consequence of a person receiving reparation
under the crime victim reparation program. If a per-
son receiving reparation under the program seeks in-
demnification which would reduce the reparation
under section 912.7. subsection 1. the commissioner is
subrogated to the recovery to the extent of payments
by the commissioner to or on behalf of the person. The
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commiuioner has a right of legal action against a per.
son who has committed a crime resulting in payment
of repdiation by the department to the extent of the
reparation payment. However, legal action by the
commissioner does not affect the right of a person to

seek further relief in other legal actions. [82 Acts, ch
1258, 318. 171

912.13 Sunset clause. This chapter is repealed ef
!active July 1, 1984. (82 Acta, ch 1258, 1171
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Senator GRASSLEY. I Might to break from the norr.ial process and
recognize my colleague, Senator Hawkins from the great State of
Florida, second to Iowa. But we have probably more Iowans there, I
believe, outside of Iowa than anywhere else in the United States.
Particularly in the winter.

I would like to ask you for your participation now. We still have
one more panel after this. Would you proceed?

Senator HAWKINS. Yes. I apologize for being late. I am very in-
terested in the subject and I compliment the chairman for his con-
tinued interest, and know of your successful efforts last session to
enact the Omnibus Victims' Protection Act of 1982, and really en-
courage you to continue in this direction.

Florida does have a high proportion of our citizens who are elder-
ly and a great number come from Iowa. I think the very select
people do select Florida. The subject of today's hearing is of deep
concern to us in Florida. We had great assistance from the Presi-
dent and the Task Force on Crime and Drugs in south Florida, and
it has focused the attention of the United States on the entry point
at least of a lot of our troubles, and victims' compensation is very
important to everyone. Too long we have considered the rights of
the criminals and not the rights of the victims, and it is time that
we turned that around.

I have a statement that I will enter into the record, but com-
mend you for holding this hearing.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, your statement will be as a matter of
normal procedure included in the record, and thank you for your
attention.

[The prepared statement of Senator Hawkins follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAWKINS

Senator HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to join you here today to consid-
er an issue that is vital to the elderly citizens of my State and the entire nation. I
know of your successful efforts last session to enact the Omnibus Victim's Protec-
tion Act of 1982 and of your continuing interest in this issue to insure that the vic-
tims of crime are not forgotten in the legal process.

As you know, I represent a State with the largest proportion of elderly than any
other State in the Nation. Therefore, I am very concerned that the victim's compen-
sation programs are both effective and adequate, not only to compensate victims for
their loss, but to combat the elderly victim's sense of alienation and anger at society
and to encourage citizen participation with law enforcement agencies.

Studies have shown that the elderly have one of the highest rates of cooperation
with law enforcement agencies, they, more than any other group have limited their
activities and taken precautionary measures to avoid being victimized. Yet this
group is still the most adversely affected by crime and the fear of crime. While their
rate of victimization may not be greater than other groups, it is clear that the
trauma and economic impact of crime weighs far more heavily upon the elderly in-
dividual. Indeed, the precautionary measures that they are forced to take to avoid
victimization limits their activities and thus diminishes the quality of their lives.

Over 30 States have passed State legislation providing for victims compensation
and enactment of last year's Omnibus Victims Protection Act as a positive step, but
I believe that it is only a first step and much more needs to be done to address this
problem. I feel that society has a duty to assist elderly victims of crime. I hope that
today's hearings will reveal some answers to our questions regarding victims com-
pensation.

I look forward to today's testimony as a source of information as a new insight
into the risks and ramifications of a Federal compensation program.

Senator GRASSLEY. I will start out the questioning and then Sena-
tor Hawkins, I will turn to you.
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I would ask both of you to feel free to comment, although I do
have some questions directed specifically at one or the other.

Mr. Zweibel, is there a statute of limitations that is widely uti-
lized by States that governs when a claim must be brought by the
victim?

Mr. ZWEIBEL. I believe most States do have some form of statute
of limitations. In New York, we have expanded that statute of limi-
tations and now a claim may be filed within 1 year. It used to be 90
days when the board was first formed under legislation in 1966,
and I think a good many States have adopted the role model of
New York at that time, although many States have whittled away
or expanded that statute of limitations. I cannot give you specifics
at this time. But in New York the statute of limitations is 1 year
for filing with the board. However, for goof' cause, we can extend
that to 2 years but not more than 2 years from the time of the
crime.

Senator GRASSLEY. New York has about 8,000 applicants or
claims filed a year of which 14-percent are from the elderly. How
many actually receive assistance, and is that ratio of those who ac-
tually receive assistance about the same, as that 14-percent figure
is of elderly represented?

Mr. ZWEIBEL. It is approximately the same. The figure is also
about one-third that receive compensation in New York State. It
might be a couple of percentage points higher because of the great-
er effort that we do put in to the elderly cases. We were given an
extended mandate to have investigators work solely on the elderly
cases about 2 years ago. However, since the proportion of elderly
cases is approximately 14 percent and it works out at this point
that there are approximately 14 percent of our investigators are
designated to elderly cases, they have approximately the same
caseload, and we do not have the same capacity as we did to help
the elderly in a greater way than in the past.

Senator GRASSLEY. I do not know exactly how that works out but
we have statistics showing that of the victims served by victims'
compensation programs, about 24 percent are elderly, although the
elderly make up only about 11 percent of the population. We have
heard testimony from the Department of Justice to the effect that
the actual incidence of crime may be less with respect to the elder-
ly. Would you have any judgment of what accounts for this propor-
tionate funding for the elderly victims?

Mr. ZWEIBEL. Well, I think that the- -
Senator GRASSLEY. Unless maybe you would want to dispute it

though that is what the statistics indicate.
Mr. ZWEIBEL. The elderly are not qualified for compensation as

many others are because of the fact that they are elderly. Very
often, because they are elderly, they are often retired and therefore
do not suffer loss of earnings, which is one of the two basic areas
that we provide compensation and likewise with medical expenses
they very often have coverage such as medicare or other forms of
health insurance that may very well cover all or most of their
medical needs and, therefore, there are not as many benefits that
are provided for the elderly as other segments of the population.

Senator GRASSLEY. I wonder if you have any track record on that
point from your State? John, why don't you give us a short sum-

1 2
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mary of some of the services that fall under the heading of victims'
assistance in Iowa?

Mr. SCHAFFNER. The areas that we provide victims' assistance
under the crime reparation program, basically includes provision
for medical expenses for those people that are injured as the direct
result of criminal attack, and medical expenses also go to psycho-
logical counseling for those people that need that as a result of
being victimized, not only physically but also mentally. We also
will provide income for loss of wages, for a person that is actually
out of work as a result of criminal injury, pay possible wages. We
will pay up to $100 for clothing, personal clothing, that is held by
the police as evidence. This is particularly common, Senator, in
sexual assault cases where the law enforcement agency will retain
the clothing for an extended period of time. We will pay the victim
right up front up to $100 for that clothing that he or she indicates
the value of that. We also will pay $1,000 for funeral and burial
expenses if in fact the victim succumbs from the criminal attack.
Once again, it is not a large amount of money but at least during
the 1982 session when bucks were tough to find, we were pleased
that the legislature enacted a beginning program.

Senatoi. GRASSLEY. I do not know how the Iowa program would
fit into this question, but regardless of the Iowa program, I am in-
terested in your views. For instance, you know, the elderly have
probably greater need for eyeglasses, hearing aids, prosthetic de-
vices, and many times these are not covered by victims' compensa-
tion statutes.

Mr. SCHAFFNER. In the Iowa program, those provisions are cov-
ered. We have language in the law that--we have a number of
claims, for example, of false teeth; as a good other example, a brace
off of a bad leg; eyeglasses are oftentimes smashed, and hearing
aids are destroyed. And we will pay up to the full amount for those
medically prescribed devices under the Iowa program. It is the only
kind of property we cover.

Mr. ZWEIBEL. I might add, Senator, that New York passed a bill
this year that will allow us to compensate for essential property up
to $250, and in the case of the elderly, the requirement of physical
injury is waived. It does apply to all other complaints but is not
required for the elderly. We, of course, have means tests and there
are other obstructions to possibly receiving benefits, but we did
pass an essential property bill that will be helpful primarily to the
elderly.

Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Hawkins.
Senator HAWKINS. Could I ask you both does the compensation

require successful resolution of the crime, prosecution of the crime?
Mr. ZWEIBEL. I do not think that there are any statistics nor has

there been any kind of a serious study on this point. I think it is
something that should be done. Clearly I do feel, however, that by
providing compensation as well as other assistance to crime vic-
tin b, it does help the criminal justice process and certainly does
not encourage victims of crime to cooperate with the criminal jus-
tice system.

Senator HAWKINS. Do I see you reading from a brochure? Is that
a brochure that is circulated in Iowa?

Mr. SCHAFFNER. Yes.

24-906 0 - 84 - 9 129
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Senator HAWKINS. Could we see a copy?
Mr. SCHAFFNER. I would be pleased to share this with members

of the committee. I would piggyback on what Mr. Zweibel just men-
tioned, one of the requirements for our compensation is that the
victim must report the crime to a law enforcement agency within
24 hours of its occurrence, and we put that in there as an incentive
because, as we know, the quicker the police can get on the trail
while the trail is hot, the more likely that the crime is in fact
going tu be resolved. So we have put that in there as an incentive
for quick reporting.

We also know that many crimes, particularly sexual assault
crimes, for example, oftentimes go unreported and we are noticing
now that the victim advocacy agencies, sexual assault centers, are
encouraging victims to report so that they can become eligible for
our compensation program. It is kind of an incentive, we hope.

[The brochure referred to follows:]
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WI IAI lil:NITI I ?

The State of Iowa has a new program to
help reimburse you if you are an innocent
victim of a violent crime. The maximum
amount of financial compensation awarded
is $2000.00 per victim. Compensation
may be awarded to you as follows:

For reasonable expenses for medical
care needed as a direct result of injuries
suffered in a criminal attack

.For loss of income from your job be-
cause of bodily injuries suffered as the
result of a crime.

For reasonable replacement value of
your clothing that is held by the police
for evidence (up to $100.00).

For reasonable funeral and burial ex-
penses (up to $1000.00).

Compensation will be reduced by the
amounts received or available from collat-
eral sources, such as insurance.

1,32
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WI10 IS 1_1 !UM 1,")

An innocent victim who suffers bodily
injury from a violent crime committed
after December 31, 1982.

A dependent(s) of an innocent victim who
has died as a result of a violent crime
which was committed after December
31, 1982.

A parent or legal guardian of a victim who
is under 18 years and has assumed
responsibility for expenses incurred by the
victim's injury.

A person responsible for the maintenance
of the victim who has suffered a loss or
incurred expenses as a result of personal
injury to the victim.

WI-JAI MUST I Do Hyduti:.?

You must report the crime to the local
police department or county sheriff's de-
partment within 24 hours of the occur-
rence of the crime. (ff the crime cannot
reasonably be reported within that time
period, the crime shall be reported with-
in 24 hours of the time a report can
reasonably be made.)

You must file the claim application with
the Department of Public Safety within
180 days after the date of the crime; or
within 120 days after the date of death
of the victim.

You must cooperate with the appropriate
law enforcement agency in the investiga-
tion and prosecution of the crime 7eiat-
ing to the claim.

You must cooperate with the Depart-
ment of Public Safety in the claims
process.
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WHO IS NOT ELIGIBLE?

A victim living in the same household with
the criminal offender, unless a criminal
conviction for the crime is obtained.
A relative of the criminal offender unless
a criminal conviction for the crime is
obtained.
Anyone injured or killed in a motor
vehicle, train or aircraft crash, unless the
injury or death was intentionally inflicted.
Anyone contributing to the infliction of
his or her own bodily injury or death.
A victim who was assisting, attempting or
committing a criminal act.

COMPENSATION411:1. NOT BE PAID',
For stolen, damaged or lost property
For pain and suffering.

For losses paid or payable by other or
collateral sources (health insurance, sick
leave pay, disability insurance, social secu-
rity, workmen's compensation, unemploy-
ment compensation, funds from other
governmental agencies) or the offender

HOW IS Mi). CLAIM PROCESSED?
Upon receipt of the claim form, an investiga-
tion is conducted. Witnesses, law enforce-
ment officers, physicians and hospitals are
contacted for reports.
After all the fads and information contained
in your claim are verified, you will be
notified, in writing, of the amount of your
award payment. If your claim is denied or
payment reduced, the reason will be pro-
vided to you in writing. If you are dissatisfied
with the payment decision, you may write to
the Department of Public Safety to request a
hearing on the matter
The time that it takes to process the claim
depends on the complexity of the claim. It is
possible for a claimant who urgently requires
funds to request that an emergency award
be made.
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Senator HAWKINS. In States that do not have victims' compensa-
tion program, do either of you have any knowledge as to who gets
the profits from royalties on books written by prisoners or movies
made from prison stories?

Mr. ZWEIBEL. I believe in States that have not taken the initia-
tive to have a compensation program, there would be no law that
would protect the victims in this area either. New York State was
the first State to pass what has been called the Son of Sam law,
from the David Berkwitz case, and I do not recall the exact
number. I believe it may be in the area of 15 States that currently
have similar laws added to the books, but all those States have
compensation programs.

Once again, I do not think there are any States that have similar
laws that do not have compensation.

Senator HAWKINS. Is New York the only one?
Mr. ZWEIBEL. New York has a compensation program. There are

15 other States that have similar type of law on the books.
Senator GRASSLEY. Did you want to comment on that?
Mr. SCHAFFNER. Yes; the Iowa Legislature also enacted a Son of

Sam provision that criminals could not receive profits for their
books that they might write after some type of a serious crime, and
that money in Iowa is tied up by the courts basically, and then it
would be awarded back to the victim if that would be appropriate.
The courts would then take royalties. The criminal would not pros-
per from his writings or her writings.

Senator HAWKINS. You stated that one of the requirements for
getting compensation would be the reporting of the crime within 24
hours.

Mr. SCHAFFNER. Yes, correct.
Senator HAWKINS. Is there any program you have for notifying

the victims of their rights under the victims' compensation pro-
gram?

Mr. SCHAFFNER. Yes; the Iowa statute specifically prescribes that
law enforcement officers, hospitals, social agencies make every
effort to notify victims of the availability of the program. On our
application form for victim reparation in Iowa, we have a box at
the top asking the victim how did you first learn of the availability
of a crime victim reparation program? Sixty percent of our claims
are coming back saying they learned of it through the media. The
media seems to be talking to lots of people. We had some video-
tapes made, public service announcements for TV and for radio,
and that seems to be the single largest source of referrals to our
program. So I need to emphasize how important publicity is in get-
ting the message to potential victims.

Senator HAWKINS. Are those PSA's made by the station or by
your department?

Mr. SCHAFFNER. They were made by our department in coopera-
tion with our local educational TV network that actually did the
productions for us at a very reasonable cost, and then they were
distributed to the 13 or 14 TV stations that service our jurisdiction.
So they were produced by our educational program, TV station, for
use by all media in the State.

Senator HAWKINS. Well, we all remember the rights of the ones
that are accused, or as they are arrested, the police officer has to

135
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tell the criminal, of the alleged criminal of his rights. It seems to
me that is a good opportunity to tell the alleged victim of his or
her rights at the same time.

Is there any effort to having law enforcement people give that
brochure to the people?

Mr. SCHAFFNER. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. During the process of the arrest?
Mr. SCHAFFNER. We have suggested to our officers, and we, as I

mentioned earlier, we have a little card that we give to each officer
to distribute to crime victims and they affectionately refer to that
as the "victim's Miranda warnings."

Senator HAWKINS. How small is this little bitty card?
Mr. SCHAFFNER. About like that [indicating].
Senator HAWKINS. And they are distributed at the time of the

arrest?
Mr. SCHAFFNER. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. I have no further questions, but your work

with the statute in your respective States on a day-to-day basis is
very valuable information and experience for us to consider as we
go about building upon the act passed last year. Thank you very
much to both of you.

Mr. SCHAFFNER. Thank you for the invitation.
Senator GRASSLEY. Our final panel consists of John Stein, who is

director of public affairs of the National Organization for Victims
Assistance; and Mr. George Sunderland, senior program coordina-
tor for Criminal Justice of the AARP.

Before you testify, let me personally thank each of you for your
advocacy on behalf of some of the most vulnerable members of our
society, the crime victim, and particularly as that is an inordinate-
ly difficult situation for elderly people to be in.

Mr. Stein, I would like to have you proceed and then to be fol-
lowed by Mr. Sunderland.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN STEIN, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS,
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR VICTIMS ASSISTANCE, AND
GEORGE SUNDERLAND, SENIOR PROGRAM COORDINATOR FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED
PERSONS, A PANEL

Mr. STEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted and hon-
ored to be here today, and I want to extend to you our heartfelt
thanks for convening this meeting.

If I might digress, these have been disorienting times for me, and
today is no exception. I have just come from a series of workshops
dealing with youth victimization and here we are concerned with
the victimization of the elderly. I can overcome that, I hope, in my
comments.

I may add that both you, Senator Grass ley, and you, Senator
Hawkins, were mentioned with some warmth in our deliberations
this morning.

Senator GRASSLEY. Go into some detail about that then, please.
[Laughter.]
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Mr. STEIN. Your introduction of S. 704 was warmly commented
on, but as we got into the problems with missing children, Senator
Hawkins' championship of that extraordinarily helpful legislation
last year was warmly remarked on.

Senator GRASSLEY. Did they remark that I cosponsored her bill?
[Laughter.]

Mr. STEIN. I am sure they did.
Part of my disorientation results in having been on the road for

the last 2 weeks. But I have with me, for the record, a cleaned up
version of my testimony, and if I may, I will summarize briefly
from that.

Senator GRASSLEY. Please do. And it will be included in the
record.

Mr. STEIN. Thank you.
It is a privilege for me to testify in NOVA's behalf on the prob-

lems of crime victims and the assistance which is their due.
I appreciate that your concern is over the elderly victims' of

crime, a subpopulation of victims well deserving of that concern.
But as Dr. Marlene Young, NOVA's executive director, and I, and
others who have specialized in aiding elderly victims have learned,
help for them is most likely to be offered when communities decide
to aid all the victims of crime in their midst. What is instructive
about focusing on the elderly victimsas Chairman Heinz and
others have learned, to their great creditis that the plight of the
elderly helps us to comprehend the violence, tragedy, and injustice
that afflict not only these innocent citizens, but most other victims
of crime.

It is in that context that I will review the impact of crime victim-
ization generally, emphasizing how that impact is exacerbated in
cases involving elderly victims, and then propose a range of serv-
ices which we feel is essential to meeting the needs of all victims,
the elderly included. My testimony then is directed at the broad
sweep of public-policy changes sought by the victims' movement we
represent, not at any one legislative proposal which you, Chairman
Grass ley, and others have laudably introduced in this session of
Congress.

Let me turn then first to the victim needs. There are three obvi-
ous injuries that afflict victims, and one injury that is not so obvi-
ous. But it has been our experience that even the obvious injuries
are not so obvious. And the plight of the elderly helps to illustrate
that in tragic ways time and again. The physical injuries that
crime victims endure, for example, are easily appreciated when the
crime is extremely brutal and the injuries are obvious. But Dr.
Young, in her work with the elderly in Portland, Oreg., came
across, for example, one woman who had been the victim of vandal-
ism, that is to say her windows had been broken out. The trouble is
that it happened in the dead of winter, and when the police and
Marlene Young came upon this woman, she had been trying to sur-
vive for 2 weeks huddled up in a couple of mattresses in her apart-
ment. Two weeks later, she was dead in the hospital of pneumonia.
We do not think of vandalism as an injurious crime, but obviously
it can be terribly much so in the case of the elderly.

Similarly, as was mentioned before, a less injurious crime like a
broken hip resulting from a purse snatch is not thought to be terri-
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bly devastating, but in the case of the elderly, the research, again,
that Dr. Young did back in the seventies in Portland suggests that
perhaps as many as one-quarter of elderly people suffering a minor
injury like a broken hip will be dead within a year. The evidence
seemed to suggest it was not the injury directly, but it was the relo-
cation of that victim to a nursing home, the total disruption in
their lives, their reduction to a state of dependency, that brought
on an early death. But obviously there are some terrible injuries,
and the focus on victim compensation, of course, deals with that.

Let me just at least make mention of one injury which we think
of as the most tragic and yet too is overlookedI am talking about
murder. Too often, the popular belief is that there is no greater
tragedy that could happen, but at least the victim is at peace. The
evidence is that the victim has left behind many other victims who
are suffering through what is often a lifetime of grief and emotion-
al turmoil, and it is tragic the way we often overlook the surviving
family and friends of homocide victims.

As to the most common sort of injury that is afflicted on crime
victims, that is to say, financial injury, the common thought is,
well, we can protect ourselves with insurance, and many of us do.
Eut we find that insurance has its deductibles, $100, $500, and that
often, after a burglary, for example, the insurance policy will pay
maybe a dime on the dollar for the replacement costs. And so in-
surance is a small benefit where it is available. The sad thing is
that the elderly, can no longer afford it. They are probably the
most interested in obtaining insurance. They are perhaps the most
prudent sector of society in that sense. But they are often the least
able to purchase it. And for the elderly, the cases are just too fre-
quent to show that the loss of $50 can mean the difference between
decent meals over the next week or two and surviving on ketchup
and crackers, as we have found with some elderly people who are
the victims of a "small" larceny.

Similarly, we find in that kind of financial loss that something
terribly painful is lost in the process. I remember a victim-assist-
ance worker in Florida, a retired Navy NCO, who had gotten into
the field because he had been burglarized three times, and the
third time they stole the ring that he had given his wife some 3
years before she died. The loss of the sentimental object to him was
much more devastating than all the other losses. That was obvious-
ly a priceless loss. That brings up the third and ominous injury
that victims endure, and that is the psychological cost of crime. A
crime is a shocking and stunning event for virtually all of us. It is
unhinging, it is unsettling, and for too many people it precipitates
what can be a long-term crisis, resulting in an inability to work
well, a falling apart of family relationships, and the like. Many of
these problems are exacerbated in the case of elderly victims. It
has been said, for example, by some eminent gerontologist, that
jolts of adrenoline and other "stress hormones" are more wearing
on us as we grow older. The import of that biological finding is that
all stresses, euphoric or distressing, are rougher on their bodies
and on their psyches, and so crime exacts a higher psychological
price for the same event when we are older than when we are
younger.
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Moreover, elderly people, we appreciate, are living in what is
called the "season of loss." The older person has lost his job, he has
lost much of his income, he has lost his status that is given to him,
he has lost many family members and friends through death, he
has lost his mobility, he has lost his health, he has often lost his
home. This battery of chronic losses among older people makes
them evermore susceptible to sort of a final crushing blow, and
crime often produces that. For all these reasons, the special sense
of unhappiness that we experience with victims is particularly ex-
acerbated in older people.

The thing that seems to trigger our greatest unhappiness, after
having been held up, or mugged, or burglarized, is a sense of help-
lessness that someone took away our autonomy, our independence,
if even for a moment. For the older person who is often suffering a
depression from those depersonalizing feelings, that wresting away
his final sense of worth in society by the criminal can be extremely
devastating.

The final need that crime victims seem to have has often been
called the "second injury." I think it has been alluded to earlier
today. It comes from all of us, society at large, as well as in partic-
ular from the agents of criminal justice. I know in my work with
the elderly, I have heard examples of it time and again. I remem-
ber in Flatbush, in Brooklyn the typical older woman who was bur-
glarized will get a call from the kids who now live further out in
Queens, in a better neighborhood, and they say, "Ma, why are you
still living there in Flatbush? I told you to move out." The message
is, Ma, it was your fault that you were a burglary victim, that your
sentimental attachment to that crumbling neighborhood does not
make any sense. Ma, you are stupid.

Sadly enough, crime victims themselves tend to say, "I was
stupid, it was my fault." And for the elderly to have that rein-
forced by family and friends makes their miseries all the worse.

We hear the same kind of comment from the friendly police offi-
cer. Following up on an apartment burglary, the officer's wisecrack
is, "hey, lady, you call that a lock?" Sometimes the comments are
made in a friendly way, but they all seem to reinforce some crazy
notion that the crime was the victim's fault. It just is not true, and
we should stop trying to indicate to victims that it is that they who
were at fault. They are not only blamed but they are stigmatized.
For the elderly, they are particular stigmatized. It is as if, after
having become victims that they are carrying around a dread dis-
ease and no one wants to talk to them. Appalling, most surviving
families, in homocide cases lose most of their friends. The stigmatiz-
ing process, in short, has tragic consequences.

And now added to these are the ordinary bureaucratic workings
of the justice system, and these seem to add to this second injury.
These are public bureaucracies, after all. They may mean well by
the people they are supposed to serve, but they operate in routine
ways that seems to be insensitive. If there is an arrest, and pros-
ecution, what is going on during those processes? Those processes
are often baffling, particularly for the elderly. The natural desire
to understand what is going on in an alien environment, to under-
stand what is going to happen next and what is expected of them,
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all of these things become a source of acute anxiety, and the
system rarely answers the victims' desire just to understand.

Further, their desire to have their voices heard, the facts that
they have to offer, their opinions, their feelings, no one wants to
hear that. Instead, they are treated to a kind of bureaucratic indif-
ference, they are subjected to endless continuances, they are told
about plea bargains that they had no voice in, or understanding of.
All of these further erode every sense of self-respect and dignity
that older people are fearing are under erosion anyway.

That outlines the kinds of needs that all crime victims, particu-
larly the elderly, bring to society. How can society respond more
effectively and meet those needs and adjust in a compassionate
way? Well, our organization over the last 9 years has been trying
to catalog in a comprehensible way the kinds of services that
should be available to the elderly and all others. We have devel-
oped this into a chart which is illustrated in this booklet in front of
you.

Let me, if I may, go through quite briefly the eight stages of serv-
ice that we would like to see in place for all victims of crime. In
each instance we obviously would like to see thatthe services and
the procedural changes are tailored to the special victims being
dealt with, such as the elderly.

The first three stages are what we would like to see in place, and
in fact we can find examples of them being in place, for all victims
of crime, independent of whether there is an arrest or prosecution.
The first two are closely linked. The "emergency response" and the
"victim stabilization" speak to what a police dispatcher can do to
help stabilize someone in extremely tense emotional period of their
lives. It is important, as a professional matter to try to get a coher-
ent story from the distressed caller so that they can get an officer
to them quickly. But it is also, we find, very helpful in the victim's
recovery if the response at that stage is sensitive, if someone can
stay on the telephone with them for a longer period than just a
couple of minutes.

The same concept is what we are seeing now put in place by the
patrol officers who come immediately to an emergency call from a
victim. They, too, are learning both psychological and physical first
aid techniques. They are borrowing from the crisis intervention
people to learn how to interview victims in a way that helps bring
them down off their adrenalin high, to help them stop shaking, to
help them reflect back, to get a sense that they are safe now, and
to reflect back about the crime in ways they can communicate this
to an officer in an accurate, comprehensible way.

With both of these two service stages, we speak a lot of the police
officers' responsibility, but we mean not to limit it to them. In
many jurisdictions, I think Florida is the leading one, the arriving
patrol officer has available to him a crisis intervention worker who
is there, who can come almost immediately to carry on with the
victim, at that crisis stage.

The third stage of this service continuum is what we call "re-
source mobilization." That is the whole battery of social services of
counseling and the like that we would like to see in place in many
places. It is in place to help victims recover, to be made whole
again. Obviously, this is the place where victim compensation plays

a
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a crucial role for at least that small segment of the victimized
public who have suffered serious injury or death in the family.

The five stages after an arrest is made, I think, can be covered
quite briefly. A few jurisdictions, such as Cook County in Chicago,
are beginning services to crime victims immediately after the
arrest. As soon as the case goes to the district attorney's office they
are trying to find out some things from the victim right away and
to meet his cr her needs, particularly getting information from the
victim that the bail-setting magistrate can have. If the victim has
any grounds for a fear of retaliation, intimidation by the person
just arrested, the magistrate will know that, and he make it a bail
condition that the defendant stay away from the victim. And that
can be a very effective way of giving some sense of safety to the
victim.

The next three stages all focus on the court appearanceInform-
ing him, making sure that the victim is notified of when the hear-
ing date is, the trial date, giving him information about the court
process, trying to get rid of that alien sense of it all, trying to put
him on telephone alert, and the like. And one crucial thing that
many district attorney's offices are now doing is, getting the victim
involved in plea bargaining negotiations that are taking place,
which obviously usually take place before any trial date. Many dis-
trict attorney's are finding that in consulting with a victim over
their ideas of what a fair plea bargain is that the victim is persuad-
able that the prosecutor is recommending a fair and just result,
that it is worthwhile not having to come to court and testify. And
they are extremely grateful for having been asked their opinions.

The prosecutor is not bound by the victim's opinions, the victim
has no veto. But to. ask of the person who is hurt how he would like
to see the case disposed of, is a worthwhile courtesy at this stage.

At the court appearance itself, prosecutors and court officials are
simply trying to make a day in the courthouse more pleasant. It is
that simple. Help with transportation when needed, (often it is
needed with the elderly), a separate waiting room away from the
defense witnesses the defendant while witnesses are waiting for
trial, decent witness fees, coffee, pleasant surroundings, or, in gen-
eral, same basic civilities.

And then the third one, after the guilty plea or a finding of guilt,
we call for a consultation with victims over the sentence before the
sentencing judge makes his decision. Here the critical device is the
so-called victim impact statement. What happened to the victim?
What was the emotional, the physical, the financial impact of the
crime on the victim? We want to make sure that the judge weighs
that in determining what a fair sentence is on the now, confessed
or, convicted offender. After all, what he owes his victim should
surely have priority over, or equal status with, figuring out his
debt is to society. The victim impact statement is the device for
doing that.

And finally, after the sentencing is over, we believe that provi-
sion should be made for the victim so that he is informed of other
decisions affecting his offender. His offendernotice of whether or
not he is going to be released on bail or parole, or has escaped from
prison, or has a probation revocation hearing. These are matters of
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some considerable concern to victims, and they have a right to
know about them.

That covers the broad social policy changes that we have been
pressing for both in the Federal Government and in the States and
localities around the country.

With that, I would like to draw my thoughts to a conclusion.
Obviously, these rights and services that we are speaking of cost

money. The experience around the country is that, as public serv-
ices go, these are among the cheapest to provide. But they are not
free. Even a good volunteer program needs a paid coordinator and
trainer. The kind of legislation that Senator Grass ley has intro-
duced, and others we hope will be considering in Congress this
year, will help address, I think, the important need of funding for
these kinds of rights and services for victims of all crime.

In our view, this hearing marks a sincere effort of our Govern-
ment representatives to look further than they have in the past, to
look hard at the crisis of crime as it affects those least able to over-
come its effect, our victimized elderly.

We, at NOV-A, are heartened by your legislative initiatives and
interests, Senator Grass ley, and we applaud you for convening this
factfinding hearing. We look forward to offering you what knowl-
edge and suggestions we can as you seek to transform public
misery into remedial public legislation. We are of the belief that
the U.S. Congress now has the will and the wisdom to provide jus-
tice for all, even the victims of crime.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stein follows:]
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"VICTIM ASSISTANCE AND 'L EUDERLY"

Testimony of
John H. Stein,

Director of Public Affairs
National Organization for Victim Assistance

Washington, D.C.

Chairman Grassley and members of the Aging SUbcommittee, I am John

Stein, the Director of Public Affairs of the National Organization for

Victim Assistance. It is a privilege for me to testify in NOVA's

behalf on the problems of crime victims and the assistance which is

due them.

I appreciate that your concern is over the elderly victims of

crime, a suhpopulation of victims well deserving of that concern. But

as Dr. Marlene Young, NOVA's Executive Director, and I, and others who

have specialized in aiding elderly victims have learned, help for them

is most likely to be offered when communities decide to aid all the

victims of crime in their midst./What is instructive about focusing

on the elderly victims -- as Chairman Heinz and others have learned,

to their great credit -- is that the plight of the elderly helps us to

comprehend the violence, tragedy, and injustice that afflict not only

these innocent citizens but most other victims of crime.

It is in that context that I will review the impact of crime

victimization generally, emphasizing how that impact is exacerbated in

cases involving elderly victims, and then propose a range of services

which we feel is essential to meeting the needs of all victims, the

elderly included. my testimony, then, is directed at the broad sweep

of public policy changes sought by the victims' movement we represent,

not at any one legislative proposal which you, Chairman Grassley, and

others have laudably introduced.

Victim Needs

NOVA's nine years of analysis of victim needs has taught us that

there are three primary injuries which victims may suffer: physical

injury, financial injury, and psychological injury. In addition,

victims are often subject to a secondary type of injury -- that

inflicted by the criminal justice system or the society around them.

Each of these tends to parallel unique vulnerabilities among the aged

which make them important teachers of our own vulnerability to crime.
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1. Physical Injury

Physical injury is the most obvious burden a crime victim can

suffer. The impact of hospitalization, the pain of broken bones, the

permanence of paralysis, the grief of murder, all are stark and

oilier. But perhaps our understanding is not all that clear. Do we

truly consider the impact on the victim, or do we avoid that

confrontation by labeling the injuries "h4nor" by reference to some

"objective" standards?

Par too often, "minor" physical injuries can have devastating

consequences to the frail and the aging. The injury may result in

long-term hospitalization or even death due to the elderly patient's

decreased healing capabilities. Anon-injurious crime -- vandalism

caused the death of one older woman. Her windows were broken in the

dead of winter. Having no one who was regularly in touch with her,

she went for two weeks before she was found huddled under a mattress,

trying to stay warm in freezing weather. TWo weeks later, she died in

the hospital of pneumonia.

The impact of more Obviously-injurious crimes may also be

overlooked. The Change from an active, self-sufficient individual to

one crippled by a fall or a blow can undermine the foundations of a

person's life. Often there is not only the pain to endure but also

the stigma borne by the handicapped.

Th... elderly victims of assaultive crimes illustrate the bleak

repercussions of even "minor" injuries -- like a broken hip sustained

in a purse-snatch. Reviewing the records ofsuch victims in Portland,

Oregon, my oolle :le Marlene Young found that at least one-fourth of

the victims had ded within a year of the crime. The evidence

indicated to Dr. Yang and her colleagues that the distress of being

relocated to a nursing home, far more than the injury itself or "old

age", was the probable cause of most of those deaths.

Indirect assaults, less- injurious assaults, and, finally, murder

-- the ultimate violation. At least the murder victim cannot suffer
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anymore'-- an obvious truism sustained by popular mythology. But What'

the polio overlooks is that murder makes victims of more than just the

dead. Left behind are loved ones consigned to a life of grief, anger,

and heartache. And who speaks for them? Who helps them survive in

the void created by death?

2. Financial Injury

Financial loss is the most common result of crime. Burglary costs

Americans some $3 billion a year, larceny around $2 billion, and arson

at least $1 billion.

What those figures signify in tftrms of the average victim is often

a debilitating blow. While the impact can be ameliorar' 'by private

insurance for the who have the foresight and the where.. 1 to

purchace it -- the elderly tend to have the foresight but nc._ the

Wherewithal -- in fact such coverage is rarely adequate. Not only do

most insurance policies have deductibles which require the insured to

pay the first $100 to $500, but actual reimbursement rates may be as

little as 108 of the replacement value of the damage or loss.

Recently, our office receive a call from a woman whose home at be

virtually destroyed in a shoot-out between law enforcement officers

and a visiting brother-in-law who was mentally ill. The police agency

indicated that the property damage would not be paid from public

coffers since it was caused by the woman's deranged brother-in-law.

Her insurance company refused to pay because it was "an act of war."

After we pool together the uninsured, the "de-insured", and the

under-insured -- that is, most of us -- we must consider the effect of

financial harm of crime on persons, like the aged, Who are living on

low, fixed incomes. The impact can be devastating. ALlarceny of $50

may mean that the victim goes without food, or medication, or even

loses his or her apartment. The loss of a television set maybe the

severance of an older pereon's only link with the world.

3. Psychological Injury
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Crime produces extraordinary stresses. Victims of even the

smallest kind of crime suffer some discomfort and stress. Estimates

are that as many as 20% of all victims have severe stress reactions

and that one- fourth or more of these go into emotional crisis.

For several reasons, elderly victims ere among those vulnerable to

emotional crisis.

Physical, age-related changes have much to do with the elderly's

vulnerability to psychological injury. Some have suggested that the

single most critical age-related difference in physiology is a

diminishing ability to respond to stress (physical and emotional) and

to return to a pre-dtress level. This can be termed a decrease in

homeostatic capacity.

"With stress -- whether physical, as in exercise, or emotional, as

in excitement or fear -- the magnitude of displacement is greater, and

the rate of recovery is slower with increasing age." (Ruth B. Weg,

"Changing Physiology of Aging: Normal and Pathological", in Mina:

Scientific Perspectives and Social Issues, Diana S. Wbodruff and James

E. Birren, eds.)

In addition to this physiological Change, the older person

normally lives in a "season of loss ". He suffers loss of job, loss of

income, loss of status, loss of family members and friends through

death, loss of mobility, loss of health, and sometimes loss of hams.

This battery of chronic losses results in Chronic stress and tends to

increase the crisis risk of any extraordinary stress-precipitators.

As a result, the stages of the crime/stress reaction maybe more

exaggerated in the elderly. The immediate reaction to crime is shock

and disbelief. This reaction may be increased in the elderly because

they may have been brought up in a society or neighborhood that had

little crime, and this is the first time they have ever dealt with

such a violation.
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In the aftermath of Shock, normal reactions include fear, anger,

depression, frustration, etc. These reactions reflect the sense of

helplessness felt by crime victims, a loss of autonomy and, in its

place, a sense of dependence and helplessness. If the aftermath of

the criminal event can impose this kind of distress on even younger

victims, imagine its cruel toll an the older victim already depressed

by the loss of true independent status in our society.

4. The "Second Injuries"

Though the injuries inflicted on victims by the criminal are often

severe, the injustices and indignities of the criminal justice system

and the society around them are even more traumatizing to many victims.

Most victims suffer the seoond shock of realizing that being a

victim is frowned on by society. Common questions put to the victim

are: "Why didn't you lock the door?", "Why were you on the street

after dark?", and, "Why havn't you moved from that lousy

neighborhood?". All such questions indicate:that the victim could

have avoided becoming victimized and that therefore he is at least in

part to blame.

Victims are further surprised to find themselves stigmatized. NO

one wants to near about crime's horrors. Most of us are too

frightened ourselves to want to know that we, too, could become a

victim. We tend to avoid anguish, pain, mutilation, the reality of

sudden death -- and we Shun those Who carry these unwanted messages.

These sources of distress are again exaggerated by the problems of

aging. The aged already suffer stigma. Popular mythology -- to which

police officers and prosecutors are prey depicts the older person

as being decrepit, senile, and incompetent Older people are often

afraid to admit to families and friends that they have become victims

for fear that their loved ales will urge thee to move cut of their

home, perhaps into a nursing home, or will use the situation to prove

that they are incompetent. Older people also worry inwardly about

their own competence. They worry that perhaps it was their fault and
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they wonder if it would have happened if they had ju3t been younger.

If the criminal is arrested, the victim may suffer even more than

simple blame and stigma. He maybe subject to countless interviews,

investigations, hearings, and other court procedures. Throughout this

process, his own needs may be completely ignored. Mbet jurisdictons

do not provide transportation to and from the police station or the

courthouse for witnesses. It is rare to see the victim or witness

fully briefed on court procedures or to let them know what will be

expected in their direct or cross-examination. The courthouse itself

maybe completely uncomfortable, with no suitable seating, no

accomodation for meals, and no way of avoiding the company of the

offender and his family.

The court proceedings and the lack of services maybe particularly

onerous for the elderly. Often they do not have their own cars and

don't have the stamina to walk to the bus -stop -- if there is one.

For health reasons, they should eat regularly and take medication

which may not be feasible in many courthouse settings. They may also

need a place to rest and relax in order to sustain strength for a long

day.

And for the elderly, the natural desire to comprehend what is

going on in an alien environment, what is likely to happen next and

what is expected of them, often becomes an acute source of anxiety.

When one appreciates that even neophyte police officers, prosecutors,

and defense lawyers are disoriented by the criminal court process, one

can begin to grasp what the typical elderly victim or witness goes

through in order to meet his civic duty. Mr him, the endless

continuances, the signs of bureaucratic indifference, the

seemingly-inexplicable plea-bargains, the reluctance of all the

decision-makers to hear the victim's facts, beliefs, and opinions, all

of these are assaults mills dignity and confirmations that he no

longer counts for much of anything in our society.

In light of the several kinds of injuries suffered by victims of
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crime -- the elderly most painfully -- it is important to see what

types of programs have begun to emerge in response to these needs.

Victim Services

The National Organization for Victim Assistance suggests that

there are eight important stages of service which need to be

implemented to help victims and witnesses trom the time of the crime

itself all the way through the post-sentencing period. Three of the

service stages apply generically to all victims of crime; the other

five apply to victims and witnesses involved in the prosecution of the

accused or convicted offender.

I encourage the members of the subcommittee to consider these

eight stages as you investigate victim assistance. In our view, the

services associated with each Chronological step are essential for

appropriate treatment of victims. They mould be as common a form of

public service as libraries, sanitation, and law enforcement if a

modest level of funding and a decenlilevel of legislative and

executive support were available to sustain Chem.

The following is a brief enumeration of the services:

1. Emergency Response.

At this stage, services are rendered by the first person Whom a

victim contacts after the crime. The response at that stage is

considered critical to the victim's emotions/ well- being, since a

thoughtless or unsympathetic response can increase the level of stress

and possibly precipitate crisis.

The person Who is responding to the victim can be a police

dispatcher, a neighbor or friend, or even a passer -by. The fact that

many of the first respondents do not work in a public service program

suggests the importance of public education on how best to handle a

traumatic situation -- to learn both physical and psychological

first-aid, and to know how to contact professional emergency services.
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In some jurisdictions police operators are trained to identify

priority calls for help on the basis of the described crime and of the

seeming distress of the victim. Other jurisdictions attempt to

achieve this kind of responsiveness by patching emergency calls to the -

responding police officers or to individuals trained in crisis

intervention techniques so that they can begin to administer crisis

intervention over the telephone as needed.

2. Victim Stabilization.

This stage is often difficult to distinguish from the first stage

of the victim service system, for "victim stabilization" is still one

involving emergency circumstances. It begins after the most elemental

emergency needs are met -- like getting the victim away from danger,

or to a hospital, or into some dry clothing.

The response needed at this stage should emphasize the need to

reduce fear, assure the victim of his eventual ability to adapt to the

situation, provide him with necessary help and referrals, and prepare

him for what is likely to happen/next in the justice system.

The most common service providers at this stage are the police and

other emergency service workers. A number of American police

departments work with crisis teams Who are on call to respond to

criminal victimization either at the same time as a police unit or

shortly thereafter. Typical of such jurisdictions are Des Mines, -

Iowa (the expected poet site of NONA's 1984 annual conference), Pima

County, Arizona, Evanston, Illinois, Indianapolis, Indiana, Glendale,

Arizona, Chester Canty, Pennsylvania, and Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

It is exactly at this stage that the police can perform their jab

more effectively after receiving appropriate training in victim

stabilization, using skills perfected by the crisis intervention

specialists in programs like the ones just mentioned, but without

regard as to the availability of these civilian auxiliaries. An

experiment in Oxnard, California, is examining the effects of such

victim stabilization or "crisis management" training on police
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effectiveness. It is hypothesized that stabilizing the victim prior

to conducting a police interview can increase the amount of useful

information gained in the interview itself.

Whatever the results of that "outcome" study, it is evident in the

Oxnard training program and others like it that ordinary patrol

officers are enthusiastic to learn bow to deal kindly and masterfully

with the turbulent and painful experiences they confront daily both

on and off the job.

3. Resource Mobilization.

The third stage of victim services is called resource

mobilization. This involves the most ocemonly-provided cluster of

services in the United States. It is offered by almost all kinds of

victim assistance programs, from crisis response groups to

prosecutors' victim/witness units.

Ibis stage starts with the need to assess the general losses that

have occurred to the victim and to help him mobilize his personal and

social resources to deal with those losses. It may involve

identifying friends or local agencies with emergency funds or repair

services, or help in filling out forms for victim ompensation, or

arranging long-term counseling or physical therapy services, and eo on.

One part of resource mobilization which is being increasingly

recognized as a vital part of the service structure are crime

prevention materials and services. Crime prevention has been

developed in many victim assistance programs both as a way of reducing

opportunity for -:epeat victimization and as an adjunct to counseling

services.

4. Post Arrest.

The fourth and subsequent stages of service take place if and only

if there bas been an arrest and prosecution; the first three stages

of service are provided whether or not the offender is apprehended.

The fourth stage could begin concurrently with any of the first three
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stages, since the arrest may take place at any time.

Wile many service programs provide assistance to victims and

witnesses in preparing for trial, few programs provide services to

victims and witnesses immediately after the arrest. NOVA's service

system, developed out of the experience of the most thoughtful and

adventurous programs, suggests that this is but the first stage in

which the victim's natural desire to have a voice in the system's

handling of his wrongdoer -- or accused wrongdoer -- should be

acccmodated.

Victims and witnesses should be informed and consulted on the the .

prosecutor's charging decision and on the magistrate's selection of

bail conditions. Since in most jurisdictions, the bail decision is

made within twenty -four hours, victims should have a right to have

their views and concerns represented such as attaching a

"stay- away" condition to a personal release order. An example of that

kind of involvement exists in Cook.County, Illinois.

Similar services which should be immediately available take on the

problems of intimidation and harassment. Many victims fear

retaliation, and in cases where the offender is known to the victim

and is quickly released on bail, their fear increases. Strict

enforcement of existing statutes dealing with protection of witnesses

is needed. Wallas proposed that in all bail hearings a "victim

intimidation statement" be mandatory, and when the victim is fearful,

that bail be conditioned upon the offender staying away from the

victim. Such bail conditions are used in a number of jurisdictions

now in cases of domestic violence, but rarely are they considered an a

routine basis for all crimes.

5. Pre-Court Appearance.

Services prior to the victim's court appearance constitute stage

five in the service system. These services are most often performed

by the prosecutor's office and have been refined as an tool of good

witness management practices, long promoted by the U.S. Justice
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Department's criminal-justice improvement efforts over the past decade.

Services at this stage include: orientation and preparation for

the criminal justice process; information on case status and

scheduling; advance notification of hearings; witness preparation of

testimony; employer intervention; consultation on plea-bargaining; and

emotional counseling.

A number of programs have developed outstanding service schemes

for this stage. A few examples are in Ventura County, California,

Peoria, Illinois, Middlesex Aunty, Massachusetts, St. Louis,

Missouri, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

6. Hurt Appearance.

Stage six involves support services for victims and witnesses if

they must make a court appearance. These services are oriented toward

relieving practical concerns and reducing the financial cost of

participating in the criminal justice system.

Services at this stage involve providing transportation to victims

and witnesses; establishing a separate waiting room for.prosecution

witnesses; escort services; counseling; childcare facilities; .

preparation for case outcome; and provision of meals or parking costs.

Mbst programs which provide effective pre-court appearance

services also provide good in-court services. However, there are a

few such services which depend on more than the goodwill of the

service provider. A key example is the provision of a separate

waiting room: while most courthouses have the space to provide such a

service, unless court administrators are persuaded of the need for

such a service, the waiting room will not be provided.

7. Pre - Sentence.

Pre-sentencing services, stage seven, are not provided in many

jursidictions. Such services involve notification of the victims and

witnesses of the verdict or plea; development and use of a Victim
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Impact Statement at sentencing; the development of restitution plans;

and counseling.

The Victim Impact Statement, by which the physical, financial, and-

emotional consequences of the crime are spelled out to the sentencing

judge, has become a hallmark of the victim rights movement, reflecting

the empassioned concern of many victims. There are now fourteen

states, along with the federal government, which mandate the use of

Victim Impact Statements and a number of others which have wadi

legislation pending. This kind of involvement of the victim at the

sentencing stage -- presenting the facts of what the offender did to

the victim, if not necessarily the victim's desires About sentencing

-- has had an impact both on the kind of sentence received -- one that

is not necessarily more punitive, incidentally -- and on the victim's

own state of mind.

8. Post-Sentence.

The final stage of service, post-sentencing, has not been dealt

with much until very recently. The most important part of this

service stage is the notification and involvement of the victim in

parole hearings and in parole and probation revocation procedings. A

number of highly-publicized cases has brought this subject to the fore

over the last year, but few jurisdictions have acted upon the needs

presented. However, Oklahoma and Massachusetts both have statutes

requiring such notification, and the Massachusetts victim/witness

programs, which exist in all of the larger prosecutorial districts in

the state, have developed procedures for effecting such notification

well.

Conclusion

This review of the eight service stages both itemizes services

which now exist in various jurisdictions and outlines a consensus

readied among service providers on what is needed by way of service at

each stage. While no service program in the United States seems yet

to provide a response to all of the needs uncovered, many attempt to

provide core services to especially-vulnerable victim groups -- such
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as the elderly.

The single largest obstacle for the development and maintenance of

programs for the elderly and other victims is the lack of funds.

While some progress has been made in developing state-level aid to

local programs such subeidies have been established in fourteen

states -- wherever services do exist, most continue to struggle for

survival. And most jurisdictions have virtually no services to begin

with.

Last year, under the leadership of Senators Heinz and Laxalt in

this body, and Representatives Rodin° and Fish in the House, the

Victim and Witness Protection Act was enacted and the federal

government took a major step in setting standards for providing

assistance and protection for victims.

I am sure that today's hearings reflect a continued interest in

the need for a balanced justice system and a continued commitment by

the Senate to provide answers to the countless victims who innocently

suffer at the hands of criminals.

TO you, as the lawmakers of the land and the representatives of

your victimized constitutencies, we direct this request -- that you

bring a new measure of compassion and fairness to the hidden tragedies

that crime leaves behind -- the victims.

Cur country's extraordinary stature in human history has been

built on our people's trust in popular government, and on our

government's capacity to respond effectively to global crisis. Let us

not be slow in responding to our crises within. This hearing marks

one sincere effort of our government representatives to better

understand the crisis of crime as it affects those least able to

overcome its effects, our victimized elderly.

We at the National organization for Victim Assistance are

heartened by your legislative initiatives and interest, Chairman

Grassley. We applaud you for convening this fact-finding hearing, and

look foreward to offering you our knowledge and suggestions as you

seek to transform public misery into remedial public law. We are

emboldened to believe that the United States Congress has now the will

and the wit to provide justice for all -- even the victims.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Sunderland.
Mr. SUNDERLAND. Mr. Chairman, AARP is deeply appreciative of

the opportunity to support the work of this committee and, of
course, it is an extremely important issue with us.

We now have passed our 14th million mark in members, mid are
closing very rapidly on 15 million.

In the interest of time, with your permission, Mr. CI .; .man, I
would like to summarize, make a few comments, and present a pre-
pared statement for the consideration of the members of this com-
mittee and the staff.

It was refreshing to hear your opening remarks even though
they were very brief. I think they clearly indicate the compassion,
the interest, and the direction that you intend, and members of
this committee intend, for these hearings to take and in subsequent
legislation to lead the way.

For too long the victim has been overlooked in our criminal jus-
tice system and I think it is time, although late in coming, that the
victim be made a part of this judicial process.

There are a few points that I would like to emphasize if I may.
In the last 12 years during which I have been director of Criminal
Justice Services of the American Association of Retired Persons,
the criminal victimization of the elderly has been a very important,
almost a central part of our work and I try to review or have staff
review the principal research products that are being produced, or
have been produced during this period.

Despite all the inquiries that have been made into this subject, I
believe there is a greater controversy today than when it first came
up in the national polls of 1968 and 1969.

At this point I would like to state that our internal surveys,
AARP's surveys, over the past decade have consistently placed
crime as the No. 2 concern of older persons, coming only after
income maintenance.

Now, there are other issues in some localities that place second
or third, such as health, as you would expect; and for those who
live in country areas, very often transportation is very high on the
list.

But the subject that this committee is addressing we know, and
the Harris and Gallup polls have also corroborated this, that crime
is a very serious concern and in urban areas and some localities
crime against the elderly is the No. 1 concern even surmounting
the problems of maintaining life, limb, and shelter and food.

Now, one of the controversies that I would like to deal with very
briefly is frequently raised by the media and researchers; namely,
are older persons the most frequently or the least frequently vic-
timized by crime? We can answer that by saying both. We are the
most frequently victimized by some crime types and the least fre-
quently victimized by other crime types. So you cannot say that
any age group is the most or least. It must be crime specify;.

In some of the outstanding works done in some of the States, par-
ticularly in the State of Florida where we have over 1 million
members and have an office to maintain service to those members,
about the same conclusions that we have come to are supported by
the Crime Commission hearings in Florida a few years back.
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I think what our researchers overlook is that so much of the re-
search being conducted these days is done by people in air-condi-
tioned offices who are only reviewing statistics. I would like to im-
press upon the members of this committee that that is no way to
look at victimization. You must get to the victims and experience
and feel those torments, the torment and the harm that follows
some victimizations. And particularly with the elderly, if it is a
fear-provoking confrontation or merely a vicarious victimization,
which is greater in the elderly than in other age groups. What we
mean by that in our business, is when an older person hears of a
crime being inflicted upon a friend or acquaintance, the impact of
that vicarious victimization, although nonexistent to the individu-
al, may as seriously deprive that individual of freedom of move-
ment as an actual victimization.

Soand I have talked with the Director of the Bureau of Justice
Statistics about thiswe too often do not consider the impact, the
intangibles of victimization. And if we were to carry this to the
absurd, if an older person is so fearful as to never leave the home
and never be victimized, and never show up on the statistics, then
many would say that there exists no problem because there has
been no victimization.

So I must stress, if I may, the seriousness of these intangibles
and the impact of victimization to the elderly.

As has been mentioned here earlier, there are multiple victimiza-
tions, not only by the criminal but by the system. I think no one is
more eloquent on this subject than Hon. Lois Herrington, the As-
sistant Attorney General, in her writings and statements pertain-
ing to this subject. But even beyond that, we victimize the individu-
al again through the tax collector. And I do commend the members
of this committee for the provisions in this bill which would place
some of the responsibility where it belongs, on the criminal, and
not impose the responsibility for restitution and rehabilitation
upon the noncriminal public, the taxpayer.

We have an offender-oriented criminal justice system. Crime sta-
tistics are offender-oriented. The trial or plea bargaining or the
endless continuances are at the offender's convenience. The State
provides legal counsel for the offender. There seems to be no short-
age of public service organizations to serve the offender.

Then finally, after all the costs that have ensued, the taxpayer
again must pay for the offender.

I would like to especially commend the committee for certain
provisions of this bill, particularly those pertaining to restitution,
whether it be by money or service. I would like to see more of that
for those serious habitual offenders who place themselves in a posi-
tion of being judgment-proof and who hide under that cloak to
escape the responsibility for their crimes.

I would like to say in closing that we are dealing with a very sick
system and there are few people who scrutinize the entire criminal
justice system. For instance, Chief Ray Davis of Santa Ana, Calif.,
tracked 3,800 felony filings; only 37 went to trial. You might say
that was a peculiarity of Los Angeles. Not so. INSLAWInstitue
for Social and Law Researchstudied 21 cities including Washing-
ton, D.C., and that is about the percentage in Washington, D.C.

24-906 0 - 84 - 11 15 7
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Specifically, as an example, INSLAW tracked 8,600-plus commer-
cial burglaries in Washington D.C., 87 offenders were convicted.
That does not mean that 87 people went to prison. As a matter of
fact in this country today, only 40 percent of our murderers go to
prison. And if you want to review statistics on rape. it is incredibly
poor. In a review of a study done by Dr. Donna Schromm, I selected
two cities and carefully analyzed the data and we got in those two
major cities, Seattle and Kansas City, one felony or misdemeanor
conviction, for every 318 actual rapes. Conviction does not mean
prison. And it goes on and on and on. For instance, and I do not
want to quote too many statistics but I am trying to emphasize
here that we are dealing with a very difficult problem in a system
that I think is not functioning very well in the metropolitan areas.
It functions very well in the country. In the large cities it is in a
virtual state of collapse. In most States we get barely one felony
conviction per police officer per year.

With that, Mr. Chairman and Senator Hawkins, I again express
the appreciation of my association for the invitation to come here.
We do have what I consider to be a capable and rather large staff.
If we can help you, the members of your staff, we wish you would
call upon us and let us know what we can do to advance these ex-
tremely worthwhile efforts. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sunderland follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN, and Members of the Committee:

We appreciate the opportunity to speak in support of S.704,

and to discuss briefly some of the findings of the American

Association of Retired Persons with respect to the victimization

of older Americans. Beginning as early as the 1970's the

Association has been examining these issues aftd we have developed

and implemented a number of programs and activities directed toward

educating our members and other older persons about ways in which

they can initiate action to reduce criminal opportunity, and their

risks of being victimized.

Victimization of the elderly came into prominence in the

last part of the decade of the 1960's, when HARP surveys and other

national studies began to reveal crime as the second greatest

concern of older persons, second only to income maintenance.

Some surveys in major urban areas reported crime as the number one

concern of the urban poor and elderly.

In the ensuing years, there has been considerable additional

research, and ar, a result of this there has developed a great deal

of controversy as to whether or not:the elderly are the most or the

least victimized. And the answer to this question is that they

are the most victimized by certain crime types in specific localities,

and the least victimized by other crime types, again depending upon

where they are. Generally speaking, older people have lower rates

of victimization by the very serious crimes of murder, rape and

aggravated assault, but they suffer higher rates than younger age

groups in the crimes of purse snatch, swindling, pickpocket, theft
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of checks from mailboxes, and in some locations, burglary.

The older age group have specific concerns and vulnerabilities

just as do other age groups. For example, older people are

targets of swindlers because very often they have "nest eggs"

or proceeds from life insurance or lump sums from sales of their

residences. Such is not often the case for the very young group. .

Since there are substantially more older women than older men,

and since some of them do have readily available cash, they become

the targets of con men. Concerning theft of checks from the mailbc::,

the elderly tend to be victimized because they are the most frequent

recipients of pension, annuity or other kinds of checks that are

mailed. This creates even more opporturity and results in their

higher victimization. Older women are mare frequently the victims

of purse snatch because the offender is m'st often a young male

who can outrun or out-maneuver an older person.

There are perhaps seventeen factors contributing to the level

of victimization of older persons; but there are two that are

worthy of ccnment here. These have to do wits the older persons''life-

qtyle--natural and/or imposed. The natural lifestyle of older persons

tends to reduce their vulnerability. Some examples of this are

that they are less likely to hitchhike than are younger age groups,

less likely to pick up strangers in a tavern, less likely. to be

alone on the streets during the late night hours. The imposed

lifestyle has far more insidious implications in that criminal

victimization whether actual or vicarious, raises justified levels

of fear, leading to greatly reduced activity, making the elderly

less "at risk" than younger age groups. The elderly change their

16.E
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habits or routines so as to avoid dangerous situations or

potential victimization. This, in turn, leads to increased

isolation and the deprivations flowing therefrom. Many

researchers, perhaps most of them, deal only with frequency

of victimization and not with its impact. The economic,

psychological and sociological impacts must be considered.

Sometimes, the intangible imAtt, such as the psychological

trauma, may be greater than the tangible impacts, that is,

economic and physiological. Nonetheless, the minimum that

can be done is compensation for older victims' losses resulting

from crime.

In recent decades, the victim has become the forgotten

element in the Criminal Justice System. Our crime statistics

are offender oriented. The taxpayer's money is poured into

programs for the offender. Public service organizations come

forth to plead the case of the offender. And the victim is

forgotten and thrice victimized -- initially by the criminal, next

by the cz..*alier treatment received within the system, and lastly

by the tax collector so as to provide more funds for offender

programs. Only very recently have books been written on victims

as principal subjects, and the science of victimology has just barely

reached its adolescence.

For too ion:* the victim of crime has been neglected in our

judicial process. anyone who follows the victim's path through

this tortuous and directionless maze is stricken by the fact that

the victim is almost an unwanted actor, a bit player in the plot

being developed in the drama. In fact, in the vast majority of

cases the victim is unessentialand goes unnoticed and unnotified.
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Most crime does not come to the attention of the police.

Of the crime that does, only a minute portion ever goes to

trial. The victim does not become a part of the process in the

overwhelming majority of cases. Most of the criminals who are

apprehended enter into an agreement to avoid the uncertainties

of the criminal trial and to receive a favorable bargain. The

victim is not an essential element, not needed, not considered,

not consulted and rarely even notified. This was succinctly

summed up by Assistant U.S. Attorney General, Lois Herrington,

after chairing the President's Task Force on Victims. Her

statement was "Every one of the victims who testified at our

six field hearings said they would never again get involved with

the criminal justice system. It is clear that if we take the

justice out of the system, we have a'system that serves only the

criminal."

During the early years of the development of our Criminal

Justice System, "making the victim whole," was paramount; that is,

consideration for the victim over the offender, a general compassion

for the victim and the relentless pursuit of the offender. I

would not presume precisely to describe attitudes prevalent in the

past centur7 but, if daily journal reports of the period are

indicative, the press sympathized with the victims, urged the

sheriff on to full pursuit of the offenders and lauded the courts

for swift and sure punishment. Why the victim has fallen into

obscurity today is subject to much conjecture but it is observable

and now becoming the center of comment. The Report of the President's
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Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice

noted "One of the most neglected subjects in the study of crime

is victims: the persons, households, and businesses that bear

the brunt of crime in the United States."

Let us hope we are seeing the dawn of a new era during which

the victim will become the principal actor who will receive the

attention rightly due, be made whole by money or service, become

the focus of compassion and concern and be restored the rights

so long deprived.

In our early development restitution was fundamental to

the settlement of a criminal complaint. Now it is almost totally

forgotten. Volumes could be written on the reasons advanced

as to why restitution is not possible in most cases. But fairness

demands that offender restitution be restored as a social policy

in the United States. It can be done, and must be done. After

various objections are overcome, there are those who will seize

upon a policy of offender restitution as an opportunity to create

a vast new bureaucracy supervising an unprofitable business. Such

a development is not necessary. First, if the offender has assets,

the restitution can be a money award. Today, most offenders get

off free by pleading poverty and by becoming judgment-proof. In

such cases, offenders should be made to make restitution by work

and service. This can be done without the need of a burdensome

administration. A little ingenuity can devise the means. One

example came to my attention while I was inspecting a sheriff's

program on the West Coast. The sheriff, tiring of seeing nothing

done to Juvenile Offenders until they developed into very serious

criminals, asked the judge to release delinquent juveniles to his
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custody for work programs. The judge did so and the sheriff

assigned the juveniles to worthwhile public service such

as painting public beach property, cleaning up pUblic parks,

cutting timber pathways through forests, and other chores needed

to entice resort vacationers. The sheriff told me he never had

a juvenile so assigned return to the system and that many young

people had thanked him for diverting them from minor criminal

activities.

Too many so-called "professionals" cite too many objections

to restitution programs. Perhsps we should replace such persons

with managers who have the initiative to develop innovations that

can overcome the obstacles without great investments of public

funds.

Given political and social constrait;s, our options for

improving the Criminal Justice System are few. Despite the

mountains of money heaped on rehabilitation programs, they have

had dismal results. The Director of the Federal Bureau of

Prisons has testified before the Congress that we do not know how

to rehabilitate a prisoner aainst his will. Major studies have

revealed little, if any, difference between those in and those not

in our rehabilitation programs.

Searching for the "roots" of crime has been even more elusive.

No crime causation theory yet advanced has withstood close scrutiny.

It is past time to turn some of our attention to the innocent

victim. The very minimum victims deserve is compensation for losses

suffered. The compensation should go beyond repair of personal

injuries and should include waking tre victim whole. There should
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be no "means" test since criminals cross all economic levels

and the affluent innocent victim should not be deprived of

restitution nor the criminal allowed to benefit by preying on

the rich.

There are a number of professional criminals who make

themselves "judgment proof" in order to avoid responsibility.

These, often the worst of the criminal lot, should not be allowed

to elude responsibility. The alternatives for the judgment

proof or indigent should be either payment by service to the

community or imprisonment. Ultimately, we should strive to make

crime less profitable than the alternatives. 'n illiterate,

untrained street "junkie" today takes in more money to support his

drug habit than is earned by 99.9% of the female wage earners in

this country. To turn that around, only one-tenth of one percent

of our female workers make more money than an ordinary drug addict.

The penalty for crime must be greater than the pleasure. Full

restitution by the offender, not merely a tine, should be the

responsibility demanded of those who choose to profit from crime.

It is clear to most observers at the street level that crime is

profitable and that the potential rewards outweigh the potential

consequences. I am confounded as to why we must conduct a study

to arrive at this conclusion, but a study was just recently

released on prisoners in Sweden, the ultimate social welfare state,

and most prisoners stated they preferred crime over other lines of

work.
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A noble first step, and a minimum, is compensation paid

tor through increased criminal fines.

In March, 1982, the AARP Board of Directors discussed

again the seriousness of crime in America and the members

stated their views in a series of policy statements on significant

issues bearing on the subject. Among these statements was the

following:

"Work or other forms of restitution by offenders, especially

juveniles, should be vigorously explored.

"Restitution by the offender is certainly not stigmatizing.

Restitution has proved to be a deterrent to criminal condeZt in

those instances in which it has been tried. With respect to

juveniles, their criminal acts, from vandaliam to burglary,

seldom lead to t:le imposition of punishment. In many cases,

"first c2fense" should more accurately be termed 'first mime

apprehended". If a juvenile is apprehended in the act vandalism,

he should be required to make ;estituticn by tapairiaq restoring

the damaged property, or by performing a suisln.1e service to the

victim or to the community.

"Unless the juvenile commits a very ser1J*5 crime little other

than superficial action is taken. If a jwenile is adult enough

to use a gun, a knife, or other deadly weapon he should be considered

and tieated as an adult."
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Historically, in developing their yearly legislative

objectives for consideration of Federal or State legislative

bodieS, the Association has pressed for:.
-

adequate indemnification to victims of crime; prosecution
programs aimed at career criminals or repeat offenders;

compilation of detailed and uniform crime statistics,
including such stems as victim age, so that those crimes
to which the elderly fall disproportionally victim will
be clearly and accurately identified.

educational programs based upon research data, to
demonstrate ways in which the elderly are victimized
by nonviolent economic crimes such as criminal fraud,
and to suggest ways they might better protect themselves
against fraudulent and deceptive practices; and

the development of more public information and media
programs to educate persons, especially older persons,
about simple crime prevention techniques.

The American Association of Retired Persons endorses the

legislative proposal before you, and commends the committee for

this important effort.

Senator GRASSLEY. I understand your organization has been very
helpful to us, so at this point let me thank you for what you have
already contributed in working with us.

Does the AARP have any survey information from among your
members? I assume it would be from among your members who
have been victim:-ed and applied and received assistance?

Mr. SUNDERLAND. Not to my knowledge. And these surveys, Mr.
Chairman, are not limited to our members. They are national sur-
veys conducted over the full spectrum of older persons in this coun-
try. Understandably, a number of them are AARP members but we
try to take a look into the concerns and needs of all older persons.
I do not know of any of our surveys, we are just starting a new one
and it will be launched 2 weeks from now, that deals with the ques-
tion you asked. It could be that I could get such questions entered
into this upcoming survey.

Senator GRASSLEY. Would you elaborate on a statement that kind
of intrigued me on page 6, where you state that "too many so-
called professionals cite too many objections to restitution pro-
grams."

Mr. SUNDERLAND. Yes, I think that that is observable. Certainly
you people who have devoted your life to public service understand
that sometimes bureaucrats capture the bureaucracy and do not
serve the persons intended to be served.

There are some real problems with the execution of orders of res-
titution and we recognize that. Many judges object to this because
they feel that legislation should not force them to take these ac-
tions, it should be a matter of judicial discretion.

Those who are empowered with the responsibility to collect resti-
tution very often find that they can lay that aside and take on the
duties that they consider in their mind to be more pleasing. We

.1f8
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have that problem in criminal fines, an enormous amount of crimi-
nal fines are never collected. And the same problem is going to
occur with restitution, once restitution is ordered.

I do not intend this to be a flippant statement and I am not too
sure that it is practical, but I think if we got a few business manag-
ers they would find ways to collect restitution.

Senator GRASSLEY. I have just one last question and that is for
Mr. Stein. Because we have very little information available re-
garding the impact of victims compensation programs upon the vic-
tims themselves. What in your opinion, does contact with victims
compensation programs improve victims' attitudes toward the
criminal justice system?

Mr. STEIN. As you indicated, there is not any research data on
that. The impressions that we get are a rather mixed picture, quite
frankly.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mixed?
Mr. STEIN. Yes; sad to say, many compensation programs are op-

erated like -ther public bureaucracies and the experience is not a
very plensnnt one, as you have raised in earlier questions. There
are (Ate.: . ?ry long and tedious and confusing forms to fill out, and
then, are iften overworked and not very sympathetic claims agentst- with. It is no better and sometimes worse than trying to file
a private insurance claim. And as Mr. Zweibel indicated, with
somewhere between 60 and 70 percent of all claims being denied by
compensation boards across the country, there is a good deal of dis-
appointment that is built in to the process of being an applicant,
not to mention the delays and other kinds of frustrations.

I think that there are a number of compensation programs that
appreciate these, the sz.:-.4e r dissel vice that they are conveying to
many of the public, and are 11.-ying 4-o overcome that. Indications
about California trying to speed up its process and simplify its
forms along with a number of the efforts that Mr. Zweibel's pro-
gram has done in New York, are examples.

Nonetheless, I think most of us, most of the observers would be
hard pressed to see how the claims process and that experience per
se adds much to the law enforcement or criminal justice effort. I
think I have overstated that. I guess there are obviously some cases
where a sense of gratitude for help was transferred to all the help-
ers around in the criminal justice system as well as the compensa-
tion program. But I think that is at the margin.

Senator GRASSLEY, Senator Hawkins.
Senator HAWKINS. I have no questions. I look forward to working

with you in solving this problem. It is of gigantic proportions and it
really is striking a low note in the history of this country.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, that concludes this hearing. I thank you
specifically and also I think we have had a very good panel, several
panels of witnesses.

You ought to look forward to us moving along on this because I
think it is something that we will be doing.

So thank you all very much.
This meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the committee recessed, to reconvene subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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